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INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING 
AND LATTICE DYNAMICS OP METALS IN QÏÏASI-ION APPROXIMATION 
1 . INTRODUCTION *)· 
This report contains results of lattice dynamical calculations which were 
made on the basis of the pseudo­ion model *■' described in Part I · The 
reduction of the experimental inelastic neutron data to pseudo­ion form fac­
tors was done by means of a non­linear least square fitting program, called 
PSAF. Using another program, SKFD, frequency distributions and dynamical 
structure factors have been computed. These quantities are essential for any 
calculation of electrical and thermal resistivities or of thermodynamical 
quantities like specific heats, Debye temperatures or Debye­Waller factors. 
The computation of the latter quantities is done by a program called CVDWF. 
Listings of the mentioned FORTRAN­4 programs are given in the Appendix. 
2. MODEL 
In this passage we recall briefly our model and the underlying assumptions. 
The interaction energy E(K) between any two lattice particles including 2nd 
order effects may be written as » ' 
E(K) = E,. (K) + E. ,(K) dir ind 
* r e 2 Z 2 f G c ( K ) Gind ( K ) (1 __!_,) Q ) ,e2Z2  < 
Ωο \ K2 κ2 ε(Κ) 
The first term is the direct Coulomb interaction energy between two extend­
ed ions with form factors G (Κ), which go to 1 for K­K). The indirect inter­
action via the valence electrons is determined by the form factor 
Gind ( K ) = Gc(K> ­ Gorth(K) (2) 
G *v(K) *s tne ^orm factor describing orthogonalization effects, for K­K) it 
goes to zero, i.e. G th(K) corresponds to a neutral "charge" distribution. 
The dielectric function ε(Κ) is given by 
k2 
ε(Κ) = 1 +­f D(t) , (3) 
Κ 
where k = Hk^/wa and t = K/2k_ (k„: Fermi wave vec tor , a : Bohr rad ius ) , c F o F F o 
*) Manueoript r e c e i v e d on 5 May, 1969. 
δ 
D(t) = 1 in the Thomas-Fermi approximation. In t h e RPA approximation i t 
, 5) i s given by 
2 
D(t) = f(t) = \ + ^-Z~- m \ψζ\ (Ό 
4t 
3) Including exchange effects we have 
D(t) = (l - — — - = ) f(t) (5) 
\ 2 + 6t / 
and if we take into account also the fact that the indirect interaction it-
3) 
self is modified by exchange effects , we may define an effective dielec­
tric constant using 
D ( t ) = « i > — ( 6 ) 
" 8 V k F i l + 3 t 2 
The corresponding d i e l e c t r i c funct ion w i l l be c a l l e d ε (Κ). 
Equation (1) may be reduced to the following screened i n t e r a c t i o n between 
pseudo-ions 
2 2 G2. (K) 
E(K) = ΐ ϊ | Α . -ξ , (7) 
"ο Κ ε(Κ) 
where the model form factor G,.(K) = G. , (K). This reduction is possible un­ti ina 
der the following assumptions: 
a) the ion cores are small and non-overlapping, 
b) the form factors are radially symmetric, 
c) the ions behave as rigid particles, i.e. during vibration no moments are 
excited. 
Since (7) is an interaction between extended particles and since it depends 
explicitly on volume, the validity of the Cauchy relations is not required. 
G (K) = G (Κ)/ε(Κ) ·*■ 0 for K-K), thus this quantity characterizes a neutral 
particle, the so-called pseudo-atom . The pseudo-atom is composed of the 
bare particle G(K) and the screening cloud GSCL(K) = - G(K)(1 - 1/ε(Κ)). 
If the assumptions a ) , b) and c) are justified for a certain metal, the po-
t e n t i a l 
„ κ , . - ash G-f<™ ,8, 
ο Κ ε(Κ) 
with ε(Κ) calculated using equation (5) is a valid pseudo­potential, as seen 
by an electron. Otherwise equation (7) with D(t) from equation (6) should be 
considered as suitable interpolation formula, which may be used to compute 
all purely dynamical quantities like phonon frequencies and eigenvectors or 
the phonon density of states. 
For the numerical calculations the following form factor has been assumed 
GM ( K ) = { 1 + Σ Bn +l(f) ? n } e*P -<B1 f )2 < 9 > 
n=l 
The parameters B. are found by non­linear least square fitting to disper­
sion curves obtained from inelastic neutron scattering experiments. 
3. PROGRAMS 
Three programs have been written to obtain information on lattice dynamical 
properties of metals. The basic program is called PSAF, it gives the parame­
ters B. of the model form factor G (K). The program is based on iterative pro­
cedures, as discussed by Marquardt . At each step the parameters and the cor­
responding values for G(K), V(K) and E(K) are calculated. The computation is 
interrupted when the least square deviations between theoretical and experi­
mental frequencies correspond to the experimental errors of the points of the 
dispersion curve. 
A second program is used to calculate the frequency distribution g(v) and 
the structure factor S(K) using E(K), resp. G(K), with the parameters obtained 
by PSAF. In order to reduce the computation time for g(v) the interpolation 
Ín : 
9) 
8) procedure of Gilat and Raubenheimer has been adopted. The mai importance 
of S(K) lies in its application to electron scattering problems 
The program CVDWF has been written to calculate lattice specific heats, 
Debye­Waller factors and effective Debye temperatures on the basis of the fre­
quency spectra which are obtained by SKFD. 
8 
H. RESULTS 
Using the program PSAF we have analyzed the experimental dispersion curves 
of lithium , sodium , potassium , rubidium , copper , alumi-
15) 16) 17) 18) 19) 
nium , lead , iron , nickel and platinum . The parameters of 
the form factors, defined in equation (9) are given in Table 1, 2 and 3. With 
these parameters we have calculated G(K), G (K)9 G(K)/E*(K), 6(Κ)/ε(Κ), 
V*(K) and V(K), results are shown in Figs. 1 - 10. The following Figs. 11 - 20 
show the corresponding dispersion curves together with the experimental data 
on which the fitting processes had been based. 
By means of the program SKFD the frequency distribution g{v) and the struc­
ture factor S(K) for each metal have been computed and are shown in Figs. 21-
33. Finally, using program CVDWF and g(v) from SKFD the effective Debye tempe­
ratures Θ .(Τ) and Θ „(Τ) have been computed, corresponding curves are given 
in Figs. 34 - 36. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Programs and results have been presented which are based on the pseudo-ion 
approximation, proposed in Part I. Our results show that using this approxima­
tion one is able to reduce the neutron data to a simple physical model from 
which it is straightforward to calculate the essential phonon properties of 
a metal like the phonon density of states, the phonon frequencies and the pola­
rization vectors at arbitrary points in reciprocal space. Results have been 
obtained for 10 cubic metals. 
■9­
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Fig. 1-10 Characteristic functions of Li, Na, K, Rb, Cu, Al, Pb, Fe, 
Ni and Pt 
Fig. 11-20 Dispersion curves of Li, Na, K, Rb, Cu, Al, Pb, Fe, Ni and Pt 
Fig. 21 - 30 Phonon frequency distributions g(v) of Li, Na, K,Rb, Cu, Al, 
Pb, Fe, Ni and Pt 
Fig. 31 - 33 Structure factors S(K) of Li, Na, K, Rb, Cu, Al, Pb, Fe, Ni 
and Pt 
Fig. 34 - 36 Debye c h a r a c t e r i s t i c tempera tures of the l a t t i c e s p e c i f i c 
heat (Θ ) and of t h e Debye-Wa 
Rb, Cu, A l , Rb, Fe, Ni and Pt 
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C PROGRAM PSAF ( !>SEUDO-ATOM F Î T ) 
C C THE MODUL PARAMETERS O r A PSEUD Τ­ATOM FORM FACTDR ARE FITTED TO C )Γ SERVED Dl SPET SION CURVES WHICH ΛΓ E FIRST REDUCED DY THE CLOSED C SHELL REPULSIVE I N F R A C T I O N . THE PARAMETERS ARE DETERMINED USTMG C Λ NONLINEAR LEAST SONARES METHOD BASED ON SMARr­°ROGRAM G2­PPF­C MLI Μ BY D.W..MARI')ARDT. C ""HE PROGRAM IS RESTRICTED T0 BCC­AND FCC­STRUCTNRES. IT IS WRITTEN C IN FORTRAN 4 [?6f Gl 
r 
C MCDFL FORM EACTPP G(X)= EXP(­(Bl*X/2)**2)*(1 + B2*T+....+BK*T**{K­l)) C REPULSIVE POTENT IAl. = RAMP*EXP (­Γ/Μν) r C MWAY=1 τ=Β1*Χ/2 C NWAY=2 T=(Bl*X/2)**2 C MWAY=3 T = X/2 C MWAY=4 T=(X/2)**2 c C X IS THE ΡΙΙΟΠΟΝ WAVE VECTOR, BI=Bl I ? ARE THE PAPAMETERS 
r C MAX NO OF PARAMETERS IS K­25 C MAX f 10 OF OBSERVATIONS IS Μ­15Γ C C EXTENSION OP THIS PROGRAM Ti MORE THAN 25 PARAMCTFRS REQUIRES C CHANGE OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS C FIRST DIMENSION IN MAIN AND FPCODF, DT MENS ION IM GJP, C IN SUBZ (EXCEPT W ), IN MODEL AND LTMGIS, C LABELED COMMONS /ALL/ AND /SULIN/. C THE EXTFNDED PROGRAM USES TApc 3 INSTCAD OF ASP ( SEF C DEF. OF I BKT) Fn" INTERMEDÍATE STORAGE OF THF MATRIX C A=PTP. TO SAVE STORAGE S^ACC ASP OF MATN MAY THERFFORE C BE DIMENSIONED AS ASP (1,1* IN THAT CASE. C C IBKT=1 MEANS USE UPPER A MATRIX ^ ^ C ΙΒΚ""=Γ. MEANS USE TAPE ? "«""» C C IWHER =­1 MEANS DO ANY SPECIAL IMITTALIZIMG FOR CASE niqn C IUHCR = Γ MEAMS START NEW CASE OR END RUN * 1 Q* C IWUFR = 1 MEANS GET Ρ S AND F non« C IWHER GREATER THAN 1 MEANS GET F ONLY *?.!" C C MODEL DEPENDANT PARTS OF THIS PROGRAM ARE MARKED BV NA C MODEL INDEPENDANT PARTS Rv NU. C COCÍ DIMENSION BS(25),ΠΠ(25),ΒΑ(25),G(251,W(26),Ι Β(24),SA(25),Α(25,26), 
FORTRAN 
000 2 
U ' L 3 • C 0 4 
coes 
IV G LEVEL 1 , HOD 2 MAIN DATE = β ^ ^ 1 7 / C ' 2 / 1 ^ PASE O « ? 
1 A S P Í 2 5 . 2 5 ) DIMENSION FWS(15í ) , EF( 1 5<~" ) , I TEXT( 5) COMMON PI , OP, Κ » COM«L . C LB , P I A, CONI , NHS COM , F ( 1 5'M C0MM0N/ALL/P115 ' ' 1 ,25) , B ( 2 5 ) , RN(25) COMMON/MASUFP/T F SSI , I F SS 2 , Ν' .'AY , f lEX, C 1M2 , 1 WMF R , Ν , K Z ( 1 5 l ) , Χ ( 1 5 C ) , ï FX 
X C 6 COMMON/MASU/C0M3, F 0 ( 1 ­ " ) , FQZ115C) , R x ( 1 5 ' ) ,Y<15Π ) , NGVE ,CKF , Z E F F , CKC 
l f L C I G M T ( 7 ) f N W E I T C 
Í ! ' C 7 DATA I T E X T ( l ) , I T F X T ( 2 ) , I T F X T ( 3 ) , I T E X T ( 4 ) , T T E X T ( ^ ) / ! M , 1 H C , 1 H P , 1 H Y , 
11HX/ 
'­"008 DATA I T E X T ( l ) , T T F X T ( 2 ) , I T E X T ( 3 ) , I T F X T ( 4 ) , ΙΤΕΧΤ( ^ ) / i . | | , 1H0 , I H " , 1HY, 
C 
CCC 9 MPRMT=i r>?­>r> 
COli. ' 650 IWHER = O n­Mo 
C011 652 GO TO 4 r\->f.r 
0012 653 IWHER = IWHER ^ ' « ; n 
C013 IF ( INNER.GT.C ) GO TO 654 * ? f > * 
L< : i 4 IF ( IWHER.EQ.C5G0 To 6 6 0 n­»­»o 
0015 6 5 1 CONTINUE n ? s * 
C CASF I N I T I A L I Z I N G 
• 016 CALL SUBZ 0017 IF(IBOUT.nQ.l.OR.IFXTT.CQ.l) GO ΤΠ 650 C 018 GO TO 652 O U P 0019 654 CONTINUE η*ςη C C GET FUNCTIONS Γ Π ) . F(I) IS Y HAT (I). C GET DERIVATIVES P(I,J )=DF(I)/UB(J) ONLY IF TWHFR=1 OR IFSS2=T C IF3S2=1 MEANS GE"1" ESTIMATED DERIVATIVES PH,J). 
r 
1020 CALL EPCODE 
0C21 ΙΓ( lEXIT.E'J.l) GO TO 65') 
Ό;·22 GO TO 652 ης*>Γ> 0023 660 CALL EXIT rmin C THIS IS THE FND OF THF MAIN ROUTINE "«5V» C ηςςη '. C 2 4 4 IWHER = IWHER ο«*η 
C - f + r\*-rn 
'"'25 IF ( INNER.L T.Γ) GO τ 0 59 f»«SR" 
'-■ 26 IF ( INNER.EQ.ι )G0 TO 10 »*°f* 
C 1 2 3 4 ΟΑ,ΠΓ» 
'I '"27 8 GO το (75,3)4,606,620), IWHER "*>"* 
C READ FIRST CARD OF NEXT CASE r>*­>n 
■.02 a li' ITCT = C π^,λο i j29 IBOUT=>" 0*Λ.η 
'. 03». I E X I T = C '. 0 31 READ (5,9t ) Ν , Κ , I P, M, IFP P*«^ 
FJRTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 69^o 17/P2/1* PAGE ??P3 
L|­32 IF (fl.CT.15L .OR.K.GT.25) WRITE (6,944) 
C' 33 IF (N.GT.15­.OR.K.GT.25) GO TO 650 
C 
C IP NO OF EMITTED PARAMETERS, MAX. 24 C [1 NO OF INDEPENDANT VARIABLES, HAS το or. 1 IN THIS C APPLICATION C IFP =1 PLOT OF Y­OBS. AND V­PRED. C =Γ NO PLOT, TABULATION OF RESULTS C C034 IF (N.LE.OCO TC 2^ "**η C035 READ (5 ,90( ) IWS1, IWS2, IWS3, IWS4, IMS5, IWS6 *^* C C IWSl DOESNTT APPLY C IWS2 =r ANAL., =1 ESTIM. DERIVATIVES C IWS3 =«* ABBREV., =1 DETAIL PRIMTOUT C IWS4 =P NO FORCE OFF, =1 FORCED BRANCH T0 CCMF. 
C REGION CALCULATION AFTER I ITERATIONS 
C IWS5 =0 SENSE SWITCHES N0 T INTERROGATED, C =1 SENSE SWITCHES INTERROGATED C IWS6 =P NONLINEAR CONFIDENCE LIMITS DES!pEn, C ■ =1 OMITTED C C036 IFSS1 = 2 η * « π CC37 IF ( I W S 5 . E Q . O G 0 TO 21? rt^r i>038 PAUSE 5 . Λ τ * π 0039 CALL 3SWTCH(1,TFSS1) * 7 1 ^ 0040 211. CONTINUE *~>?η 0 0 4 1 WRITE ( 6 , 9 3 2 ) * 7 ^ n 0 0 4 2 I F ( I F S S 1 . N E . D G 0 TO 211 n 7 t " 0043 WRITE (12,932) " 7 ^ 0044 211 GO TO 21 " T 6 n C END OF LAST PROBLEM * 7 ™ CC45 2C CONTINUE 0046 IFIK.LE.25) IBKT=1 0047 IF(Κ.GT.25) IBKT=2 C048 IF(IBKT.EQ.2) REWIND 3 0049 IWHER=f 0050 GO TO 653 P*,n C051 21 IF (IFP.LE.u)GO τ η 22 n * 2 n (052 23 CONTINUE P » ^ 0L53 IECH=ITEXT(1) C C 54 I0CH=ITEXT(2) G055 IPCH=ITEXT(3) 0056 IYCH=ITEXT(4) 0057 IXCH=ITCXT(5) C058 READ (5,930)YHN,SPRP P^on C C YMN Y­VALUE AT LEFT END OF PLOTTING AREA. NOTE THAT THE 
FORTRAM IV G LEVEL 1, NOD 2 MAIN DATE = 6οηςο 11/^2/1* PAGE P-P04 
C Y-AXIS OF THE PLOT IS PARALLEL TO THE LINES OF THE C PAGE. C SPRD RANGE OF Y-VALUES OF PLOT C 0059 22 IFdP.LE.C) GOTO 30 pa«* 
CÛ6I" 24 READ(5,9i 0)( IB( I), I = 1,IP) POI Λ 
C 
C IB(I) SUBSCRIPTS OF OMITTED PARAMETERS 
C 
0 0 6 1 DO 26 1 = 1 , I P Oo?n 
0062 IF ( I B M I . G T . O G D TO 26 P ° * P C06.3 25 'WRITE ( 6 , 9 2 6 ) po4n 0 1 6 4 I F ( I F S S l . f l E . D G O TO 212 n o ^ 0065 'WRITE ( 1 2 , 9 2 6 ) no60 
C'.66 212 CONTINUE Α Ο Τ Λ 0 0 6 7 I BOUT = 1 r\oar\ 
0 0 6 8 26 CONTINUE " o o n 
0069 3L READ ( 5 , 9 3 1 ) FF , Τ , Γ ,TAU ,XL ,GAMCR,DEL,ZETA * nr>r> 
. 9 3 
C 
READ ( Ε , 9 Γ 2 ) ( K Z ( I ) . X( I ) , F D Z ( I ) , E F ( I 
READ ( 5 , 9 3 8 ) NNF I T , t W E I G H T ( L ) , L = l , 7 ) 
C 3 ( 1 ) I N I T I A L GUESSES FOR PARAMETERS C K Z ( I ) KENNZEICHEN, IN SUBR. FPCO DE DEF. 
C X H Ì PHOf'OM­WAVE­VECTORS K / 1 2 P I / A ) (E+P/CM) 
ι m Λ 
: 5 , 9 3 1 ) F F , Τ , Γ , T A U , X L , G A M C R , D E L , Z E T A DUB IN IMPOT CONSTANTS I F NOT SUPPLÌ FD 
C { XL IS CHECKED IN FIRST ITERATION ) i"of»n 0U7· I F ( F F . G T . t . ) GOTO 3 4 » « ' n C071 32 ΕΓ = 4 . ι η / .Π 0 0 7 2 34 I F ( E . G T . C ) G 0 T n 3 " T t n ^ n 0073 36 E = . 0 C C f 5 ^ 6 P C074 37 I F ( T A U . G T . i :.) GOTO 39 ι η τ η 0075 38 TAU = .Oí. 1 i o*r> CC76 39 I F ( T . G T . C ) GOTO 42 ' o o n Κ C 77 40 " = 2 . i » P P • 3 7 8 42 IF (Κ . G T . 2 5 ) G O T Q 46 ü m Γ079 44 IBKT=1 n ? n . J8>. GO TO 50 ι * ­ *« C 0 8 1 46 IBKT=2 ί ι λ η ■:082 REWIND 3 i i «iP ' 0 0 3 50 IF ( GAMCR.GT. C . ) GOTO 52 i ' u n >:084 51 GAMCR = 4 5 . ϋ * τ ο 
- 0 8 5 52 IF ( D E L . S T . C . ) GO TO 5 5 n ^ n 
. . ' 8 6 DEL = . CCC 0 1 ' i o n 
• 0 8 7 55 IF ( Z E T A . G T . Γ . ) GO TO 53 ι ?f\r\ ■.088 ZETA = . l C - 3 l H i n 0089 53 XKDB = 1 . * ->?r> 
t 9ι.' 54 CONTINUE i ·>*Ρ 0 0 9 1 READ (5,Of 1 ) ( β ( I ) , I = 1 ,K) ϊ*>'ςη 
'92  ( 5 , )    I ) ,  I  , Z ( I ) , EF( I ) , 1 = 1 ,N ) 
FORTRAM IV G LEVEL 1, MOD MAIN DATE = 69Π50 17/02/1* PA3E PPP5 
0094 0095 0096 C 097 0098 
0099 0100 0101 0102 0103 
8|S| 
0107 0108 C 109 0110 Olli 0112 0113 0114 C 115 0116 G117 0118 C119 0120 0121 0122 C 123 0124 0125 
C C c c c c c c c c c c c 
















TAKE WEIGHT(L) AS WEIGHT OF L­TH BRANCH, l/FQZm**2 AS WEIGHT 0 F I_ T H POINT 
WEIGHT(L) 
MEANS MEANS MEANS DC. MEANS I­TH POINT OF NOTE THAT THE FITTED. WEIGHT OF L­TH BRANCH OF DISPERSION RELATION (L=l 7) IN FORMAT (7Ε1Γ.3). AR3ITRARY FOR NWEIT=0,2 AMD 
TAKE 
TAKE 1/(FQZ(I)*EF(I))**2 DC. SQARES OF THE FREQUENCIES 
AS WEIGHT OF 
ARE TO BE 
TO 3 
NWEIT1=NWEIT+1 
IF(NWEIT.EQ.C) IWHER=­1 GO TO 6 53 IBKA=1 
WEIT2=1, 
START THE CALCULATION OF THE PTP MATRIX WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 7 ) N , K , I P , M , I F P , GAMCR, DEL, FF, Τ, E, TAU, XL , ZETA I F d F S S l . N E . D G O TO 213 V/RITE ( 1 2 , 9 C 7 ) N , K , I P , M , IFP,GAMCR,OEL, FF ,Τ ,Ε ,TAU,XL, ZETA CONTINUE CONTINUE DO 62 1=1,Κ G ( I ) = 0 . DO 62 J=1,K A ( I , J ) = C . GO TO ( 6 3 , 6 9 , 6 9 ) , Ι Β Κ Λ IF (IWS5.EQ.C)CO TO 630 CALL SSWTCH ( 3 , I F S S 3 ) CALL SSWTCH(2,IFSS2) CALL SSWTCH (1 . IFSS1) CO TO ( 6 6 , 6 4 ) , I F S S ? IFSS3=IWS3 IFSS2=IWS2 GO TO 70 IFSS3=C 
GO TO ( 7 C , 6 5 ) , IFSS2 IFSS2=C GO TO 70 IFSS3=1 NGVE=1 WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 8 ) Í B ( J ) , J = 1 , K ) I F d F S S l . N E . D G O TO 214 WRITE ( 1 2 , 9 0 8 ) ( B ( J ) , J = 1 , K ) 
1 ?Qft 
i" 7 7ft 
i 7 7 f t 
i 7A.ft 
1 7 ς ο 
1 7 f , f t 
i 7-rn 
1 **PP 
ï 7 Oft 
1 4ft r\ 
i Λ.1 f> 
1 Λ.*>Ρ 
i Λ.7 ft 
44^ 
Λ.* ft 




ς ι ft 
57f t 




i f ftft 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 
C126 
0127 0128 0129 0131 0131 C132 0133 0134 013 5 C 136 C 137 0138 
0139 
0140 C 141 0142 0143 0144 C 145 0146 





72 C C C 57 C 
75 76 
77 
C C Γ C 600 6f 2 
6C6 607 




1, MOD MAIN DATE = 6on?o 17/32/1* PAGE 0?n6 
CONTINUE IF ( IFSS3.EQ.DGO TO 73 IF ( IFP.LE.C)GO TO 68 WS = YMN+SPRD WRITE( 6,9P6)YMN,WS IFUFSSl.NC.l) GOTO 258 
WRITF(12,906)YMN,WS 
CONTINUE GO TO ^3 CONTINUE IF (IFSS2.EQ.C) GO TO 57 GO TO 600 IF ( IFSS2.EQ.DGO T Q 602 
THIS IS THE FP-ROUTINE WITH ANALYTICAL Ρ S 
IWHER=1 GET F AND ANALYTICAL Ρ S GO TO 653 IF (IP.LE.DGO TO 8P DO 77 11=1,IP IWS=IB(II) DC 77 1=1,Ν P(I,IW>)=C.r GO TO 80 
THIS IS THE ESTIMATED Ρ S ROUTINE 
CONTINUE IWHER=3 GO TO 653 DO 607 1=1,M rWS(I)=F(I) J = l IF (IP.LC.f)GO TO 618 DO 612 11=1,IP IF ((J-IB(II)).EQ.P)GO TO 621 CONTINUE DBW=B(J)*DEL TWS=B(J) B(J)=B(J)+DBW IWHER=4 GC TO 653 3(J)=TWS DO 361 1=1, Ν P(I,J)=(F(I)-FWS(I))/DBW GO TO 622 
Μ Ρ *?π 
f 7 η 
*«>ft 
*,6Ρ 6 Τ 
1 frpft 
i *,Qft 





ï 37 ft 
i q/Vft 
τ ft** 
ï qTft i flρ ft 
1 pon 
ι Oftft 











FORTRAN IV LEVEL 1, MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 60050 17/02/lK PASE PPP7 
0166 L 167 0168 1. 169 0170 C 171 
C172 (173 0174 017 5 0176 0177 0178 0179 0180 C 181 C182 U183 0184 0185 f 186 '.187 0188 C 189 υ 19ι. 0191 0192 0193 0194 
0195 0196 0197 0198 0199 
O 2C O 
C 2 C 1 0 2 0 2 C 20 3 
0 2 0 4 
020 5 
C 
C c c c 












DO 362 1=1,Ν P ( I , J ) = C . P 
J = J+1 I F ( ( J ­ K ) . L E . O DO 6 2 5 1=1 ,Ν F( i) = rwsm 
)G0 T 0 603 
END OF ESTIMATED Ρ S ROUTINE 
71 ftft 
'ôi 1 ft 
71 Sft 
2 1 6P 
NOW, USE THE Ρ S TO MAKE MATRIX A=PTp 
CONTINUE DO 82 1=1,Ν DYFW=Y(I)­F(I) GO TO 89,81,83,990),NWEITI IKZ=KZ(I) WEIT=WEIGHT(IKZ) WEIT2=WEIT*WCIT GO TO 89 YI=Y(I) WEIT2=1./(YI*YT) GO TO 89 YI=Y(I) EFI=EF(I) YE=YI*EFI*EFI WEIT2=1./(YE*YE) DYFW=DYFW*NEIT2 DO 82 J = 1 , K C ( J ) = G ( J ) + D Y F W * P ( I , J ) DO 82 L=J ,K A l L , J ) =A ( t., J ) +P U , L ) *P ( I , J )*WEIT2 A ( J , L ) = A ( L , J ) IF ( IFP.LE.CMGO TO 318 IF U F S S 3 . E Q . O G O T 0 3 1 4 PLOTTING Y(I),F(I) DO 844 1=1,Ν IC = (Y(I)­YMN)*10P./SPRD IPP = (F(I)­YMN)*irP#/SPRD IF (IO.EQ.IPPICO TO 80S IF (10. GT. IPP)GO TO 812 
Yï I) 
IP 1=1 OCH IP2=IPCH 11 = 10 I2=IPP GO TO 816 
8C8 IP1=IYCH 
OUT FIRST 
ONLY ONE CHARACTER 
­>­>7ft 
7 7 ς ft 
i?? PP 
">OQft 







C2C6 0207 Û2C8 0 209 
021«.; 0211 0 212 0213 
IV G LEVEL 1 , MOD 2 
IP2=IBCH 11=10 I 2 = I P P GO TO 816 
( 2 1 4 0 2 1 5 
0 2 1 6 0 2 1 7 ( 2 1 0 >" 21 o 
C 221 0 2 2 1 ^:222 C 223 0 224 C 22 5 0 226 C 227 '.'228 •.22 9 »Τ 230 ·'. 23 1 • 232 , 2"~< ( '224 ( 22 5 . 2 3 ο ( 2 3 7 ( 2 3 0 
.r 24l' 
0 241 L 242 C 243 ( 2 4 4 ' , 245 ( 2 4 6 C 247 ' 2 4 8 


















IP1=IPCH IP2=IOCH I 1 = I P P 12 = 10 
MA IM 
F OUT FIRST 
DATE = 6ΡΠ59 1 7 / P 2 / 1 ^ PAGE D7ft8 
ZERO PLOTS IN THE LEFT 
OWN Bl ANK COUNTER 
OVERFLOWS PLOT X IN COLUMN 102 UNDERFLOWS ALSO PLOT X I N COLUMN IF ( I 2 . L E . 1 0 1 ) 0 0 TO 819 12=101 I P 2 = I X C H 
I F " ( I I . LT. l i l ) GO TO 819 11=101 IP1=IXCH IP2=IBCH GO TO 02 5 IF ( I l . G E . t )GO TO 825 11 = 0 
IP1=IXCH IF ( I 2 . G T . C ) G 0 τ ρ 
12 = 1 IP2=IBCII I1M1=I1 I 1 M 2 = I 2 - I 1 - 1 IF (I1M1.GT.C.)GO ΤΠ IF ( I 1 M 2 . G T . " ) G O TO WRITE ( 6 , 9 2 8 ) I P 1 , I P IF( I F S S 1 . N E . D G 0 TO 215 WRITE ( 1 2 , 9 2 8 ) I P 1 , I P 2 CONTINUE GO TO 844 





328 WRITE ( 6 , 9 2 8 ) I P 1 , ( I B C M , I I = 1 , I 1 M 2 ) , I P 2 I F ( i r S S l . N E . 1 ) 0 0 TO 216 
WRITE ( 1 2 , 9 2 8 ) I P X , ( IBCI I , 11 = 1 , Ï 1 M 2 ) , TP2 CONTINUE GO TO 844 IF ( I l M 2 . G T . C ) G n τ ο 8 4 ^ WRITE ( 6 , 9 2 8 ) ( I B C H , 1 1 = 1 , Π M l ) , I P 1 , I P 2 I F d r S S l . N E . D G O TO 217 'WRITE ( 1 2 , ° 2 8) d BCH, I 1 = 1 ,11M1 ) , I P 1 , τ P2 CONTINUE GO TO 344 WRITE ( 6 , 9 2 0 ) Ι Ϊ Ρ Γ Η , 1 1 = 1 , I l M l ) , 1 P I , d B C H , I 1 = 1 , I 1 M 2 ) , I P 2 
? 7 P P 
•>7or» 
7A.ftft 





7A. f f t 
7Δ.ΡΛ 
^Sft f t 
? ς ι ft 
7S->ft 
T»=;/! i ft 
7ςςΓ> 




?6 f t f t 
* » 6 i f t 
7 «,7 ft 




? * . P P 
->*Oft 





V T R P 
7 "7 «,ft 
->"7pft 
*>7or ì> pftft 
7 P i ft 
op*>r» 
7 ρ •aft 
'"»P^ft 
*>'ρςΓ> 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1 , MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 6 ™ s a 1 7 / D 2 / 1 ^ PAGE P n 0 9 
" ' n T F ( T r r r i ΝΓ Ο ΓΠ T P " Ί f! ? Ρ 6 Ρ 
- .25. W R I T E ° t l 2 , o 2 3 ) ( I B C I Ì , I I = l , I l M l ) , I P l , d B C H , I I = l , I l M 7 ) , I P 2 ? « J P ( 2 5 1 218 CONTINUE ? p q r 0 2 5 2 844 CONTINUE ( 2 5 3 CO TO 314 f 2 5 4 313 I F I I F 3 S 3 . E Q . G ) GO ΤΠ 314 <,255 303 CONTINUE t 2 5 9 310 CONTINUE ( 2 5 7 WRITE ( 6 , 9 4 3 ) (■258 I F ( I F S S l . N E . l ) GO TO 376 ( 2 5 9 WRITE ( 1 2 , ° 4 3 ) 0 261 376 PHI=C.f '1261 ICOUNT=0 r 262 NDATA = f¡ ( 2 6 3 S I = 0 . 0 C264 3 2 = ^ . 0 ( 2 6 5 3L1=Í.C C 266 SL2=C.C 0267 DO 3 50 L = 1 , N 0 2 6 8 YL=Y(L) ( 2 6 9 FL=F(L) (27 i FQZL=FQZ(L) ( 2 7 1 R f l = RT(L) . .272 EFL = EF(L) ( 2 7 3 EFL2=CFL**2 i 2 7 4 FQL=FQ(L) 0 2 7 5 FQTHL=FL+RTL ( 2 7 6 I F ( F Q T H L . G E . r . O ) GO TU 2ΐ'*Λ 
• 277 FQZTHL=-SiP.T(ARS(FQTHL) ) 
• '278 GO TO 2 0 0 1 
Hi?· &ÍÍ ÎFSrilSïKK?:^:„.A'lD.F1ZL.LT.1.rp-l3| 00 τ0 ?R¡¡? . .281 I F ( F Q Z L . L T . 1 . ( E - 1 0 . AND. FQZTHL . G T . l . r Ε - m GO TO 2PP3 0 2 8 2 RFTHL=(FQZTHL-FQZL)/F(}ZL .;·283 GO TO 2Γ.Γ4 • ' 204 2 0 0 2 RFTHL=iI.C 1.285 GO TO 2 0 0 4 • 2 8 6 2O03 RFTHL=1.0E+10 ( 2 8 7 20C4 I F ( r q Z L . G T . l . C E - i e ) GO TO 2C05 ,. , . t T „ „ Λ Λ , 
L288 I F ( F Q Z L . L E . l . C E - l O . A M D . E F L . L E . l . L E - l O ) GO TO 2ΠΡ6 
Γ289 I F ( F Q Z L . L E . 1 . 0 E - l f . A N D . E F L . G T . l . O C - I P ) GO T 0 2 ^ 7 029Γ' 2005 RFEXL=EFL/F'}ZL 0 2 9 1 GO TO 20C3 ■'29 2 2006 RFEXL=f.C 0293 GO TO 2003 ( 2 9 4 20C7 RFEXL=1.0E+10 . .295 2I­C0 WS=FL­YL v 2 9 6 WSP­WS/YL 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1 , MOO 2 MAIN DATE = 6 ° η ^ 1 7 / D 2 / 1 5 PAGE Ρ Ή Ο 
0 2 9 7 GO TO ( 3 5 5 , 3 5 3 , ? 5 4 , ο ° 1 ) , Ν Ν Ε Ι Τ 1 
( 2 9 8 353 I K Z = K Z ( L ) 
υ29<"> WS=W5*WCIGHT(IKZ) 
0 3 0 0 GO TO 3 55 
0 301 3 54 WS=WSR 
υ 3 0 2 GO TO 355 
C 303 991 WS=WSR/EFL2 
0 3 0 4 355 PHI=PHI+WS*WS 
0 3 0 5 WRITE ( 6 , 9 2 5 ) K Z ( L ) , X ( L ) » F Q Z T H L , F 0 Z L , R T L , F L , Y L , W S R , E F L , R F E X L , R F T H L 
( 3 1 6 I F ( I F S S l . M E . l ) GO T P p_20 
03C7 WP.ITC ( 1 2 , 9 2 5 ) KZ ( L ) ,X ( L ) »FOZTHL, FQZL, RTL , FL , Y L , WSR, EFL , RFEXL ,RFTH 
0308 220 CONTINUE 
C 30** I F ( K Z ( L ) . N C . K Z ( L + 1) ) I !R ITE ( 6 , 9 ? 7 ) 
( 3 H I F ( K Z ( L ) . N E . K Z ( l . + l ) . A N D . I F S S 1 . EQ. 1) WP IT E ( 1 2 , 0 3 ^ ^ 
( 3 1 1 I F ( E F L . E Q . f .DNCOUNT = MCOUNT-H 
' "312 I F ( E F L . E Q . C O ) GO τ 0 350 
0313 S l = S l + ( ( F Q T H L - F 0 D / C F L 2 ) * * ? . 
C314 32=S2 + ( F 0 . L / E F L 2 ) * * 2 
C 315 3L1 = S L H - ( C Q Z T H L - F Q Z L ) * * 2 / F F L 2 
( 3 1 6 SL2=3L2+FQL/EFL2 '.317 350 CONTINUE 
( 3 1 8 CNDATA=NDATA-NCOUNT 
( 3 1 9 31=S1-CNDATA 
( 3 2 1 ' 5L1 = SL1-CNDATA 
( 3 2 1 I F l S L l . G E . 1 . 0 ) 0 0 TO 4PPC 
C 322 RMSDL = - S }RT ( ABS ( S L 1 ) / S L 2 ) (323 GO TO 4001 C 324 4<:u RMSDL = S'JRT( SL1/SL 2) 
0 3 2 5 4 0 0 1 I F t S l . G E . O . l )GO τ 0 40»2 
0 3 2 6 R M S D = - 5 Q R T ( A B S ( S I ) / S 2 ) 
C 327 GO TO 40C3 
( 3 2 8 4· 02 RMSD = SQRT( S 1 / S 7 ) 
0329 4CC3 CIR=S1/CMDATA 
1.33·.' WRITE ( Ο , Ο Λ - Ο ) P.MSD.RMSDL ,C IR 
Ç331 I F d F S S l . F Q . D W R I T E ( 1 2 , o ^ 0 ) RMSD, RMSDL ,C IR 
' -332 I F l N C V E . E Q . i ) GO T O 352 C 
C COMPUTE MODEL-FUNCTION G(K) AN"« V(K) AND E(K) / MA 
C 0333 WRITE (6,942) '324 IF( IFSS1.NF.1) 00 TO 375 '.335 WRITE (12,942) (.336 375 CL = B{ 1) 0 337 CKF2=2.>. *CKF (338 CKC2=CKC**2 C 339 AEX=CKF*CL u34L IF(NWAY.GT.2)AF=CKF 
OJRTRAf 
C241 
' 342 ( 343 
ι. 344 
(345 >"346 ■I 347 ■"348 034*1 03 51 
(351 C352 (353 C 354 (355 ί356 c357 
..35 8 ,".7r><n 
("361 






Γ 77Q (380 (381 
(382 (383 0384 
."38 5 
(386 (387 
IV G LEVEL MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 6*1·' 17/H2/1* PASE Ρ?11 
IE(NWAY.L Ε.2)ΛΓ = ΛΕΧ 
OELA=(.l 
ARΚ=Γ.C 
00 ?6f L = l,51 AFCEX2=(AEX*ARK)**2 ARGP=(Ar*ARK)**NFX 3S=r ,i IF(K.LT.2) 00 τρ 36 5 K2=K+2 DO 369 I=2,Κ J=K2-I 
369 3S=(SS+B(J))*ARGR 





WRITE ( 6 , θ 4 1 ) ARK,ARKA,GK,VK,EK 
IF( I F S S 1 . N E . 1 ) GO ^ 0 36 } 
WRITE 1 1 2 , 9 4 1 ) ARK,ARKA,GK,VK,EK 
360 ARK=ARK+DELA 
GO TO 352 
314 PHI=G.( 
00 3 5 1 L = 1 , N 
W S = F ( L ) - Y ( L ) 
GO TO ( 3 5 1 , 3 5 6 , 3 5 " 7 , ° ° 2 ) , N ' ! E I T 1 
. _ ( L ) 
WS=WS*WEIGHTdKZ) 
GO TO 351 
3 57 WS=WS/Y(L) 
GO TO 351 
992 EFL=EF(L ) 
WS = W3 / (Y (L ) *EFL*FF1 .M 351 PHI=PHI+WS*N3 352 CONTINUE 34 IF ( IP.LE.t. )G0 T0 RO 85 DO 87 JJ=1,IP IWS=IB(JJ) 00 86 I 1=1,K AdWS,II)=l . 86 A(II,IW5)=f. A(IWS,IWS)=1. 88 GO TO (9· 7. L "l 'Π6), I BKA SAVE SQUARE ROOTS OF DTAGONAL ELEMENTS 
SA(I)=SQRT (Ad,I)) DO If 6 1 = 1, Κ 
7ft(6,ft 
■3 H 7 f t 
■JftPft 
7f tOf t 
■%i ftft 
i l i o 
7 1 7ft 
7 1 7f t 
7 1'A. ft 
7 1 ς ft 
7 1 |t,ft 
í i - í p 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 
( 38 8 ι 3 8 n ■' 391 ( 3 9 1 0392 C 3 ° 3 0 3 9 4 0 3 9 5 ( 3 9 6 Γ-7 0 7 
( 3 9 8 ( 3 9 9 v4i. V 1. 40 1 ( 4 ( 2 
e 4«" 3 
1. 4C 4 
:4r s 
0406 ( 407 
( 4 C 8 
C 4 0 o 
1 41i "411 
( 4 1 2 ' . 413 - .414 . 4 1 5 . .416 



















1, NOD 2 NAIN 
DO io r j = i , K 
WS = 3A(I)*SA(J) IF(WS.CT.t.) COTO 9R A (I,J) = r . GO TO Ü C Λ( I,J) = A( I,J)/US CONTINUE IF(SA(I).GT.O.) Gn-n 1?4 G(I)=C. GO TO 106 G(I)=G(I)/SA(I) CONTINUE 00 110 1=1,Κ A d , I ) = 1. ?HIZ=PHI WE NOW HAVE PMI ZERO CO TO (1132,113P),ΤΒΚΤ WRITE (3)A REWIND 3 GO TO 1134 00 1133 LZ=1,K DC 1123 JZ=1,K ASP(LZ,JZ)=A(LT,JZ) 
DATE = (Sor.cQ 1 τ / :* ? / 1 ' ΡASH PP12 
??: 
CONTINUE IF ( ITCT.GT.C )GO TO 16 3 
FIRST ITERATI0N iriXL.GT.f . ) GOTO i«>/h XL = f . ( 1 ITCT=1 DC 101 J=1,K n/S(J) = Β (J ) 
B S ( J ) CORRESPONDS TO PHIZ 
I P K 1 = 1 
. J S = N - K + I P 




• J H P 
7T>ft 7">7ft 7·>ΛΓ 
7"><^ft 
7 Τ Aft 
7">7ft 
7 7 p f t 
V^Qft 
77ftft 
7 7 1 ft 
7 7 "»ft 
7 7 7 f t 
7 7 ¿ft 
7 7 Γ Γ * 
7 7 A f t 









i m r 
7^j>ft 7S7ft 
7 ς ^ ο 
'7 ς Aft 
7 ς τ ρ 
7RRf t 
7«^ftft 
7 f , f t f t 
7 M ft 
7A"»ft 
? A ™ 
7 Α Λ Π 
7 A Aft 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL MOD 2 MAIf l DATE = 6 o r ^ ° 1 7 / " 2 / l c PASE m 3 
( 4 3 2 ■' 433 ( 434 Γ 43 5 l 436 ( 4 3 7 C 43 0 ' 4 3 ° ( 441. C 4 4 1 ν 44 2 C 443 
ι 444 " 4 4 5 L 4 4 6 C44"7 c 44 O 
L 4 4 9 C 45C •.451 •"452 ( 4 5 3 υ 4 5 4 ( 4 5 5 c 4 5 6 0457 C 45 0 1 4 5 9 0460 ( 4 6 1 


















IF ( I F S S 2 . C Q . Í ) G 0 T o 1661 WRITE ( 6 , o ^ 3) PMI7. ,SE,XL,NHSC0N I F d E S S l . N E . D G O TO 2?.3 WFITE ( 1 2 , 9 · 3 ) P H I Z , S E , XL,N!ISCOM 
CONTINUE 
i"* C"* T O " ' Γ) WRITE ΐ ^ , ο ι 9 ) P I I I Z , S E , X L , N H S C 0 N 
I F ( I F S S 1 . M E . D G O TO 224 
'„'RITE ( 1 2 , 9 ( 9 ) P H I Z , S E , XL,N:1SCON 
CONTINUE 
30 TO 20( 
PI ! IL = PI!I 
WE NOW HAVE PHI LAMBOA 
DO 17C J = 1,K 
IF ( A B S ( D B ( J ) / ( A B S ( P M J ) ) * T A U ) ) . 0 E . E ) GOTO 1T> 
CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 6 , ° 2 3 ) 
I F ( I F S S I . M F . 1 ) 0 0 TO 22 3 
WP.ITF ( 1 2 , 0 2 0 ) 
CONTINUE 
""0 TO 7OC 
IF ( Ì W S 5 . E Q . I )G0 TO 172 ' ' CALL SS JTCH(4 ,T C SSM GO τ ρ ( 1 7 1 , 1 ^ 3 ) , IFSS4 ΙΓ ( I W S 4 . E Q . D G O TO 17 3 IF ( I WS4. E Q . D G O TO 171 IWS4=IWS4­1 GO TO 173 WRITE ( 6 , 9 2 4 ) Ι Π I E S S I . N E . 1 ) 0 0 τ ο 22 6 WRITE ( 1 2 , 9 2 4 ) CONTINUE GO TO 7 0 ' XKDB = 1 . IF ( P N I L . G T . P H I Z ) G O T 0 l ^ r ::LS=XL DO 176 J = 1 , K 3 A ( J ) = B ( J ) B ( J ) = B S ( J ) IF (XL.GT..OOQ^''Ô1)GO TO 175 DO 1176 J = 1 , K D ( J ) = B A ( J ) B S ( J ) = B ( J ) CC TO 6IL X L = X L / 1 0 . ICK1=2 GO TO 20C PI!L4=PHI 
7 ^ ­ 7 0 
7 A p f t 
7 AOft 
7 -rr c 
7 7 1 f t 
V i n 
7 77ft 
7 7Aft 
7 7 R O 
77Aft 
7 7 7 Λ 
7 7 R P 
7 7 Oft 
7 q f t f t 
7 p i ft 
7 P 7 f t 
7 P 7 f t 
7 0 A. ft 
7p«;ft 
7PAft 
'7 Ρ 7ft 
7ppft 
7 «Oft 





l o r n 
7QAft 






/«.ft 7 ft 
AftÃft 
Af t^f t 
Aft A Ρ 
/ t f t7r> 
Aftf l f t 
A f t p i 
Λ7 a ft 
A l ft ft 
A 1 1 Γ 
Α Ι 7 Π 
A l 7ft 
FORTRAN IV 
(479 C 480 0481 1.482 ( 483 ¡484 '*485 0486 .­■487 f488 Γι48α 
ó 49·"' 
υ 491 0492 0493 0494 0495 0496 'r497 0498 0499 ("50 
( 5f 1 
C 50 2 I 5( 3 0504 (5C5 ( 5(6 C5C7 050 8 05L9 (511 (511 ι. 512 f 51 3 ·. 514 (515 C 516 '.'517 
0 518 (519 
­: 52i (521 
LEVEL 
C 
NOD 2 MAIN DATE = ftoft^o 17/02/1* PASE Ρ"»!* 
WE NOW HAVE PHI ( LAMBDA/11. ) 
I F ( P I : L 4 . C T . P H I Z ) G O T O 134 182 DO 103 J=1,K 
183 BS(J)=B(J) 
GO TO 6( 184 XL=XL3 DC 106 J=1,K 3S(J)=BA(J) 186 3(J)=BA(J) 
GO το a 
190 IBK1=4 XLS=XL XL=XL/1C. DC 13.5 J = 1,K 
185 3(J)=ES(J) 
CC TO 200 
187 ΙΓ (PNI.LE.PHIZ)GO TO 106 
191 XL=XL5 
IBK1=3 192 XL = XL*li. . 103 DC 193 J=1,K 193 B(J)=B5(J) GO TO 2f 0 194 Pi:lT4=PHI C WE NOI' HAVE PHI (1P*LAMRDA) 180 IF ( P H I T 4 . G T . P H I Z ) G 0 TO 190 196 DC 107 J = 1 , K 197 B S ( J ) = B ( J ) GO TO 61..· 198 IF (GAMMA.GC.GAMCR)GO TO io­199 XI'. D Β = XKDB/2. OC 1199 J=1,K IF (ABS(DB(J)/(APS(B(J))+TAU)).GE.E»GO TO 195 1199 CONTINUE DC 1200 J=1,K 12i ( B(J) = BS(J) WRITE (6,034) 
IF( irS51.NE.l)GO TO 22' 
22" 
WRITE (l_ CONTINUE GO TO "Vi 
'34) 
:^τ 2Ú. CC TO (11»ΐ2,11ίΛ) , I BKT HOL READ C ) A REWIND 3 GC το 11Γ4 
OP FOR MATRIX INVERSION 
Α Ι Λ.Γ» 
A I e;ft 
Αϊ AP 
A l 7 f t 
A l pft 
A l Hft 
A7f t f t 
A 7 1 ft 
A 7 7 f t 
A 7 7 f t 
A. 7 Aft 
Λ .7ςπ 
¿.■»Aft 
A 7 7 f t 
A.7Pft 
Λ.7 0 Γ 
A7f t f t 
Λ.71 ft 
A 7 7 f t 
A 7 7 f t 
A 7 A f t 
A 7 ^ f t 
A 7 A f t 
A 7 7 f t 




AA7 f t 
AA7f t 
AAAft 

















C 5 22 0 523 ( 5 2 4 0525 C 526 
C 527 
0 5 2 8 0 5 2 9 
0531 
L 5 3 1 ( 5 3 2 05 33 C 534 Γ 57*5 
0 536 : 537 Γ 53 8 ( 5 3 9 .. 541 
( 541 1 542 0 5 4 3 0 544 0 5 4 5 0 5 4 6 0 5 4 7 0 5 4 8 0 5 4 9 (551. C 551 0 5 5 2 
C 553 0 5 5 4 ( 5 5 5 ( 5 5 6 0 5 5 7 ( 5 5 8 C559 ν 56u 0 5 6 1 0562 0 5 6 3 
LEVEL 1 , ΜΟΓ 2 MAIN DATE = ftoo^o 
11C2 DO 11Γ3 LZ=1,K DO 1103 JZ=1 ,K 11Γ3 A ( L Z , J Z ) = A S P ( L Z , J Z ) 110 4 DC 21 2 1 = 1, Κ 2f 2 A d , I ) = A ( I , I ) + X L C GET INVERSE OF A AND SOLVE FOR DB f J ) S 
IEKM=1 
1^/02/1* PASE Ρ*1 15 
C THIS IS THE MATPIX INVERSION ROUTIME C Is IS Τ IC 3IZE OF THE MATRIX 41.4 CALL GJR(A,K,ZCTA,MSTUG) GO TO (415,6*0), MS ING 415 CO TO (416, Tl:), IBKM C END OF MATRIX INVERSION, SOLVE FOR OB(J) 416 DC 420 1=1,Κ DB(I)=L. DO 421 J=1,K 421 OB(I)=A(I,J)*G(J)+D3(I) 420 DE(I)=XKDB*DD(I ) XLL=C. DTG = 0. GTG = 0 . DC 250 J=1,K DB(J)=DB(J)/SA(J) DTG = DTG + DB(J)*G(J) GTG = GTG + G(J)**2 B(J)=B(J)+DB(J) 250 XLL=XLL+DB(J)*DB(J) KIP=K­IP IF (KIP.CQ.l) GO TO 1257 CGAM=DTG/SQRT(XLL*CTG) JGAM = 1 IFÎCGAM.GT..O) GOTO 253 251 CGAM = ABS(CGAM) JCAM = 2 253 GAMMA = 5 7 . 2 9 5 " τ τ ο Γ , * ( χ . 5707288+CGAM* { ­ 0 . 2121144+CGAM*( 0 . Γ 7 4 2 6 1 1­C0AM*.C 1 8 7 2 9 3 ) ) )*SQRT ( l . ­ C G A M ) CO TO ( 2 5 7 , 2 5 5 ) , JGAM 255 GAMMA = 181 .­CAMMA 
IF ( X L . L T . L O G O TO 257 1255 WRITE(6 ,922)XL ,GAMMA I F d F S S l . N E . D G O TO 228 W P I T E ( 1 2 , 9 2 2 ) X L , G A M 1Λ 228 CONTINUE 
GO TO 700 1257 GAMMA=C. 257 XLL=SQRT(XLL) I B K 2 = 1 
AAAft 
AA"""* 
A A P « 
AAOft 
A7or> 
A 7 1 ft 
A.77PI 
Α 7 7 Π 
A 7 A f t 
A 7 c ; n 
A7Af t 
A 7 7 C 
A 7 p f t 
Λ . 7 0 Λ 
Apf t f t 
A p i ft 
A P 7 f t ¿P7ft 
A P A f t 
A P ^ f t 
Apf>ft 
Α Ρ 7 Π 
A P p f t 
APQft 
AQftft 
A 0 1 Γ 
AQ7f t 
ÁQ7f t 
AO A ft 
AQAT» 
AQAft 




«>fti ft * f t?f t 
*»ft7ft 




ς ι ftft 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1 , MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 6 " ^ o 1 7 / " > 2 / l * PAGE P­P16 
( 5 6 4 GO TO 3ΓΓ ÎWX 0565 252 I F ( I F 3 S 3 . E Q . O ) G O T 0 256 *\.2* C566 254 WRITE { 6 , 9 i 4 ) ( D R ( J ) , J = l , K ) £! ·?« 0 5 6 7 I F d F S S l . N E . D G O TO 229 5 | 4 f t 0568 WRITE (12 , 904) ( DB ( J ), J = l ,Κ) *15" 0569 229 CONTINUE £ W C57U WRITE (6,9f5)PHI,XL,GAMMA,XLL,NHSCON 5'J« 0571 IFdFSSl.NE.DGO TO 23? *'«" C572 WRITE (12,9C5)"HI,XL,GAMMA,XLL,NHSCON 5'22 0573 230 CONTINUE *?™ 0574 256 GO TO ( 164,177,194,187) , IBK1 5"P 
p R77ft 
Q # # # # , «>77ft c 'CALCULATE PHI 5?*P 
0575 300 PHI=0. *Z$~ 
0 5 7 6 IWHER=2 ^ 2 1 2 
0 5 7 7 I F ( I H S 5 . E Q . D GO TO 653 £ ? « " 
0 5 7 8 CALL SSWTCHl5,NONSK) 5?oft 
0 5 7 9 I F ( N O N S K . E Q . l ) GOTO 650 5 ^ P 
058Γ 3C2 GO TO 653 ς 3 ? η 
0 5 8 1 3C4 DO 3 7 0 1 = 1 , Ν 
0 582 WS=Y(I)-F(I) 
C583 GO TO (370,358,3f9,oo3),NWEIT1 
0584 358 IKZ=KZ(I) 0585 WS=W5*WEIGHT(IKZ) (586 GO TO 370 (587 359 WS=WS/Y(I) 0588 GO TO 370 0589 993 EFI=EF(I) 0591." WS=WS/(Y(I)*EFI*EFI) 0591 370 PHI = PHI+WS*WS M M 0592 316 GO TO (252,780,704,762,766,772),IBK2 £??£ 
r *>7 AP 
r «577ft 
C * T H Î S I S THE CONFIDENCE L I M I T CALCULATION ^ Q n 
0593 7 0 0 00 7 12 J = 1,K * * « £ 
'^594 702 3 ( J ) = D S ( J ) £*>XQ 
( 5 9 5 NPITE ( 6 , 9 3 3 ) N 1 K , I P , M , F F , T , E , T A U * * 2 " 
1.596 I F d F S S l . N E . D G O TO 231 **** 
0597 WRITE ( 1 2 , 9 3 3 ) M,K, I P,M, C F , T, E,TAU 5¿¿P 
0 5 98 231 CONTINUE ς Λ ς η 
C 599 I EKA = 2 * A Í ¡ 2 
C THIS WTLL PRIMT THE ν , ν | ) Λ Τ , D E L T A γ *A7ft 
060»J GO TO 6' ' " ! ' · · ^ η 
1.6C1 T04 IF ( I F P . L E . f ) G O TO 706 5^oo 
C6C2 705 IBKA=3 ς ς ? 2 
( 6 0 3 IFP=0 * ς ι π 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 
" 6 0 4 








( 6 1 3 
( 6 1 4 
M JO 2 MAIN DATE = 6oftSo 17 / ">2 / l« PASE 17 
( 6 1 6 
0 6 1 7 
( 6 1 8 
( 6 1 9 
>". 62 ' -
0 6 2 1 
0 6 2 2 
1.623 
(.624 
( 6 2 5 ¡.626 
t .627 ( 6 2 8 0 6 29 (631 ( 6 3 1 ( 6 3 2 ( 6 3 3 ( 6 3 4 ( 6 3 5 ( 6 3 6 0 63 7 ( 6 3 8 C 639 : 64t ι 6 4 1 ( 642 ( 6 4 3 ( 644 C 645 ( 6 4 6 C 647 ( 6 4 8 
' Ι . , 
232 








713 7 1 5 
7 1 9 
T 3 J 
CO 
' IC το a N-K+IP 3E=SQRT(P!U/WS) ?ΓΙΖ=ΡΙ;Ι I F ( IFSS2 .E Î . D G D T U 7 " 9 WF.ITE ( 6 , o , 3) P H I Z , SE , X L , NHS CON I F { I F S S 1 . N E . 1 ) 0 0 TO 232 WRITE ( 1 2 , ° ! 3 )PU IZ ,SE ,XL ,NHSCON CONTINUE GC TO 708 WP I T E ( 6 , 9 0 9 ) PHIZ.SE,XL,NHSCON I F ( I F S S 1 . N F . D G 0 TO 233 WRITE ( 1 2 , 9 " O ) P H I Z , S E , X L , N H S C O N CONTINUE NOW WE HAVE MATRIX CO TO ( 1 1 2 2 , 1 1 2 ^ ) , Ι Β Κ Τ WRITE ( 3 ) A REWIND 3 GC τ ρ 1124 DC 1123 L Z = 1 , K DO 1123 J Z = 1 , K A S P ( L Z , J Z ) = A ( L 7 . , J Z ) IBKM=2 GO TO 414 
HAVE 0 = 
T 0 7 1 3 
A INVERSE .•¡no WE 
DO 7 1 1 J = 1 , K I F ( A ( J , J ) . L T . . r ) GO S A ( J ) = S Q R T ( A ( J , J ) ) CC TO 715 IBOUT=l K S T = ­ 4 WRITE ( 6 , 9 1 6 ) I Ft I F S S 1 . N E . DGO TO 234 WRITE ( 1 2 , 9 1 6 ) 234 KST=KST+5 KEND=KST+4 
I F ( K E N D . L T . Κ ) GO τ ρ τ ι 9 KE ND = Κ 
DO 712 1 = 1,Κ I F d F S S l . N E . D G O Χ Γ 735 WRITE ( 1 2 , 9 1 8 ) I , ( A ( I , J ) , J = K S T , K F N D ) CONTINUE WRITE ( 6 , 0 1 R ) I , ( A ( I , J ) , J = K S T , K F N D ) 
I F ( K E N D . L T . Κ ) GO τ 0 234 
IF ( I B C U T . E Q . O ) GO T 0 7 1 ^ 
WRITE ( 6 , 9 3 6 ) 
IF ( I F S S l . r J E . i l GO τ ρ 65 ' ) 
r o p 
ς ς 7 η 
Ç S A f t 
« ícAf t 
ς ς 7 ο 
c e n o 
t h r i f t 
* A f t f t 
A A 1 Π 
A A 7 f t 
R A 7 f t 
ς A Aft 
* A^ft 
A A A f t 
K A 7 f t 
* A P f t 
RAOf t 
ς 7 ο ο 
« ;7^ f t 
A-7Aft 
« Ϊ 7 7 Π 
t ; 7 p f t 
i i o n 
«;pf t f t 
A P I ft 
A p 7 f t 
A P 7 f t 
A" Ρ Af t 
«ÍPAft 
«¡PAP 
* ;p7 f> 
A p p f t 
APQft 
Aoft f t 
k o i ft 








F­'ük IV LEVEL i, MOD NA I N DATE = Ao^^Q 17/02/1* PAGE PPIB 
(64° 
065'.' 
Γ 651 0652 C 653 (654 (655 0656 0657 C658 0659 (660 (661 (662 (663 C 664 0665 Γ 666 (667 0668 t 669 0670 (671 0672 C 673 Γ674 '"675 




i 684 ,68 5 •686 '. 687 
t 688 ( 68° •"69" (691 























.NE. D G O TO 236 2,917) 
19 
+ 9 
.LT.K) GO "O 722 
WRITE (1 GO TO 65 DO 718 I DO 713 J WS=SA(I) IFÍWS.CT A(I,J)=0 GO TO 71 A(I,J)=A 
CONTINUE DO 720 J A(J,J)=1 WRITE (6 IFdFSSl 
WRITE (1 CONTINUE KST=­9 KST=KST+ KEND=KST IF (KEND KEND=K DO 724 I IFdFSSl WRITE (1 CONTINUE WRITE (6 ΙΓ (KEND 
DC 726 J SA(J)= 
CO TO (1 READ (3) REWIND 3 GO TO 11 
DO 1113 DC 1113 A(LZ,JZ) CONTINUE WRITE (6 IFdFSSl WRITE (1 CONTINUE WS=K­IP DO 75( J = 1,K IF ( IP.LE.Γ )CO TO "»43 DO 742 1=1,IP IF (J.EC. IBd))GO TO "»46 CONTINUE 
= 1,K .NE.DGO TO 237 2,935)I,(A(I,J),J=KST,KEND) 
,035)I,(A(I,J),J=KST,KFND) .LT.K) GO τρ 721 
GET T*SE*5QRT(C(I,1)1 = 1,K SE*SA(J) 112,1110) ,ΙΒΚΤ A 
14 LZ=1,K JZ=1,K =ASP(LZ,JZ) 
,919) .NE.1)00 TO 233 2,919) 
A f t i Ρ 
Af t7 f t 
A f t 7 f t 
Aft Ã ft 
AftAft 




Α ϊ ι Ρ 
A* 7f t 
A Í 7f t 
A i ¿Ρ­
Α 1 " f t 
A i Aft 
A 1 7 f t 
A i Pft 
A l oft 
A">ftft 
A 7 1 ft 
A 7 7 f t 
A 7 7 ρ 
A 7 Á f t 
Α τ'A ft 
A">6ft 
A 7 7 f > 
A 7 p f t 
A 7 0 0 
A^f t f t 
A 7 1 ft 
A 7 7 f t 
A 7 7 f t 
A^»ft­P 
A7f t f t 
A A f t f 
AA1 ft 
AA7r> 





A A Pft 
AAOft 
FORTRAM IV G LEVEL 
C 696 0697 0698 
0699 Ö7CC 0701 C 702 0703 0704 07C5 C 706 0707 0708 C 709 0710 0711 
0712 
C713 0714 0715 0716 0717 C 718 0719 0720 C721 
0722 C 723 0724 0725 0726 
C 727 
0728 C729 0730 0731 
0732 















MOD 2 MA IΝ DATE = 60ΠΑΟ 17 /32 /15 PA3F Ρ'M. 9 
HJTD=SQRT(WS*FF)*SA(J) 
STE=SA(J) OPL=BS(J) ­SA(J)*T 0PU=BS(J)+SA(J)*T SPL=BS(J)­HJTD 3PU=BS(J)+HJTD 'WRITE { 6 ,927)J ,STE,0PL,0PU,SPL,SPU I F d F S S l . M E . D G O TO 239 WRITE (12,927)J,STE,0PL,0PU,SPL,SPU CONTINUE GO TO 750 WRITE (6,913)J I F d F S S l . N E . DGO TO 240 WRITE (12,913)J CONTINUE CONTINUE NONLINEAR CONFIDENCE LIMIT IF ( IWS6 .EQ.D GO TO 650 WS=K­IP WS1=N­K+IP PKN=WS/WS1 PC=PHIZ*(1.+FF*PKM) WRITE ( 6 , 9 2 t ) P C I F d F S S l . N E . D G O TO 241 WRITE (12,920)PC CONTINUE WRITE ( 6 , 9 2 1 ) I F d F S S l . M E . l)GO TO 242 WRITE ( 12 ,92 1 ) CONTINUE IFSS3=1 J = l IBKP=1 DO 752 JJ=1,K B(JJ)=BS(JJ) IF (IP.LE.DGO TO "»58 DO 756 JJ=1,IP IF (J.EQ.IBUJ)ÌGO TO 787 CONTINUE DD=­1. IBKN=1 D=DD B(J) = BS(J)+D*SAU) IBK2=4 GO TO 300 PHI1=PHI IF ÎPHI1 .GE.POGO TO 770 D=D+DD 
AAftft A " i ft Α"Τ> AA7ft AAÁft A"Aft A "6P A"­»ft 
AApft A"Oft AAftft AAi ft AA?ft 6A7ft ΑΑΛ.Ρ AAAft 




















ftOift *o?ft A07ft AQÃft AOAft fOAft 60^0 
FORTRAN I V G LEVEL 1 , MOD 2 
i 0743 744 745 0746 0747 0748 0749 m 
0752 0753 0754 0755 0756 0757 0758 0759 0760 0761 0762 0763 0764 0765 G766 0 767 0768 0769 0770 0771 0772 0773 0774 0775 0776 0777 C 77 8 0779 0780 0781 Ç782 0783 0784 0785 0786 C787 0788 0789 0790 
MAIN 
788 
DATE = 69959 17/02/15 PAGE 0?2P 




Tf t í ft 
7ft7ft 
T f t 7 > 






T l f t f t 
7 1 Í f t 
71 ?ft 
7 ï 7ft 





7 Í Op 
T7ftft 
T 7 1 ft 
7 7 7 Ρ 
7? 7 ft 
T7Aft 
7 7 * ft T7Aft 777f> 
7 7 Ρ ft 
7 7 0 f t 
T7ftft 
7 7 1 ft 
7 7 7 f t 
7 7 7 > 
­»7Aft 
77Aft 









FORTRAM IV G LEVEL l i MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 60f t?9 17/C2/1" PASE OP21 
0791 0792 0793 0794 0795 0796 0797 0798 C799 
esce 
0801 
0 802 0803 0804 
0805 0 806 
08C7 0808 0 8G9 0810 0811 
















WRITE IF( IF WRITE CONTI CO TO WRITE IF(IF WRITE CONTI GO TO GO TO 
IBKP= 
GO TO GO TO 
IBKP= GO TO 
IBKP= GO TO J=J + 1 IF(J GO TO 
(6,913)J SSI.NE. D G O TO 246 (12,913)J NUE 79C (6,914)J SSI.NE. D G O TO 247 
(12,914)J NUE 
790 (791,792),ΙΒΚΜ DELETE LOWER PRINT -> 
*"78C (793,794),ΙΒΚΡ DELETE UPPER PRINT 3 78C LOWER IS ALREADY DELETED, SO DELETE BOTH 4 780 
LE.K)GO TO 979ft 
10 
9CC 901 902 9C3 9031 
90 4 ^ 9C5 9051 906 907 9071 9072 9073 908 9C9 9C91 
91C 911 9111 
912" 
FORMAT (2513) FORMAT (6Ξ12.5) FORMAT (I6.3E12.5) FORMAT (/13X,4H PHI 14X,4H S E 25H ESTIMATED PARdALS USED //5X, WITH 12,9H H­SHELLS) FORMATÍ/12H INCREMCTS 5E18.8/C12X, FORMAT (13X,4H PHI 10X.7H LAMBDA 6X 5X, E18.8, 3E13.3,4X,16HC0NVERGENT F0RMAT(1X,ÍE9.2,86X,1E9.2 /1X,1H+ 9 FORMATI 5H1N = I3,5X,5H Κ = I3,5X,5 7H IFP = I3,5X,1?HGAMMA C RI Τ = FÍO E10.3,5X,5H Τ = E1P.3,5X,5H E = E10 E1C.3 , 4X, ­»HZETA = E10.3 /) FORMAT(/12H PARAMETERS 5E18.8/(12X, FORMAT {/13X.4H PHI 14X,4H S E 25H ANALYTIC PARTIALS USED /5X, WITH 12,9H Η­SHELLS) FORMAT(IH /5X,9X,4H OBS 13X.5H PRED FORMAT l/13X,4H PHI 14X.4H S E 11X, 7H LAMBDA 6X , 25HESTIMATED PARTIAL 16HC0NVERGENT WITH 1 2 , 9 H Η­SHELLS) FORMAT ( / 1 3 X , 4 H PHI 14X ,4H S E 11X, 
9X.7H LAMBDA 6X, 2E18.8, E13.3,4X,16HC0NVERGENT 
5 E 1 8 . 8 ) ) , 7 H GAMMA 6 X , 7H LENSTH / WITH 1 2 , 9 H H­SHELLS) OX.1H+ ) 
Η Ρ = I 3 , 5 X , 5 H M = 1 3 , 5 X , . 3 , 5 X , 6 H D E L = E 1 D . 3 / 6 H FF = . 3 , 5 X , 7 H TAU = E 1 0 . 3 , 5 X , 6 H XL = 
5E18.8) ) 
9X.7H LAMBDA 6X, 2E18.8, E1?.3,4X,16HC0NVERGEMT 
13X.5H D IFF ) TH LENGTH 6X, 7H GAMMA 6X, S USED /5X, 2E18.8, 3E13.3,4X, 






































FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 HA I N DATE = 6P050 17/02/1" PAGE 0?22 
082 5 0826 0827 0828 0829 0830 0831 
0832 
0833 
0834 0835 0836 0837 0838 C 839 084Ü 0 841 0842 0843 0844 0845 





913 914 915 916 917 918 919 919 919 920 920 921 921 922 923 924 925 92 6 927 928 929 930 931 932 933 933 933 934 935 936 937 938 940 941 942 
) 
1 7H LAMBDA 6X, 24HANALYTIC PARTIALS USED 26HC0NVERGENT WITH 12,9H H­SHELLS) FORMATÍ2X,I3,20H PARAMETER NOT USED F0RMAT(2X,I3,12H NONE FOUND ) FORMAT(2X,I3,3 6X,2E18.3 ) FCRMATÍ1H /13H PTP INVERSE ) FORMATIIH /30H PARAMETER CORRELATION MATRIX J FORMATI 2X,I3,5El8.8) FORMATI IH /IH / 13X,4H STD 17X, 16H 1 14H SUPPORT PLANE / 3X, 2H Β 7X,6H ERROR 2 6H UPPER 12X, 6H LOWER 12X, 6H UPPER ) FORMATI IH /IH /30H NONLINEAR CONFIDENCE 1 16H PHI CRITICAL = E15.8 ) FORMATI IH / 6H PARA 6X,8H LOWER Β 8X,10H 1 8X,10H UPPER PHI ) FORMATI18M GAMMA LAMBOA TEST,5X,2E13.3) FCRMAT(14H EPSILON TEST ) FORMATI11H FORCE OFF ) FORMAT (I3,E12.3,5E13.4,4E12.3) 
ι Ar.u η Α Π Π Α Τ Λ íiiDcroTr 
/5X, 2E18.8, 3E13.3,4X,1 
ONE ­ PARAMETER 21X, 
2X, 6H LOWER Í2X, 
IMITS / / 
OWER PHI 10X,8H UPPER Β 
FORMAT ( 4CH BAD DA FDRMAT(2X,I3|5E1P.8 FORMATI IH , IlOAl ) FORMAT(ICAÍ) FORMAT (7Fir.D FORMAT (8F10.0Î FORMATI 1HD FORMATI 5H1N = 
Î' SUBSCRIPTS FOR UNUSED BS = Π / / / ) 
Î3,5X,5H Κ = 
2 5Χ,5Η FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT FCRMAT TÖRMÄT FORMAT 1A),8X 
E = E1C.3,5X,7H TAU = E10 
I3,5X,5H Ρ / 6H FF 
) / 
= 13 = El ) 
,5X,5H M = 13,5X, 0.3,5X,5H Τ = E1Ö.3, 
1 
(19H GAMMA EPSILON TEST (3X,I5,2X,10n0.4) (27H0 NEGATIVE DIAGONAL ELEMENT (/) 12,7010.3) (6HOP.nSD=E12.5,6X,6­IRMSDL=E12.5,6X,5HI.R. = E12.5) (5E16.5) {/19HCADJUSTED FUNCTIONS//5X,10HX=K/ι 4HG(X),9X,lfHV(X) IN EV,6X,10HEIX) IN (2*KFÎ,5X,12HX=K/(2*PI/ EV//) X,8HEXP.FQZ.,6X,6HR­TER 1M¿4X,36HE­TERM/PPED. E­TERM/OBS. REL.DlFF.,4X,32HEXP.F. REL.E 
1 Η / | Ο Λ ι Η Π υ ΐ Λ ) » ? A » I ' π ν ί Λ Ι IIN C V f DA f 11 ' ΠΓ Ι Λ I IIN 
943 FORMAT ( /15HCKZ. K / ( 2 * P I / A ) , 4 X , 7 H T H . F Q Z . ,6) illltAi. 
2XP.F. REL.TH.F.//) 944 FORMAT (//79H0MORF THAN 15? DATA POINTS 1. COMPUTATION INTERRUPTED.) END 



















Pl f t f t 
p i i f t 
p i ? f t 
p i 7ft 
P Í Aft 
p i Aft 
pi 'AP 
PI 7ft 
P I Pft 
p i o f t 
P7PP 
T?.!P 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 SUBZ DATE = 60P59 17/?2/l* PASE 9?Pl 
CCC1 
C002 




















C c c c 
c c c 
SUBROUTINE SUBZ 
EINMALIGE VORBEREITUNGEN. BERECHNUNG VON NAEH.WERTEN FUER DIE PARAMETER Β(J ) ,WENN NAPR0X=1. REDUZIERUNG DER DI SP.KURVEN DURCH DIE R­TERME. 
DIMENSION Χ Λ 1 2 5 ) , Y A ( 2 5 ) , W ( 1 8 ) 
COMMON P I , Q P , K P , C O M 4 , C L B , P I A , C O N I , N H S C O N , F ( 1 5 0 ) 
C O M M O N / A L L / Ρ ( 1 5 0 , 2 5 1 , 3 1 2 5 ) , B N I 25 ) C 0 M M 0 N / S U F P / N B F , K N S ( 2 , 6 D ,ΜΛΧΜ( 2 , 61 ) , I K I , ΙΚ2 ,KV1 ( 4 ) , K V 2 ( 4 ) , P R O Z , N H ÌEAUS.NSH COMMON/MASUFP/ ÏFSS l , IFSS2,NWAY,NEX,CON2, IWHER,N,KZ(150) , Χ Κ 15P) , IE I X Ι Τ COM.MON/MASU/CON3,FQ(15T) ,FQZ ( 150) , R T ( 150 ) , Y I ( 1 " P ) ,NGVE,CKF, ZEFF ,CK 1C,WEIGHT(7 ) ,NWEIT CCMM0N/SUF/IFT,C0RREX,QKCKF2 
C O M M O N / S U L I N / C M ( 2 5 , 2 5 ) , C S ( 2 5 ) 
NSTEP=C 
KNS(1,1)=C 
DO 150 L=1,6C 
IFÍL.EQ.14.0R.L.EQ.29.OR.L.EQ.44.OR.L.EQ.53.OR.L.EQ.58)NSTEP=NSTEP 
1+2 
150 KNS(1,L + D=2*L + NSTEP 
KP1=KP­1 
EINLESEN DER DATEN l MA ) 
READ ( 5 , 3 0 0 1 ) ( W d î , 1 = 1 , 1 8 ) READ ( 5 , I C C C) CMASS,CLATT,CORRF,SCPEEN,ZEFF,ETHA READ ( 5 , 1 0 0 1 ) N B F , I FT,NWAY.NAPROX,NSR,NHRAUS»MHEAUS,NGVE,NSH READ ( 5 , 1 0 Γ Γ ) CMVjRAMP.PROZ I F Í N A P R O X . E Q . f ) G O T ) 7 9 7 READ ( 5 , 1 0 0 0 ) ( X A ( L ) ,YA (L ) , L = 1 , K P D 797 CONTINUE 
UEΒERSCHRIFT 
IONEN­MASSE IM E­24G 
GITTER­KONSTANTE IN E­8CM 
­1.0 FREE ELECTRON APPROXIMATION 





DEF. IM UP. FCD 
=1 FUER BCC, =2 FUER FOC 
DEF. IN UP. FDC 









ΕΤΗΛ NBF IFT 
A0=.529172E­RCM 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, HUP S03Z DATE ¿,ρηςο 17/02/1" PAGE 0002 
0023 0024 0025 
0027 C C 28 0029 0030 0031 0032 0033 0C34 0035 0036 C 037 ÇC38 C 039 0040 1041 C 042 
C C c c c c c c c c c c c c c 





CMY RAMP PROZ 
PRZPRZ 
ΧΑ,ΥΑ 
DFF. IM RROGF. PSAF/MAIN =1 AUS DATCNPUNKTEN VON NAEH.KURVEN FU NAEH.FORTE FUER DIE PARAMETER DES MODE BEI VORGEGEBENEM PARAMETER B(l) ( EXP. BERECHNUNG PFR R­TERMF BIS ZUR NSR­TFM AUSDRUCKEN AB DER NHP.AUS­TEN SCHALE r¡SR=(* HFI SST RECHNUNG OHNE R­TERME E IR. DER H­TFRME BIS ZUR NSH­TEM SCHAL WENN KEIME SYMM.PUNKTE EINGEGEBEN SIND =P HEISST, KOMV. IST DURCH SYMM.PUNKTE AUSDRUCKEN DER Ε­TERME AB DER NHFAMS­T =1 C(K),V(K) UND F(K) WERDEN MIT DEM G PARAMETERN BERECHNET UND AUSGEDRUCKT. EXPONENT DER REPULSIVE WW AMPLITUDE DER REPULSTVE WW WENN DER REL.FEHLER DER Ε­TERME VON SY ZUEINANDER KLEINER ALS PRGZ IST, WIPO DER Ε­TERME ALS KONVERGENT ABGEBROCHEN PROGRESSIVE VERGRDESSFRUNG DER KONVERG PROZ AB DER 6"). Η­SCHALE DURCH ERSFTZE DURCH PROZ*(l+PRZPRZ) BEI JEDER NEUEN DATFNPUMKTE EINER NAEH.KURVE FUER "(X) VON NAEH.WERTEN FUER DTE PARAMETER DER LAMBDA IST IN CL VORZUGEBEN. XA TN K/( ΥΛ IN EV. 
ER V(K) WERDEM LLS BERECHNET DER E­WW ). SCHALE UND 
E, 
*ZU BESTIMMEN EM H­SCHALE EFUNDENEN 
MM.PUNKTEN DIE H-SUMM. 
'NZSCHRANKE 
Ν VON PROZ SCHALE. ZUR BFRECHN. POTENZ­REIHE. 2PI/CLATT), 
BER. VON KONSTANTEN ( MU ) 
CL=BI1) CBF=NBF PI = 3.14159 QP=4.*PI CKF=C0RRF/CLATT*(6. *PI**2*ZEFF*CBF)**D. 3333 33 
SCRR=C.5*SQRT(PI*0.52O172/(CKF*SCREEN)) CKC=1./SCRR RATIOK=(CKC/CKF)**2 QKCKF2=(CKC/CKF)**2 RZER0=CLATT*(1.5/(QP*ZGFF*CBF))**P.333333 CONl=CLATT**2/(QP*PT*SCRR**2) CON2=PI/(CLATT*CKF) CON3=(QP*ZEFF*46.124*CBF)/d.6P206*CLATT**3) COM4 =20000.1, *CBF*23.P67*ZEFF**2/( PI*CMASS*CLΑΤτ**7) CON5=CON3*SCRR**2 C0N6=32041200.P*RAMP/(CMASS*CMY*QP*oi) EFERMI=1.5*C0N5 PIA=2 . r *P I /CLATT IF(NWAY.LE.2)NFX=NWAY IF(NWAY.GT.2)NFX=NWAY­2 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 SUBZ DATE = 60O50 17/02/1" PASE n,,P3 
ÇQ43 0044 
0045 £046 C 047 
0048 0049 Q 050 0051 CC52 
0053 0054 CC55 0056 0057 0058 0059 
C 060 0061 0062 0063 0064 C 06 5 0066 0067 C 06 8 0069 0070 0071 0072 C 073 C074 0075 0076 
0Õ78 
IFlirT.CQ.3i C0RREX=1.?+ETHA*RATI0K IFdFT.EQ.4) CORREX=1.C+0.5*RATIOK 
AUSDRUCKEN 
WRITE (6,3002) (Wd),I = l,18) WriTE (6,2010) CMASS,CLATT,CORRF,SCREEN,ZEFF,CKC»RZERO,SCRR 'JR I TE (6,2CCD NBF, I FT, ΝΝΛΥ,Ν, KP, NAPROX, NSR, NHRAUS, NHEAUS , Ν WE IT , MS IH WRITE (6,20C2Ì CMY,RAMP,CKF,EFERMT,ΕΤΗΛ,PROZ IF(NWZIT.CQ.l) WRdF (6,2ΓΗ) (WEIGHT(L ) ,L=1,7) IF ( NAPROX. EQ.D GO TO 130 URITE (6,2(. C3) (XA( L), YA (L) ,L=1 ,KPD 
C c c 
c c c 
c c 
130 CONTINUE 
SYMMETRIE-PUNKTE DER X ( I ) SUCHEN ( MU ) 
796 
IF(NSN.GT.O) GO TO 307 
IK1=C IK2=C DO T96 L = l , 4 KV1(L)=0 KV2(L)=0 
GO T 0 ( 7 9 8 , 7 9 9 ) , N B F 






DO 8CC L=1,N 
X=XI(L) TV=ABS(X-1.0) I F l T V . G T . C . r C D G O TO 8^2 K=KZ(L) I F ( K . E Q . 1 . 0 R . K . E Q . 2 . 0 R . K . E Q . 6 . O R . K . E Q . 7 ) G O TO 801 GO TO 800 IK1=IK1+1 K V 1 ( I K D = L GO TO 800 TV=ABS(X-0.5) I F ( T V . G T . 0 . 0 0 0 5 ) 0 0 τ ρ 80Γ K=KZ(L) IF ( K. E Q. 6 . OR. K. EQ."») GO TO 803 CO TO 8Γ0 IK2=IK2+1 KV2(IK2)=L 
CONTINUE GO TO 805 
FUER FCC-GITTER ( NBF=2) 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, HOD 2 S032 DATE = 6PflS<3 17/^2/1" PAGE P7f>A 
C 0079 799 DO 810 L=1,N 0080 TV=ABS(XI(L)-1.0) 0081 IF(TV.GT.0.1,0 DGO T0 810 0082 K=KZ(L) 0083 IF{K.EQ.1.0R.K.EQ.5)GO TO 811 0084 IF(K.EQ.2.0R.K.EQ.3.0R.K.FQ.4)CO T0 812 0085 GO TO 810 0086 811 IK1=IK1+1 0087 KV1(IKD=L 0088 GO TO 810 0089 812 IK2=IK2+1 0090 KV2(IK2)=L 0091 810 CONTINUE 
0 0 9 2 805 I F d K l . G T . l . O R . I K 2 . G T . D G 0 TO 807 
0 0 9 3 WRITE ( 6 , 1 C 1 0 ) Ç094 IF( IFSS1.NE.DGO TO 806 0095 WRITE (12,1010) 0Ό96 806 IEXIT=1 0C97 RETURN 0098 807 IEXIT=C . C C BER. VON NAEH.WERKEN FUER B(I), WENN NAPROX=l, AUS C NAEH.KURVEN FUER V(K) / MA C 
0 0 9 9 IFtNAPROX.EQ.OGO TO 520 
0 1 0 0 CKC2=CKC**2 
0 1 0 1 IF (NWAY.GT.2 )AF=PIA/2 .0 
01C2 IF(NWAY.LE.2)AF=CL*PIA/2 . r 
0 1 0 3 AEX=CL*PIA/2.C 
0 1 0 4 DO 500 L=1,KP1 
0105 ARG=XA(L) 
0106 ZFG=CON2*ABS(ARG) 
C IC 7 DEN=(PIA*ARG)**2+FDC(ZFG)*CKC2 
0108 EXPO=EXP(-(AEX*ARG)**2)*CON3/DEN 
0 1 0 9 C S ( L ) = - Y A ( L ) - E X ° 0 
C l l f CF=(AF*ARG)**NEX 
O l l i PF=CF 
C112 DO 510 K=1,KP1 
C113 CM(L,K)=PF*CXPO 
0 1 1 4 510 PF=PF*CF 
C 1 1 5 500 CONTINUE 0116 RELr=C.01 0117 CALL LINGLS(KP1,RELF,B) Ó118 DO 5C5 L=1,KP1 0119 LK=KP-L 0120 505 B(LK + D = B(LK) 0121 B(D=CL 
ORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD UB Ζ DATE = AOft"o 17/02/1" PASE 0PO5 
012; 
0123 0124 0125 
0126 0127 C 128 0129 0130 C 131 C 132 0133 C134 0135 0136 0137 0138 0139 0140 0141 0142 0143 C 144 0145 O 146 0147 C 148 0149 0150 0151 
0152 0153 0154 C 155 0156 0157 
C C c c c 
520 CONTINUE 
REDUZIERUNG DER EXP. DISP.KURVEN DURCI! DIE R­TERME ( MU ) 
710 






BER. DER R­TERME ( MU ) ΝΒΓ=1 BCC­GITTER NEF=2 FCC­GITTER 
LF=NBF IFINSR.EQ.C )G0 TO 23 IF(NHRAUS.GT.NSR)GO TO WRdE ( 6 , 9 2 1 4 ) I F d F S S l . N E . D G O TO 711 WRITE ( 1 2 , 0 2 1 4 ) 711 IF(NSR.GT.6i" )NSR=6P I F ( L F . E j . l ) LFR=2 T F Í L F . E Q . 2 ) LFR=1 NSR1=NSR+1 DO 920 M=2,NSR1 NP-M-1 NPT=0 
LIM=MAXM(LFR,M) LIM1=LIM+1 IRAD=KNS(LFR,M) LIM2=2*LIM+1 DO 92 I = 1 , L I M 2 , L F R I X = I - L I M 1 
DO 9 3 J = 1 , L I M 2 , L F R IY=J-LI;U 
DC 9 4 K = 1 , L I M 2 , L F R IZ=K-LIM1 I 2 = I X * I X d Y * I Y + I Z * T Z IF d 2.MC.IRAD) GO T 0 04 NPT=NPT+1 
Elfi R/L DER L-SUMME IS"' DAMIT BERECHNET 
ES F 1LCT DIE BERECHNUNG DER RFPULS1VE-TEPME FUER DIESES R/L 
R2= R l = 
RX= RY= RZ= RXX 
12 SORT 
TX TY TZ :=RX* 
( R 2 ) 
RX 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL Ι , „ΟΓ Ζ SUBZ DATE = 6 9 * 5 9 1 7 / B 2 / 1 « p A 3 E ft.ft6 
015 8 RZZ=RZ*RZ 
^ 1 5 9 RXY=RX*RY 
V l 6 r i ' A 2 = C L A T T / 2 . 0 V.161 P 2 = P I / 2 . 0 vf62 CR1 = 1 .0 / (A2*RD ,t,163 CR2=(1.0/CMY+CRD/R2 fc*6£ EX=FXP(-A2*R1/CMY) 0165 C01=CR2*RXX-CR1 0166 C02=CR2*RZZ-CR1 pl67 C03 = CR2*(RXX+RXV)­fRi 
^168 C04=CR2*(RXX­RXY)­CR1 
P^69 C05=CR2*(RXX+2.0*RXY)­CR1 
0170 DO H Z L=1,N 
0171 KZZ=KZ(L) 
C DIF KENNZEICHEN KZ(L) SIND IM UP. F^CODE DEFINIERT. 9}Ζξ X=XI(L) £17,3 IF(KZZ.LE.2) Υ=0.Γ 0174 IF KZZ.GT.2) Y=X 0175 IF KZZ.LE.5) Z=P.O 0176 IF (KZ"7. GT. 5) 7 = X 
pl77 ES = EX*(SIN(P2*(RX*X+RY*Y+R7*Z) ) )**2 
£*?§ IFJKZZ.EQ.1) RT(l) = RT(L)+ES*C01*CON6 
lllv Τ Γ }^^­FS­2. CIP..KZZ.RQ.5) RT( L) = R T ( U +ES*C02*CON6 
018* τ Π ^ 2 . ρ α . ^ Γ ^ . Κ Ζ Ζ . Ε 0 . 7 ) RT(L)=RT(Li+ES*C04*CON6 
0183 102 CONTlfrup· 6' ^< L )=* T<L) +FS*C05*CON6 C 184 94 CONTINUE K,1 g 5 93 C ONT I NOC .186 92 CONTINUE 
4 R 7 < IF(NR.LT.NHRAUS) GO ΤΟ 92Γ· fciif ¥PUFs¿í:?1|^iÍGÍÍp+op?¿¿RT,LP,*,­R=x*r" 
ali' 920 ^tlHiP' 0 2 1 2' «.NPT.CRTILRI.LR­l.NI 
«­192 23 CONTINUE 
C 
í 4 2 3 D 0 120 L = 1,N 
CT94 12C YKL)=FQ(LÍ­RT(L) 
t' 195 RETURN 
C gìlf ιεεί Μ Ϊ ίΐΐέΐ·5' 
0198 K 1 0 l £E? ' , t A T oAíá í ! í? Í I Í 0 I ^g8 í? T S. , N °Λ{Λ* "­CONVEMÎNCV­TÉST NOT PnSS. 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 SUBZ DATE = 6oft^ Q 17/D2/1* PAGE P ™ 7 
0199 2CCC FORMAT (////16HPMETAL CONSTANTS///0?HHMASS(E­2¿0),3X,12HLATTC(E­10CM),4X,10HCORP­FERMI,4X,13HSCREEN.COEFF.,3X,11H7­FFFEÍTIVE,2X,IW 2 K ­ S C R . ( E + 8 / C M ) , 2 X , 1 3 H R ­ Z E R D { E ­ 8 C M ) , l X , 1 5 H S C R . R A U . ( E ­ 8 C M ) / / 5 X , 8 E 1 5 . 
35) 0201" 20C1 FORMAT (/ /33HCMOOEL AND COMPUTATION PAR A M E T E R S / d X , 4HNBF= I 2 , 3X, 4H I 
i F T = I 2 , 3 X , 5 H N W A Y = I 2 , 3 X , 7 H N ­ D A T A = I 4 , 3 X , 7 H K ­ P A R . = I 3 , ? X , 8 H N ­ A P P R . = I 2 , 3 
2 X , 4 H N S R = I 3 , 3 X , T H N H R A U S = I 3 , 3 X , 7 H N H E A U S = I 3 , 3 X , 6 H N W E I T = I 2 , 3 X , 4 H N S H = I 3 
3) 0 2 0 1 20C2 FORMAT ( / / 9 X ,9HMY( E­8CM) , 6 X , U H A ­ R E n . ( K E V ) , 3 X , 15HK­FERM I ( E + 8/CM ) , 3 1 X , 1 1 H C ­ F E R M I ( E V ) , 8 X , 4 H E T H A , Í 1 X , 7 H P E P . C E M T / / 3 X , 6 E 1 6 . 5 ) Û202 2CL3 FORMAT { / / / 3 4 Η Γ D A T A ­ P O I N T S OF APPRO*. V tKJ ­CURV^ / / 7 X , 1 2 H X = K / ( 2 * P 1 I / A ) , 5 X , 1 0 H V I X ) I N E V / / ( 3 X , 2 E 1 6 . 5 ) ) 0203 20C4 FORMAT t / / 53H0WEIGHTS OF THE 7 BRANCHES OF THE DISPERSION CURVES 1 / / 5 X , 7 E 1 5 . 5 ) G2C4 3001 FORMAT (18Λ4) 0 2 0 5 3002 FORMAT ( 1 H 1 , 1 8 Λ 4 ) C2C6 9212 FCRMAT ( / / I 5 , 1 " , 2 X , 8 E 1 4 . 5 , / , ( 1 6 X , 8 E 1 4 . 5 ) ) C2C7 9214 FORMAT ( . ' d H l L ­ S H E L L POINTS R­TF.RMS INCLUSIVE CORRESPONDENT L­SHE 
I L L / / / ) 0 2 0 8 END 
FORTRAN 
ceci 
IV G LEVEL 1, NOD 2 
SUBPOUTIN! 
OPCODE DATE = 60ft59 




0011 C012 0013 0014 0015 C 016 G 017 0018 0019 0020 0021 0022 0023 0024 0025 0026 "027 028 0029 0030 C031 
î 
17/02/15 
C C c c c c c 
FPCODF PAGE 3701 
C C 
c 
c c c c c 
l o f i y ψ y ™nrxJiAii?ii«DHS6EL*rE5ï?N B 'j ' 
DIMENSION 
D IMF NSI ON 
P R H ( 2 5 ) , QHSΡ(4P) P R Q H ( 2 5 ) , P R Q H S P ( 4 r , 2 5 ) FSPSP(4D) ,HPX(3CT) (PZ(3DP) U i n r i jo ¿un y t l j ' ^ , jhbPSPOVn , (7( Γ .HPY f7ftft < UD7 f ­> 
l § S Ö s 1 ? ^ 
i C0MMON/MASUFP/IFSSl , IFSS2,NWAY,NEX,OOM2,IWHER,N,KZ(15C) ,XI(150) , IE 
VORBEREITUNGEN ( ΜΛ ) 
I F d F S S 2 . E Q . l . O R . IWHER.NE. DNZW=1 
IF(IFSS2.EQ.C.AND.IWHER.EQ.I .AND:NWAY:GT. 2)NZW=2 2)NZW=3 










IFfKP.EQ.1) GO TO 217 
GO TO(215,216,217),NZW 
DO 214 KL=2,KP 
CKL=KL­1 
3N(KL)=CKL*B(KL) 
GO TO 217 
NEND=(KP­l)/2+l DO 218 KL=2,NEND I=KP+2­KL ZS1=B(I) B(I)=B(KL) B(KL)=ZS1 CONTINUE DO 212 L=1,N F(L)=0.0 IF(NZW.EQ.l)GO T 0 213 DO 211 L=1,N DO 211 K=1,KP 
P(L,K)=0.0 
CONTINUE 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD FPCODF DATE = 60ft?Q 17/02/1* PA3E PPP2 
C 032 0033 
0034 003 5 0036 C 037 0038 0039 0040 
0041 0 C 42 C 043 C 044 0045 0046 0047 0048 0049 0050 0051 C 052 0053 0054 0055 0056 C 05 7 0058 C 059 C06C 
0061 G 062 0063 0064 
C C 
c 
c c c c 
c c c c c c 
c c 
CL = B(D CLB=CL*PIA/2.C 








SUCHEN DER Η-PUNKTE ZUR L-TEN H-SCHALE ( M'J ) 






DO 1 I = 1 , L I M 2 , L F 
I X = I - L I M 1 
DO 1 J = 1 , L I M 2 , L F 
IY=J-LIM1 
DO 1 K=1 ,LIM2,LF 
IZ=K-LIM1 I2=IX*IXdY*IY+IZ*IZ IFd2.NE.IRAD) GO T 0 1 NPT=NPT+1 IF(NPT.GT.3C0) GO T 0 350 HPX(NPT)=IX HPY(NPT)=IY HPZ(NPT)=IZ 
ι CONTINUE 
IF(L.GT.l.AND.NPT.EQ.O) GO TO 341 
ALLE Η-PUNKTE DER L-TEN Η-SCHALE GEFUNDEN 
BER. VON U(H) UND DU(H)/DB (NUR VOM BETRAGC VON Η ΑΡΗ.) FUER DIE 
L-TE Η-SCHALE ( MA ). U(H) IST DIE FOORIER-TR. DES LOK.. PSEUDO-ATOM 
-POTENTIALS. 
H2=IRAD H1=SQRT(H2) "r',=C0Rl'5*H 1 CALL MODEL(H1,NWAY,NEX,NZW,PRH,FSP2,T2) 
U(H) IN FSP2, DU(H)/OB IN PRH. 
FORTRAN TV G LEVEL 1 , MOD FPCOOE DATE É, carteo 1 7 / 0 2 / 1 * PAGE 0 7 P 3 
0065 0066 CP67 0068 0069 0070 0071 0072 0073 0074 0075 0076 0077 0078 0079 





c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
BER. F UND Ρ ZU DEP L­TN H­SCHALE ZUERST MODELL­UNABH. FAKTOREN ( MU ). LN=INDEX DER DATEN PUNKTE. 
DO ICO LN=1,N KZZ=KZ(LN) X=XI(LN) IF(KZZ.LE.2)Y=P.O IF(KZZ.GT.2)Y=X 
IF(KZZ.LE.5)Z=0.0 
IF(KZZ.GT.5)Z=X NZZ=C DO 2 LI1=1,NPT HX=HPX(LH) HY=HPY(LH) HZ=HPZ(LH) QH2=(HX+X)**2+(HY+Y)**2+(HZ+Z)**2 H=SQRT(QH2) 1=C0N2*QH ? 
DIE KENNZEICHEN KZ GEBEN AN,VON WELCHEM ZWEIG DER DTSPERSIONSKURVE DIE MESS DATEN Χ Ι , Υ Ι , Ζ Ι UND FQ R=RICHTUNG, L=LONGITUDINAL 
KZ=1 KZ=2 KZ=3 KZ=4 KZ=5 KZ=6 KZ=7 
R(1,0,0) 
R ( ι, r, r ) 






KOMMEN. , T=TRANSVERSAL, 
FQ=FQZ**2=(X,X) FQ=FQZ**2=(Y,Y =(Z,Z) FQ=FQZ**2=(X,X)+(X,Y) FQ=FQZ**2=(X,X)­(X,Y) FQ=FQZ**2=(Z,Z) FQ=FQZ**2=(X,X)+2(X,Y) FQ=FQZ**2=(X,X)­(X,Y) 






GO TO (2J ,203,204,202,205,204),KZZ Z1=(X+HX)*(X+HX) Z2=HX*HX GO TO 210 Z1=(Z+HZ)*(Z+HZ) Z2=HZ*HZ GO TO 210 Z1=IX+HX)*{(X+HX)+Y+HY) Z2=HX*(HX+HY) GO TO 21Ç Z1=(X+HX)*((X+HX)­Y­HY) Z2=HX*(HX­HY) GO TO 210 Z1=(X+HX)*((X+HX)+2.*(Y+HY1) Z2=HX*(HX+2.*HY) CONTINUE 




C 097 0098 
Ol" 99 
C ICL 
C ICI 0102 C1C3 C IC 4 C 10 5 0106 C 10 7 C1C3 C 109 0110 
Olli 0112 
0113 
0114 C 115 
0116 C 117 i 118 
0119 0120 0121 0122 0123 0124 C 12 5 0126 0127 0128 0129 
0130 
C c c 
c c c c 
c c c 
JETZT" MODELL­UND NUP. VOM, 3ETRAG (Q+HJ­ABH. FACTOREN f MA ) 
IFÍNZZ.EQ.i" ) GO TO 15 3 
DO 152 LZ=1,NZZ 
IF(QH.E).QHSP(LZ)) GO TO 155 
152 CONTINUE 
150 CALL MODEL(QH,NWAV,UEX,NZW,PRQM fFSPl,Tl ) NZZ=NZZ+1 
I F I M Z 2 . G T . 4 0 ) OO τ η 351 )HSP(NZZ)=QH FSPSP(NZZ)=FSP1 I F ( N Z W . E Q . 1 ) GO TO 270 DC 153 L L = 1 , K P 153 PP.QI ! SP ( f JZZ, LL ) = PP.Q) ! ( LL ) GO TO 157 155 FSP1=F5PSP(LZ) I F ( N Z W . E Q . l ) GO TO 2 " d DO 156 L L = 1 , K P 156 PRQH(LL)=PRQHSP(LZ,LL) 
BER. DER F ( I ) UND P ( I , J ) 
157 CONTINUE 




F UND Ρ 3IS EINSCHL. L­TF H­SC'HALE GERECHNET. 
AUSDRUCKEN DER F ( MU ) 
L1=L­1 
IF(Ll.LT.NHEAUS) GO TO 20 
IFtK'lP.EQ.DGO TO 21 
KNP=1 
'WRITE (6,2213) 
IF( IFSS1.NE. D G O TO 21 
WRITE (12,2212) 
21 WRITE (6,2212) LI ,NP T, (F(IL) , IL = l,Ν) I F d F S S l . N E . D G O TO 20 
WRITE ( 1 2 , 2 2 1 2 ) L 1 , N P T , (F ( I D , I L = 1 , N ) 
20 CONTINUE 
KONVERGENZ­ABFRAGE OER il­SUMMIERUNG ( MU ) 
I F t N S N . G T . t ) GO TO 304 
FORTRAN IV J LEVEL 1 , MOP 2 "PCOOE DATE = f .9^ = o 1 7 / Γ 2 / 1 * PAGE P P « 5 
(1131 Ι Γ ( I K I . L E . D G O TO 3 1 0 0132 CIK1=IK1 0133 S=0.0 0134 DO 301 1=1, IK1 C135 M=KV1(I) 0136 3CC S=S+F(M) C137 S=S/CIK1 0138 DO 301 1=1, IK 1 0139 M=KV1(D C 140 RDF=ABS((F(M)­S )/S) C 141 IF(RDF.GT.PROZ)GO T0 3 20 C 142 3C1 CONTINUE 0143 IF(IK2.LE.DGO T0 330 0144 310 CIK2=IK2 C145 S=f.C C 146 DO 302 1=1,IK2 0147 M=KV2(T) C 148 302 S=S+F(M) 0149 S=S/CIK2 0150 DO 303 1=1,IK2 C151 M=KV2(I) 0152 RDF=ABS((F(M)­S)/S) f 153 IF(RDF.GT.PROZ)GO TO 320 0154 303 CONTINUE C 155 GO TO 330 0 1 5 6 3 0 4 I F ( L . C T . N S H ) CO TO 330 C C Η­SUMME NOCH NICHT KINVERGEMT. NEUF Η­SCHALE í MU ) . C 0 1 5 7 320 L=L+1 0 1 5 8 Ï F ( L . G E . 6 2 ) G 0 τ Ο 3 4 1 0 1 5 9 GO TO 220 C16l 3 4 1 LF=1 C161 GO TO (343,344),NBF C 162 343 IRAD = IRAD+2 C163 CIRAD=IRAD 0164 CLIM=SQRT(CIRAD) 1165 LIM=CLIM 0166 GO TO 342 0167 344 IRAD=IRAD+N1 0168 CIRAD=IRAD 0169 CLIM=SQRT(CIRAD) 0170 LIM=CLIM C171 NSPI=N1 0172 N1=N2 0173 N2=N3 C174 N2=NSPI 0175 GO TO 342 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, NOI 2 FPCODF DATE = 6ΟΓ.50 17/02/1* PASE *",P6 
0176 C 177 C 178 
c 170 










C H-5UMMC Κ DIVERGENT C '1HSC0N=L1 33υ ir(NZW.GT.1.0R.KP.Lr.2) G DO 335 KL=2,NEND O TO 340 I=KP+Z-KL ZS1=B(I) B(I)=B(KL) 335 3(KL)=ZS1 340 CONTINUE 
RETURN 350 L1=L-1 IEXIT=1 WRITE (6,2216) Li RETUR.r; L1=L-1 IEXIT=1 WRITE (6,2217) LI RETURN FORMAT (/I5,I o,2X,R E14.5,/,(16X,8F14.5)) FORMAT (59H1H-SHELL POINTS Ε+έ-τΕΡΜ5 INCLUSIEF CORRESPONDENT H-S INELL/) 2215 FORMA" ( 55! I1E-T EP.MS OF H-SU 11AT I ON NOT CONVERGENT WITH 60 H-SHELLS D 
2216 FORMA" (5H1THE 13,4?H. Η-SHELL C W A INS MORE THAN 3Γ0 H-POIMTS. , INCREASED. ) 
351 
2212 2213 
132HC DIMENSION OF UPX, IIPY AND HPZ MOST BE ] 2217 FORMAT (1H1, 12 , 8 ">H. H-SHELL / DIMENSION OF WORKING STORAGES PPQHSP , QH: END .P AMD FSPS" TOO SMALL. ) 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 OJR DATE = 69ftSO 17/P2/1* PASE ftftnl 
0001 SUBROUTINE." G JP.( A, N, EPS, MS IMG ) r"y',r> 
C CAUSS-JORDAN-RUTISHAUSER MATRIX INVERSION WITH DOUBLE PIVOTING. *03P C 00C2 DIMENSION A(25,36),Β(25),C(25),P(25),Q(25) 0CC3 INTEGER P,Q PP^P C C0C4 NSTNG=1 "»*« 
(005 DO 10 K=1,N ΛΛΤΟ C DETERMINATION OF TOR PIVOT ELEMENT ftftQft 0006 PIVOT=0. P^O^ . 0007 DO 20 I = K,N * - " > * 0008 DO 2C J=K,N «"« 0009 IF(ABS(A(I,J))-ABS(PIV0T))20,20,30 PI?P COIL 3C PIV0T=A(I,J) P*?O 0011 P(K)=I ΠΊΛΟ 0012 Q(K)=J *"*« CC13 20 CONTINUE ** l·^ CC14 IF(ABS(PIVOT)-FPS)'-f ,40,50 Ρ' ™ C EXCHANGE OF TUF "PO+AL P-OW WITH THF KTH ROW P ^ O 
C (.15 5C IF(P(K)-K)6i, 80,60 P^oft 
C016 60 DO 70 J=1,N P?PP 
0 0 1 7 L = P(K) *'>■>'*' 
0 0 1 8 Z = A ( L , J ) P ? ? P C019 A ( L , J ) = A ( K , J ) P ­ ^ P 0020 70 A ( K , J ) = Z Λ ? Λ Π C EXCHANGE OF THE PIVOTAL COLUMN 1 Ι Γ Η THE KTH COI MMN "?.** C021 8C I F ( Q ( K ) ­ K ) 8 5 , 9 0 , 8 5 P?Aft 0 0 2 2 85 DO 100 1 = 1 , Ν Ρ ­ » ™ 
0 0 2 3 L=Q(K) r*'*?* 
0 0 2 4 Z = A ( I , L ) p">oft 
0025 A ( I , L ) = A ( I , K ) ^ r r 0 0 2 6 100 A ( I , K ) = Z P^« !P 1.02 7 9C CONTINUE ^^?r> C JORDAN STEP « ? * « 
0028 DO D C J = 1 , N P^­f t 
C029 I F ( J ­ K ) 1 3 C , 1 2 0 , 1 3 0 «i*o 
003( 12C B ( J ) = 1 . / P I V O T O ^ P 
0 0 3 1 C ( J ) = 1 . P^Tft 
0032 GC TO 140 ^ « o 
'1C33 130 B ( J ) = ­ A ( K , J J / P T V O T P^oft 
( 0 3 4 C ( J ) = A ( J , K ) o^ f t r 
L 0 3 5 14C A ( K , J ) = 0 . *'-\r> 0036 110 A(J,K)=0. ο A?, η 0037 DO It' 1 = 1,Ν PA7ft 003 8 DO 1C J=1,N π AAP. C039 10 Ad,J)=A( I,J)+C(I)*B(J) PA^ ft C REORDERING THE MATRIX ΡΑΚ,Π 






























Λ c f 
0 51 




ι" c 6 
ι 5 7 
C 5 8 
l". c; O 
Õ6·' 
Of 155 0 = 1 , π 
¡ := Ί - Ί+ Ι 
IF (Ρ (Κ)-Κ) 160 , 1 7 ) , l f . o 
16r. oo lor 1 = 1 , Ν 
L=P(K) 
Z = A ( I , L ) 
A ( I , L ) = Λ ( Ι , Κ ) 
ICO Λ ( Ι , Κ ) = Ζ 
17Γ ΤΓ ÍQ(K) -K) 1 0 0 , 1 5 5 , ] or-190 DO 150 J = 1 , 0 L = 0TK) : = A ( L , J ) A ( L , J ) = A ( K , J ) 150 A ( K , J ) = Z 155 CONTINUE 151 RETURN 4C /PITE ( 6 , 4 5 ) P ( K ) , Q ( K ) , PIVOT 45 FCRMAT(16H0SINGULAR MATRIX3H 1 = 1 3 , 3 H J = I 3 , 7 H » T V 0 T = E 1 6 . 8 / ) MSING=2 
GO TO 131 
END 
ftA7n 
ft Λ. q ft 
ft Λ. ft Γ nrftft ft m ft 









ft A, 7 ft 
ft A A f t 
ft A C T 
ftAAft 
ft^7ft 
FORTRAN I V 
c e c i 
COO 2 Cl/03 
C f C 4 
0 0 0 5 K 006 ( O ft 7 
0 0 08 0009 0 0 1 0 C O U 
C. 012 0 0 1 3 C 0 1 4 C Ol 5 0 0 1 6 0017 0 0 1 8 C 0 1 ° 0 0 2 0 C 0 2 1 0 0 2 2 C 023 d 2 4 C 025 0 0 2 6 '1027 1.028 0A29 Ô031' CÕ31 0032 0 0 2 3 C 0 3 4 
C 03 5 '1036 C. 037 C 038 003O C 04i C 0 4 1 
OC 4 2 






SUBP.OUT INE MODEL ( X, NWA Υ , NEX , NZW , PRX , FSP , Τ ) 
COMPOTES THE FOURIER TRANSFORM FSP OP THE MODEL POTENTIAL ANP, Ι Γ NZW=Z OP ? , TTS DERIVATIVES PF.X WITH RESPECT TO THE MODEL PARAMETERS. 
DI.MENSI YA PRX(25) 
COMMON PI , QP , KP .COM4 , C LB . P I A , C O N I , NHSCON , F ( 1 5Γ ) 




70 5 i 
20C 
CNE λ ' ~> = 
DEN 
CLB 
EXX I F ( I F ( I F ( 
PRX GO DC 31 = 31 = GO CX = DO 
PRX " 1 — j i ­
Γ* "> — 
o¿.— 
CX= 
S l = PRX GO CX= DO PRX 
S l = 
CX = 31 = PRX 




1 i L Λ * x X2+C0N1*FDC(T) 
2=X2*CLB*CLB 
= E X P ( ­ 2 . C * C L R X 2 ) Ρ . E ,} . 1 ) 00 Τ ') ( 19ι) , 2 0 0 . 200 ) , NZW W A Y . G T . 2 ) A X = ( P T A * X / 2 . r ) * * M F X 
W A Y . L E . 2 ) A X = ( C L B * X ) * * N E X 
1 ) =( . 0 0 ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) , N Z W C KL=2 ,KP S 1 + B Í K L ) ) * A X .C + S l "0 5v 
iX 
■' KL=2 ,KP KL)=CX 1 + B ( K L ) * C X 2 + 3 N ( K L ) * C X X*AX 
0+51 D = C N E X * 3 2 TQ 60 AX 
?i KL = 2 ,KP (KL)=CX S 1 + B ( K L ) * C X CX*AX 1 . 0 + S I 
( D = ( PRX(1 ) ­ 2 . 0 *CLBX2*S1 ) * S 1 * E X X 2 * 2 . 0 / (B ( D * D C M ) = 2 . L * E X X 2 * S 1 / D E N 7' KL=2 ,KP ( K L ) = P R X ( K L ) * S E X = E X X 2 * S 1 * S 1 / 0 F N URN ( l ) = ­ 4 . > * C L B X 2 * C X X 2 / ( B d ) * D F N ) 
FORTRAM IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 MODEL DATE = 69059 17/02/15 PAGE O02 




0003 0004 000 5 C 006 0007 CCC 8 0009 0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 ÜC16 0017 C18 019 020 021 0022 0023 0024 C025 
F 
I V G LEVEL 
C c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 






1 , MOD 2 FDC 
F U N C T I O N E D C ( T ) 
CALCULATION OF Λ SCREENING FUNCTION. 
IFT=1 K­INDEP. SCREENING IFT=2 K­DEP. SCREEN., HARTREE­APPR., NO EXCHANGE IFT=3 AS 2, BUT WITH EXCHANGE, GENERAL FORMULA IFT=4 AS 3, BUT SPECIAL EXCHANGE ACCORDING TO HUBBARD IFT=5 AS 3, BUT SPECIAL EXCHANGE ACCORDING T0 HARRISON IFT=6 EFFECTIVE FDC WITH GENEPAL EXCHANGE TERM IFT=7 EFFECTIVE FDC WITH EXCHANGE ACCORDING T0 HARRISON 
CORREX=l+ETHA*(KC/KF)**2 MUST BE COMPUTED IN THE CALLING PROGRAM FOR CASES 4 ( ETHA=P.5) AND 3 ( DESIRED VALUE OF FTHA), IT DOES ¡JOT APPLY FOR ÎFT=1,2 AND 5. WHERE USED THE MEANING OF ETHA IS 
ETHA=(KS/KC)**2, KC=SCREEN.PARAM. FOR THE HARTREE­APPROX. 
KS=SCREEN.PARAM. FOR THE EXCHANGE CORRECTION. 
COMMON/SUF/ I FT, CORP. EX, QKCKF2 
IF(IFT.EQ.l.OR.T.EQ.O.O) GO TO 1 IFÍT.CQ.1.0) GO TO 2 AB=ABS((l.C+T)/(1.0­T)) TT=T**2 FDC=0.5+(1.0­TT)*ALOG(AB)/(4.0*T) GO TO (4,4,5,5,6,7,8),IFT FDC=FDC*(1.0­2.0*T+/(4.Q*TT+CORREX)> RETURN FDC=FDC*(1.0­3.O*TT/(2.0+6.C*TT)) PETURN FDC=FDC/(l.­(.5*QKCKF2*FDC)/(4.*TT+C0RREX)) RETURN FDC=FDC/(l.­(3.0*QKCKF2*FnC/8.0)/(l.iô+3.C*TT)ï RETURN FDC=1.C IF(IFT.LE.5)RETURN TT=0.0 GO TO 3 RETURN FDC=0.5 TT=1.C GO TO 3 END 
PA3E 0?P1 
T C T ­ 7 
T C T ­ 7 , A 
Τ PT­fÇ 
T F T = f 
Τ C T ­ 7 
T C T ­ 1 
FORTRAM IV C LEVEL 1 , MOD 2 LTNGLS DATE = 6θΠ?ο 1 7 / P 2 / 1 * PASE I V I 
r O f ' l SUBROUTINE LINCLS ( I G , RELF , R ) 
C 
C LOFSUNC EITJES INNONDO. L T N . GLE ICH.­SYSTEMS CM*R=C. C SCHriTTWEISE VERBESSERUNG DER LOESUNGEN Β BIS DER P F L . RUNOUNSS­C FEHLER OER KONST.SPALTE C KLEINER ALS RELF I S T . C IG=ZAHL DEF. GLEICHUNGEN BZW. UNBEKANNTEN (MAXIMAL 2 M . 
co«: 2 LCC3 
0004 
C OC 5 0006 
OC 07 
0008 
0009 OOH" 0011 
0012 
0013 C 014 0015 cl 016 
C 017 
0018 C 019 0020 0021 C 022 
r DIMENSION SNR12 5.26),ST(25,25),B(25),AN(25),RF(25),CP(25),KZU(25) COMMON/SUL I N/CM (2.5,2 5), C (25) 
IF(IG.GO.2) GO TO ^ 00 3(D=C(D/CMd,D RETURN C 700 DO 800 K=l,IG B(K)=f.0 KZU(K)=K DO 800 L=1,IG 800 3T(K,L)=C.O C C UEBERTRAGUNG DER MATRIZEN CM UND C IN SPEICHER S NP. C IL=IG­1 IG1=IG+1 DO 4C0 1=1, IG DO 401 J=l,IG 401 3NR(I,J)=CM(I,J) 400 SNR(I,IG1)=C(I) WRITE (6,4999) T C Ç T 4999 FORMAT (1HU T C^ T DO 6dC 1 = 1,IG Tr<:T 6000 WRITE (6,5000) ( SNR (I ,K ) ,K=1, IGD T C S T 5CC C FORMAT (IC El2.5) TrST C C GAUSS­SCHER ALGORITHMUS C C023 DO 410 1=1,IL C C SUCHEN DES GROESSTEN ELEMENTES DER I­TEN SPALTE C 0024 NM=I 0025 DO 411 L=I,IL CC26 IF(ABS(SNR(L+1,I)).LE.ABS(SNR(NM,!)))G0 TO 411 C 027 NM=L + 1 0028 411 CONTINUE 0029 IFtNM.EQ. DGO TO 41 A C 
C UMSTELLUNG DER GLEICHUNGEM/DIE UMSTELLUNG WIRD IN KZU REGISTRIERT 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 LINGLS DATE = 69ft*>Q 17/02/1^ PAGE ooft2 
C 0030 KZUSP=KZU(I) ÇÇ31 KZU(I)=KZU(NM) CO · . KZUC1.1)=KZUSP UDO­ DO 412 L=I,IG1 0034 SPEI=SNR(I,L) 0035 SNRd,L) = SNR(NM,L) 0036 412 SNR(N:I,L)=SPEI C C REDUKTION DER NORMALGLEICHUNGEN NACH GAUSS C 0037 414 DO 415 J=I,IG 0038 5T{J,I)=SNR(J,D 0039 415 SNR(I,J) = SNR(I,J)/ST(I .1) 0040 S N R d , I G D = SNR( I, IG1 )/ST( I, I ) C041 IGI=IG­I 0042 11=1+1 C043 DO 410 K=1,IGI CO' IK=I+K 'ùi,*ï DO 410 J=I1,IG1 0046 410 5NR(IK lJ)=SNRdK,J)­SNR(I,J)*ST(IK,I) CC47 DG 6001 1 = 1, IG T«T 0048 6001 WRITE (6,5000) (SNR ( I ,K) ,K=1,IGD T ^ T 0049 DO 6002 1=1,IG τ™ τ C05o 6002 WRITE (6,50*1) KZUd ) , ( ST ( I ,K) ,K=1,TG) τπςτ 0C51 50C1 FORMAT Í/I6,9E12.5/Ί6Χ, 9E12.5) ί τ " τ C C BERECHNUNG DER LOESUNGEN C 0052 450 AN(IG) = SNR(IG,IGD/SNR( IG, IG) 0053 DO 5CT L=1,IL 00 54 IGL=IG-L 0055 AN(IGL)=SNR(IGL,IGD 0056 KL=IG1-L 0057 DO 500 K=KL,IG 0058 500 AN(IGL)=AN(IGL)-SNR(IGL,K)*AN(K) C C BERECHNUNG DER KORRIGIERTEN LOESUNGEN C 0059 DO 510 L=1,IG 0060 51C B(L)=B(L)+AN(L) C C BERECHNUNG DER RUNDUNGSFEHLER RF=C-CM*B C 0061 NZ=0 0062 DO 600 K=l,IG 0063 RF(K)=C(K) C 064 CP(K)=C(K)*RELF 
FORTRAM IV G LEVEL 1, MOD"2 LINGLS DATE = 60050 17/02/1* PAGE P?P3 
CC65 DO 6C1 L=1,IG , . . . 
0066 601 RF(K)=RF(K)­CM(K,L)*B(L) 0067 IF(ABS(CP(K)).LT.APS(RF(K)))NZ=NZ+1 r.068 600 CONTINUE ÕC69 WRITE (6,5003) ( SMP. (L, IG1) , AMI L ) ,R (L) ,RF ( L) , CP(L. ) ,L = 1 , IG) T C C T 0070 5003 FORMAT (//,(5E12.5)) T r C T 0071 IF(NZ.EQ.C)RETURN C C RUNDUNGSCCHLER ZU GROSS.BERECHNUNG VON KORREKTUREN.nAZU MUSS DIE C KCNSTANTENSPALTE SMP(*,IGD DER REDUZIERTEM NORMALGLEICHUNSEM C MITTELS DER RF NEU GEBILDET WERDEN. C UEBCRTRAGZN DER RF ENTSPRECHEND KZU NACH SMR(*,IG1). C 0072 DO 605 L=1,IG 0073 NK=KZU(L) CC74 605 3NR(L,IGD = RF(NK) „„„^ C075 WRITE (ó, 51 C 4) (SNR (L, IG 1) ,L = 1, IG) τ ρ ς τ 0076 50C4 FORMAT (//,(4E12.5)) T C S T C C GAUSS-ALGORITHMUS FUR SNR(*,IG1) C 0077 DO 610 1=1,IL C078 5NR(I,IGD = SNR(I,IG1)/ST(I,I) C079 IGI=IG-I 0080 DO 610 K=1,IGI C0 81 IK=I+K 0082 610 3NR(IK,IGD = SNRdK,IGD-SNR(I,IGl)*ST(IK,I) 0083 GO TO 450 0084 END 
FORTRAN I V G LEVEL 1 , MOD 2 BLK DATA DATE = 69ft?o 1 7 / 3 2 / 1 * PAGE P7P1 
COGÍ BLOCK DATA 
0 0 0 2 C O M M O N / S U F P / N B F , K N S ( 2 , 6 1 ) , M A X M ( 2 , 6 1 ) , I < 1 , I K 2 , K V 1 C 4 ) , K V 2 l 4 ) , P R 0 Z , N H 1EAUS C 00C3 DATA ΠΑΧΜ ( 1 , 1 ) , MAXM ( 1 , 2) ,MAXMÍ 1 , 3 ) , ΜΛΧ.Μ ( 1 , 4 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ ( 1 , 5 ) , MAXM ( 1 ,6 ) , M 1 A X M ( 1 , 7 ) ,ΜΛΧΜί ί , 8 ) , MAXM( 1,">) , Μ Λ Χ Μ ί ί , 1 C ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 1 , U ) , M A X M { 1 , 1 2 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ 
2 ( 1 , 1 3 J , MAXMÍ 1 ,14 ) ,MAXM ( 1 , 1 5 ) , M A X M ( 1 , 1 6 ) ,ΜΑΧΜ ( 1 , d ) , MAXMÍ 1 , 1 8 ) , MAXM 3 1 1 , 1 9 ) , Π Λ Χ Μ ( 1 , 2 0 ) , . Μ Λ Χ Μ 1 1 , 2 1 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ ( 1 , 2 2 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 1 , 2 3 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ { 1 , 2 4 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ 4 { 1 , 2 5 ) , M A X M Í 1 , 2 6 ) , M A X M Í 1 , 2 7 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ i l , 2 8 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 1 , 2 ° ) , M A X M Í 1 , 3 0 ) , M A X M 
5 i l , 3 1 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ i l , 3 2 ) , M A X M 1 1 , 3 3 ) , M A X M i l , 3 4 ) , M A X M Í 1 , 3 * ) , M A X M Í 1 , 3 6 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ 6 i l , 3 7 ) , M A X M ( 1 , 3 8 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ 1 1 , 3 9 ) , M A X M Í 1 , 4 0 ) , M A X M Í 1 , 4 1 ) , M A X M Í 1 , 4 2 ) , M A X M 
7 i l , 4 3 ) , M A X M Í 1 , 4 4 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ( 1 , 4 5 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 1 , 4 6 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 1 , 4 Τ ) , M A X M ί 1 , 4 8 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ 
8 i l , 4 9 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ ( 1 , 5 0 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ Ι 1 , 5 1 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ 1 1 , 5 2 ) , M A X M í 1 , 5 3 ) , M A X M Í 1 , 5 4 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ 9 ( 1 , 5 5 , M A X M d , 5 6 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ ί ί , 5 7 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ( 1 , 5 8 ) , M A X M Í 1 , * 9 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ ί 1 , 6 0 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ 
Α ( 1 , 6 1 ) / ί . , 1 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 6 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 6 , 4 , 7 , 6 , 7 , 6 , 7 , 7 
8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 6 , 8 , 8 , 6 , 7 , 8 , ο 3 , 9 , 6 , 9 , 9 , 8 , ο . Ι Γ , 1 Ρ, Κ , 9 , ί Ρ , Ι Α , 8 , I G , 1 0 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 
C 1 1 , Ρ , 1 1 / , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 2 , 1 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ Ι 2 , 2 ) , M A X M t 2 , 3 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ Ι 2 , 4 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ ί 2 , 5 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ ί 2 , D Ó ) , Μ Λ Χ Π ( 2 , 7 ) , M A X M Í 2 , 8 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ( 2 , ° ) , Μ Α Χ Μ Ι 2 , 1 0 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ 1 2 , 1 1 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ 1 2 , 1 2 ) , E M A X M Í 2 , 1 3 ) , M A X M { 2 , 1 4 ) , M A X M ( 2 , 1 5 ) , M A X M i 2 , 1 6 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 2 , 1 7 ) , M A X M Í 2 , 1 8 ) , F M A X M ( 2 , 1 0 ) , M A X M i 2 , 2 r T , M A X M ( 2 , 2 1 ) , M A X M ( 2 , 2 2 ) , MAXMÍ 2 , 23 ) ,ΜΑΧΜ ί 2 , 24) , G N A X M 1 2 , 2 5 ) , M A X M Í 2 , 2 6 ) , M A X M ( 2 , 2 7 ) , M A X M Í 2 , 2 8 ) , M A X M Í 2 , 2 9 ) , M A X M Í 2 , 3 0 ) , Η Μ Α Χ Μ ( 2 , 3 D , M A X M Í 2 , 3 2 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ( 2 , 3 3 ) , Μ Λ Χ Μ 1 2 , 3 4 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 2 , 3 5 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ( 2 , 3 6 ) , I M A X M Í 2 , 3 7 ) , M A X M i 2 , ? 8 ) , M A X M Í 2 , 3 9 ) , M A X M ( 2 , 4 0 ) , M A X M f 2 , 4 1 ) , M A X M Í 2 , 4 2 ) , J M A X M Í 2 , 4 3 ) , M A X M Í 2 , 4 4 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ Ι 2 , 4 5 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ Ι 2 , 4 6 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 2 , 4 7 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 2 , 4 8 ) , 
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0 0 0 4 END 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 SSWTCH 
COCÍ SUBROUTINE SSWTCHfΠ,IFSSN) 
C OC C2 RETURN C 0003 END 
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o o c o c c c c o c 
C c c o 
c 
C CO; C C I C 
PROGRAM SKFD (STRUCTURE FACTOR ANO FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION) 
SKFO IS AN EXTENSION OF A PROGRAM ­ ONO, ORNL­T 1 142 5 BY LoJ.­RAUOENNEIOER VNO GoGILAT ( CALCULATION OF FREQUENCY­DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS IF CUOIO CRYSTALS ) ­ TO CALCULATE ALSO THE STRUCTURE­FACTOR S Í K ) AVERAGED OVER ALL DIRECTIONS FOR FIXED K ANO THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIV ITYo 
SKFO IS RESTRICTED TO ÕCC ANO FCC CRYSTALS AND WRITTEN IN 
FORTRAN 4 LANGUAGEu 
MODEL FORI FACTOR OSEO FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF THE CRYSTAL PHONONS 
GÍX ) = E X P ( ­ ( J l * X / 2 ) * * 2 ) * ( H ­ B 2 * T + o o o o B K * T * * ( K ­ l ) ) 
MUAY=1 T = U * X / 2 
NWAY=2 T = ( 3 1 * X / 2 ) * * 2 NWAY = 3 T = ,</2 NWAY=4 T = ( X / 2 ) * * 2 
X IS THE PHONON ¿AVE VECTOR, 3 I = B ( I ) ARE THE PARAMETERS (MAXo 25 ) 
DIME JSION CTC(31 )3 ) DIMENSION A L ( 3 I , H 3 I , V ( i ) , G D I ( 3 ) , G D 2 ( 3 ) , G D 3 ( 3 ) , P X ( 6 0 ) 
DINE JSI IN 0 l \ S ( 1 2 ) OMENS I ON FV C 3 , i ) DIME JSI Vi Ί\Λ 1 ( 2 , 6 1 ) , KNS ( 2 , 6 1 ) 
J I IE NS I ON 1 Γ ii ( 3 3 ) , J T 3 ( 3 3 ) , K T B Í 3 3 ) , I T F ( 3 3 ) , J T F ( 3 3 ) , K T F ( 3 3 ) 
CO 1 Ί 0 Ν / 0 2 / Α Ν I 
CON 1 0 N / C 3 / P I , C P T , P X , G U , S C , N S F 3 , A M A S , U J 
CO 1 1UN/C4/EV,V 
COMO.) I /C5 /CTAÍ lO^O) , L A, D VA, AU ALF , VOL UME , ASQ, NPRI NT ,ΧΜ C0T1 ) N / C 6 / K U , K K , I , J , Κ 
CO 1 10N/C7/N J'! Cü I IO J/ ΙΑΕ L GN/NS Ν 1 , CL B2 , C L D , KP, Ν;) ΛΥ, f I A 2 , CO M l , C 0 N 2 , C 0 N 4 , SU S, JEX,B( 125) , ¡ \ IPPSÍ60) , ί ΙΡΧ( 310 3) , HPY I 3103 ) , HPZ (3 10 3) »FSPHÍ 60 ) , FS I MP ( 3u J) 
CO 1 AAA/ 1AFD/IFT,C0RREX,QKCKF2 
C J M )N / 1AGN/NÍ 18) 
C O M )N/ '1AFRE/RMAX,NT,DELK,NSK,C0Nl ' . , Χ Π 3 3 ) , Υ Γ ( 3 3 ) , Ζ Τ ( 3 3 ) , CNR( 5». 2 ) , 
1 S K Í 5 0 2 ) 
COO 1UN/1A3K/CUN 3,C0 17 ,C0N3 ,C0N9 ,P IA ,MR ES,NSKPL,ΝPLOT,NCAN,DWF,TEMP 
1,FQMAX 
110N/1AELGN/ REFERS ALSO TO SUBRcS SIM^C ANO SKRES 
11.N5/UAGN/ ANO /NAFRE/ REFER ALSO TO SUtiRj SKRES 
EQUIVALENCE (H°X,CTC) 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1 , iMOÜ Ζ 1A I Ν DATE 6 9 0 5 9 1 6 / 5 8 / 3 5 PAGE 0 0 " 2 
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0 0 2 0 
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1 9 ) , 
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»H Y 3 6 , 4 î Ζ 1 0 0 ,ΐν,'9-
* 3 , 1 5 2 , 1 
DATA I T 
1 ) , I T F ( 4 
2 T F ( 7 ) , J 
31C ) , J T F 
4 ) , I T F Í 1 
5 K T F Í 1 5 ) 
6 F Í 1 8 ) , K 
7 2 1 ) , J T F 
8 ) , I T F Í 2 
9 K T F Í 2 6 ) 
X M ( 1 , 1 ) 
) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 
MAX 1 ( 1 , 
MAX 1 ( 1 , _ 
MAX l i 1 , 2 6 ) 
MAX Κ 1 , 3 2 ) 
M A X M Í 1 , 3 3 ) 
Ι Α Χ Η 1 , 4 4 ) 
MAX Η 1 , 5 0 ) 
M A X M Í 1 , 5 6 ) 
0 , 1 , 2 
6 , 8 , 3 
/ , Μ Α Χ 
( 2 , 7 ) ,ΜΑΧ 1 
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2 5 ) , Μ Α Χ Μ ί 2 
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3 , 4 4 , 4 3 , 5 1 
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,ΜΑΧ 
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2 1 7 C V I T I J JE 
PREPARATI J I OF l ­SUMS 
I F i N B F o E J2 1 , A JDo JSHo G Ë o 3 1 0 U R o N B F o E Q o 2 o ANDoNSHoGEo36> GO TO 9 1 NSU1=NSU+1 
NPT=0 
SrJS= Jo '.» 
L = l 
99 L I 1= IAX K N B r , L > 
I R A 0 = K N S ( N B F , L ) 
U 2 = I R A D 
i l l = S Q R T ( H 2 ) 
C A L C O L A T I J.J UF J l U ) * G ( H ) 
C L B X 2 = H 2 * C L 3 2 
E X X 2 = E X P ( ­ 2 o O * C L 3 X 2 ) 
I F Í K P o E Jo 1) GO TO 9 3 
32 
ï r i W o L J o U J U I ' J l~i 
I F Í N N A Y o G T o 2 ) A X = ( P I \ 2 * H 1 ) * * N E X 
I F Í N J A Y o L E c 2 ) A X = ( C L 3 * H 1 ) * * M E X 
S l = ' i o ■ )0 Π K L = 2 , K P 
9 7 S 1 = Í S H ­ 3 ( K L ) ) * Λ Χ 
S l = l o + S l FSP=EXX2*S1*S1/ÍU2+C 0.Nl*FDCiC0N2*Hl)) 
GO Γ ) 1 > 
93 F S P = E X X 2 / ( H 2 + C 0 N 1 * F D C ( C 0 N 2 * H 1 ) ) 
U ( H ) * G Í U ) ZU E I N E R H ­ S C J A L E I N FSP GESPEICHERT« 
SUCHEN DER Η­PUNKTE ZU DER SCHALE« 
96 F S P U ( L ) = F 5 P 
L I 1 1 = L I H ­ i 
L I 12 = L l IL *­L I 1 
N P T 5 = o 
DU 94 1 = 1 , L I 1 2 , N 3 F 
I X = I ­ L I 11 

















































J0 94 J = l , I Y = J ­ L I M 1 00 94 K = 1 , L I I Z = K ­ L I 11 I X X = I X * I X I Y Y = I Y * I Y I Z Z = I Z * I Z I 2 = I X X + I Y Y + I Z Z I F Í I2o JEoIRAD) 
NPTS=JPTS+1 ,JPT=NPT+1 I F ( N P T o G T o 3 1 0 3 IIPXOJPT) = IX 





GO Τ ) 94 
) GO Γ­1 91 
EINE H­SCUALE FERTIG, H­PUNKTE 
IF(LoGEoNSHl) GO TO 90 
L = L-t-l 
GO TO 99 
91 WRITE (6,2004) CALL EXIT 
90 CONTI Ί JE 
DJ 10 I = 1 , N D I M A 
10 C T A U )=0oÔ 




GO TO 320 313 J IHAX=4*KK CJIMAX=JIMAX PP=loO GU TU 320 314 J IMAX=2*KK CJIMAX=JIMAX PP=loO 
320 CU3E = P P / C J r i A X 
I F ( I M A X » 1 3 2 0 , 1 3 2 0 , 2 3 2 0 1320 I.MAX = JIMAX 2320 I F Í I 11 1 ) 3 2 1 , 3 2 1 , 4 0 1 
321 IMI;J = 3 







103 104 105 
106 107 108 
109 
111 112 113 114 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 69059 16/58/35 PAGE OOIO 
0242 401 WRITE (6,1111) NSFB,NNN,KK,I MI Ν,I MAX 115 
0243 WRITE ίό,ΙΟΙ) 116 
0265 0266 0267 0263 0269 0270 02 71 02 72 0273 
0274 
0275 





c CALL FRE Q i Q,GD 1,G 32,GD3, NEG) 
117 C BRILLOUIN ZUNE NOW BROKEN UP INTO THREE PARTS (KM = 1,3) 118 
C AHALF IS HALF THE LENGTH OF A LITTLE CUBE EDGE o 123 119 0244 DO 69 KM=1,3 120 0245 11 AHALF=CUBE/2oO 121 0246 VOLUME=3O0*AHALF**3 122 0247 ASQ=AHALF**2 124 0243 CKK=KK 
C 125 
0 2 4 9 DO 350 I = I M I N , I M A X 126 
0 2 5 0 C 1 = 1 
0251 GO TO ( 8 6 4 , 3 6 5 , 8 ö 6 ) , N S F ö 127 0252 864 JMAX=I 128 0 2 5 3 GO TO 3o7 129 C254 865 JMAX=3oO*CKK+Üo5001­AßS(3 „Ö*CKK+Oo5­C I ) 130 0255 KFCC=6*KK+ l 131 0 2 5 6 GO TO 367 Î 3 2 0 2 5 7 866 JMAX=CKK+0o5001­ABSiCKK+Öo5­CI ) 133 0253 867 DO 350 J = 1 ,J1AX 134 0259 CK=K 0260 GO TO t 345,3 70,345),NSF!3 136 0261 870 IFÍI+J+K­KFCC)345,345,350 137 
0262 345 Q(l)=(CI­0e5)*CU3E 138 
0263 Q(2)=(CJ­0o5)*CUBE 139 
0264 Q{3)=(CK­0c5)*CU3E 140 C 
C THE * L 3 G I C A L I F * FORM OF THE STATEMENT(S) WHICH FOLLOW(S) , I S 141 
C* I F Í JMAXoNEoJoANDoJoNEoK) 3 4 9 , 3 4 6 142 I Í i J M A X ­ ­ J ) * ( J ­ K ) 1 3 4 9 , 3 4 6 , 3 4 9 3 346 IF(K­JMAX)343,347,347 144 347 GU=le0 145 GU TO 19 146 348 GU=3oO 147 GO TO 19 143 349 GU=6oO 149 19 MS=MS+1 150 NEG = 0 
65 
I F ( N E G o E Q o l ) GO TO 35 0 31 I F i K G ­ 1 ) 3 4 , 3 4 , 2 9 152 
34 WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 5 ) MS, I , J , K , G U , i Q i Μ ) , M = l , 3 ) , ( V i M>,M=l ,ΝΝΝ> 153 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 4 ) Ι ί E V I Ι Ι , J J ) , I 1= 1 , 3 ) , J J = 1,3> 
F )R Τ RAN IV LEVEL 1, 1 10 2 MAIN DATE = 690 5 9 16/58/35 PAGE 0011 
02 79 
'.2 80 02 81 
0282 
02 33 
C 2 84 
023 3 
0236 02 87 
02 83 




0293 02 99 
0300 0301 0302 
0.30.3 
0304 0305 0306 0307 











JAE *LU3IC\L IF* FORM IF THE STA TF MEN Τ{S) WHICH FOLLOW(S), IS : 29 IFÍKGoE Jo0oURoKGoE')o2) 35,370 
2 9 IFU3*(KG­2) ) 3 1'Λ ,35, 370 
35 WRITE ( 7,1)7) MS,I,J,Κ,GU,{Q(M),M=l,3),(V(M),M=l,NNN) 
IF {.IS Ko Ε Qa 2) GU τ o 35­j 
3 7 J CALL SWEEPi J,GDI,GQ2,G03) 
350 C l.NTI J JE 
I F ( ISKoEJ 3 2) GO Τ J 746 
IR I TE ( υ , 1 1 ) 
I F t N C T A o G T o ­ ' j A N O o I M I N o G T o l ) GO TO 63 
GO TO 74 6 63 
50 2 
JO 502 1 = 1 , LA SA = SA + C T A ( I ) RA=SA* )VA 
0 0 J = 1 , L Λ 5<, 3 CTA( J ) = C T A ( . J ) / R A 
CALL WRITE(CTΑ,Ν ) I M A , D V A , 5 1 , L A , 2 ) 
JRI ( o , 1 0 1 ) 
DJ 5 Ì4 J = 1,LA 504 C T A Í J ) = C T A ( J ) * R A 
74o WRITE ( 6 , 1 1 1 2 ) Κ 1 ,KK ,MS, IM I N , I M A X WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 ) 
KK=3*KK CUDE=CJ3E/3oU I F Í I 1 I .J­1) 2 J 2 , 2 0 2 , 76 76 C JNTINUE IMAX= (I 11 J - l ) * 3 GO TO ( 7 1 , 7 0 , 6 9 ) , K M 
70 I M I 1=1 GU TO 6 J 71 I N I . 1 = 4 69 CONTINUE 
IF ( N i Ko E Jo 2) GO TO 3 31 
2 J 2 3A=­ ì j J 47 DO 5,, 1 = 1 , LA 
154 155 
156 





193 194 194 A 194B 195 196 197 193 199 200 
201 163 169 
FORTRAN 
0 313 
0314 0 315 0 316 
0317 
0313 031 9 0320 0321 0 322 
0323 0324 032 5 0326 032 7 032 3 0 32 9 
0330 0331 0 332 0333 0334 0335 0336 0337 033 3 
0339 
034Π 0341 0342 0343 0344 0345 
0 346 












i , M ro 2 
3 A = SA *■ C T A ( I ) RA=SA*DVA DO 5 7 J = i , L A C T A ( J ) = C T A ( J ) / R A 
MALO OAT E = 6 9 0 5 9 1 6 / 5 8 / 3 5 PAGE 0 0 1 2 
GO r ] 647 







WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 ) 
I F ( JPUNCHoEQo J L A l = L A ­ 5 0 WRITE ( 7 , 4 4 7 ) L A 5 = L A l / 5 
L A 5 5 = 5 * L A 5 L D I F F = L A 1 ­ L A 5 5 K=46 
AO 500 I = 1 , L A 5 K = K+5 K5=K+4 
WRITE ( 7 , 5 4 H I , Í C T A ( L ) , L = K , K 5 ) 
I F ( L D I F F o E Q o ) ) GO T') 501 1 1 = 1 + 1 K=LA55+51 KE=LA55+LDIFF+50 WRITE ( 7 , 5 4 7 ) I 1 , ( C T A ( L ) , L = K , Κ E ) 
CONTINUE END F I L E 7 CONTINUE WRITE ( J , 1 0 V ; J ) WRITE ( o , 2 1 2 0 ) ( C T A ( J ) , J = 1 , 5 0 ) 
DO 2 >3 1 = 5 1 , L A 
C T A Í I ­ 5 t ! ) = C T A ( I ) NA=LA­5D 
'JAA = NA + 1 DO 40ÓO J = .JAA,LA 
C T A ( J ) = 0 o 0 
I F ( N C T A ) 6 2 9 3 , 3 2 9 3 , . 3 2 9 8 
32 9 3 WRITE ( 0 , 1 0 0 2 ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 0 1 2 3 ) <Ni 1 1 ) , I I = 1 , 9 ) 
C 
C 
WRITE ( 6 , 7 1 ' 2) WRITE ( 6 , 3 1 2 3) IVA 
62 9 3 4298 
4 0 6 
CALL WR I TL" ( C Τ Α, NOI M A , OVA , 1 , ΝΑ , 2 ) 
IF (NOTO 5 29 i , 529 J, 42 93 
WRITE ί 6 ,1*0. 2) 
DO 406 1=1 , JDIMC 










FORTRAN IV L2VEL )J IAIN DATE 69059 16/58/35 PAGE 0013 
03 5 5 
03 5t> 0357 0353 0359 
0360 
0361 
0362 036 3 
03 64 0365 03 66 
0367 






FAC=3o/9VA*«3o NFP. \C= JA/ JCTC 00 o l J = l , IFRAC 11= J 6 1 CTC( J )=FAC*CTA( J ) / ( 3 o ü * ( R * * 2 o ­ R ) + l o ' ï ) 
IR ITE ( 6 , 1 ) 6 ) 
CALL NR I T t ( C T C , N O I MC ,DVA ,1 ,NFRAC,2 ) 
5203 C INTIN JO 
I F Í N P L lToGToO) CALL GNPLOT(XFACT,YFACT) 
' 2293 I F Í JTAPE) 1 0 6 , 3 0 6 , 1 9 9 
199 WRITE ( 7 , 3 0 0 1 ) ( W i l l ) , 1 1 = 1 , 6 ) 299 WRITE ( 7 , 9 1 2 5 ) ( C T A ( J ) , J = l , Ν Α ) 
ONJ F I L E 7 
306 IFÍNGKoEQoO) GO TO 200 
831 CALL SKRES 












000 3 0004 0005 
0006 000 7 0003 0039 0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 
0 0 1 6 
0 0 1 7 
G LEVEL 1 , HD 2 GRAD 
SUBROUTINE 3RADÍ \ ,GG) 
D I M O I S I IN EV ( 3 , 3 ) , M 3 ,3 ) , GGÍ 3 ), n ( 3 , 3 ) , V ( 3 ) 
DATE = 69059 1 6 / 5 8 / 3 5 PAGE 0 0 0 1 
C 
C COM 10N/C2/A L i CO 1 1 1 l / C 4 / E V , V COM 1 1 J / C 7 / 1 
DO 10 1 = 1 , Ν 
γ=:ο, '' 
A3 H J = 1 , N χ=;ν 00 12 Κ=1,Ν 12 :< = X + E ' / Í K , Ι > * Λ ( Κ , J ) 11 Ρ ί Ι , J ) = χ 
0 3 11 Κ = 1 , Ί 
13 Υ=Υ*Ρ( ι , κ ) * : ν ( κ , ι ) 
















FURTRAN IV G LEVEI 1 , '1 JU 2 SIMPC DATE = 69059 16 /58 /35 PAGE 0 0 * 1 
0001 , F J ICTÍUN SI IPCCJTfLI 1IT) 
C INTEGRATION EINER FUNCTION FiJNC NACH HUPSUN 
C LIMIT IST DIE ANZAHL DIR POJUKTI JNÎJERTg FUNC. DIE FUER 
C AEJJIÜISTANTE PUNKTE ( SCHRITTWEITE DT) IHRES ARGUMENTES GEGEBEN 
C IST, 
C 
C002 CõMM;LJ/1AGLj.N/NS!U,rAa2,CLB,KP1NWAY,PIA2,C0Nl,CaN2 fC0N4,SHS,NEX,3( 121) ,'JPPS(ô< ) ,HPX(3ÍÕ3) »HPYíhoã ) ,UPZ(31C 3) ,FSPH(60Í ,FUNCÍ3CÓ0) 
0003 L I M I T 1 - L M I T - 1 
OU'4 :JJM«OeO 
QA05 3UM1-'L> ) 
COO F UNCÍ LMPUUC( l ) *O e 5 r i ^ P 
0007 FJNCÍLI 1 I T M F U N C U I U I T ) * 0 . 5 
ΰοηα oo ι I - I , L [ M I T , 2 
0009 ι J U . I « ; J 1+F JNC( I ) 
001·) DU I I - 2 , L I M I T Í , 1 C C l l 2 iU 11­iU l Î+FUNCi l ) OC 12 jIMPC = (t o 1333 33*:)T ) * (4o*SUMl + 2o *SUM ) 0013 RE Τ OIL J 0014 END 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL i, O 3D 2 ELEO DATE = 69059 16/58/35 PAGE 0001 
0001 SUBROUTINE ELEM(3,A) 
0 0 0 2 (JI ME JS ION )[ J) , A( 3 , 3 ) , Q ISPÍ 50 ) , FS*SP< 50 ) 7 8 LC Ü J , CU MM J J/MAEL GN/NS H I , CL 3 2 , CLB, KP, NW \ Y , Ρ Ι Α2 , CONI ,CUN2 , C 0 N 4 . SH ς . IMF Χ. Ri 
c l ¿ 5 > , N P P 5 ( o 0 ) , H P X ( 3103 Ι ,ΠΡΥ ί 3103 ) ,HPZ( 3 1 0 3 ^ 
000ft 00 3 L = l , 3 
0 0 0 5 00 i K = l , 3 
0006 3 A ( L , K ) = û o O 
0007 U Z Z O 
0 0 08 JSTART=1 
0009 NEND=0 
0 0 1 0 DO 1 L=1 ,NSU1 
0 0 1 1 FSP2=F5PH(L) 
0 0 1 2 JEND=NPPS(L)+NEMD 
£ ° 1 3 DO 2 K=NSTART,NEND 
0Q14 HX=HPX(K) 
OOlb MY=HPY(K) 
0 0 1 6 HZ=HPZ(K) 
0017 XHX=Q(1)+HX 
0 ( 1 8 YHY = Q(2)+HY 
0019 ZHZ = Q ( 3 > H I Z 
UU20 XHX2 = X!IX*XHX 
C f ' 21 YHY2 = YUY*YHY 
0 0 2 2 ZUZ2=Z 1I*ZUZ 
0 0 2 3 JH2=XHX 2 + YU Y 2 + 7 H12 
0 ^ 2 4 QH=SQRT(QH2) 
0 0 2 5 4 CL'3X2= JH2-<CL32 
0 0 2 6 EXX2=EXP( -2oU*CL3X2) 
0 0 2 7 IF (KP „C J o l ) GO TO 3 
0 " 2 8 I F Í ΐ υ Α Υ ^ Τ ο 2 ) ΛΧ = ί PI A2*QH ) **NEX 
0 j ;29 IMNWAYoLEo2) AX = ( CL3*QH ) **NEX 
0 ^ 3 1 JO 7°KL = 2 ,KP 
L;C32 7 S 1 = ( S 1 + 3 ( K L ) )*AX 
0033 31= 10 + SI 
J,^34 FSP=EXX2*S1*S1/ (QH2+C0N1*FDC(C0N2*QH) ) 
S o i l 10 F S P = E x | / ( i H 2 . C U N l ^ D C ( C U N 2 * Q H , ) 
£ 0 3 3 A ( 1 , 1 ) = A ( 1 , 1 ) + X H X 2 * F S P - H X * H X * F S P 2 
0039 A 1 , 2 ) = A 1 1 , 2 ) + X H X * Y H Y * F S P 
0 n 4 0 A ( 1 , 3 ) =A ( 1 , 3 ) +XHX*ZHZ*F SP 
0 £ 4 1 A 2 , 2 ) = A ( 2 , 2 ) + Y H Y 2 * F S P - H Y * H Y * F S P 2 
U 4 2 A ( 2 , 3 ) = A ( 2 , 3 ) + Y H Y * £ U Z * F S P 
0 0 4 3 2 A i r 3 , 3 ) = A ( 3 , 3 ) + Z H Z 2 * F S P - U Z * H Z * F S P 2 
0043 JSTART= JENJ+1 
FUR Γ RAN IV 
00.46 0­"4 7 004 3 0.14 Ì 0·>50 00 51 00 52 




00 5 7 
00 5 3 
LEVEL 1 υ ELEM 
12 
13 















TI J J2 U L = l , 3 11 K = L , 3 '<) = A ( L , K ) * C O 2) 
3) 
J4 




























ì l i 
312 
"13 Ί 14 








l i 13D 2 WRITE DATE = 69059 
SUBRUTINE URI TE (ARRAY, NO IM, DELF, NA, NB , NF. MT ) 
DI MENS I JN ARRAY(NDIM) 
FOR, IATÍ l X , F 1 0 o 5 , 7X, 1 j F l J o 0 ) 
F .Oil 1AT( l X , F 1 3 o 5 , 7X , 1 lElOo 3) 
OLI J E S = ( N 3 ­ N A + 9 ) / 1 0 N2= 1A­1 
F INCR=10 0 *DELF FRJ=­FINCR DO 5 J = 1 , , IL INES '11= J2 + 1 J2 = N1 + ) 
FR J = FRJ+FINCR SO Τ 1 ( 1 ,2 ) , JFMT 
WRITE ( J . , 1 0 1 ) FR J , ( ARR AY ( Κ ) , K = N 1 , 12 ) GJ TJ 5 WRIT2 i o , 1 ) 2 ) FR 3 , {ARRAY(K) , K = J 1 , N2) CONTI 1 JE 
RET JR I 
ONO 
1 6 / 5 8 / 3 5 PAGE COíU 
742 743 744 745 746 747 748 749 750 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 753 759 760 
761 
762 













0013 0014 0015 0016 0017 0013 0019 0020 0021 00 22 002 3 0024 002 5 0026 0027 002 3 











C0MM3 J /C3 / Μ , Ο Ρ Τ , Ρ Χ , Î U , SC , NSF3, AM AS , D ì COMMI J /C4 /CV ,V COM 1 J J /05 /CT Ai 300'"·) , L A, D VA, AH AL F , VOLUME , ASQ, NPRI NT, XM 0 0 1 1 J J /C6/K Ι ,ΚΚ , I , J,K 
COMI JN/C7/NNN 
D IMENS I UN A L ( 3 ) , V ( 3 ) , G D 1 ( 3 ) , G D 2 ( 3 ) , G D 3 ( 3) D IMOIS I JN PX(oU) , Q ( 3 ) DIME MSI IN AM \ S ( 1 2 ) DI ME MS ION E V ( 3 , 3 ) 













I F i A 




























































J2 = ;W3 = 
N4 = 
AL ( 2 2)=Λ 3 )=A Τ 1 5 ALÍ 3 3>=A 2)=A 1)=A Π 01J ( ­ A L ( A L I (AL( (AL ( 
( 3) 
7 
( 2 ) 
( 1 ) 












































































0081 .0082 0033 0084 
751 
JL 1M = G J*ALUJ CO l=0o5^UL 1 J US J=W1*!<2 
A L 2 3 = 4 o O * A L i 2 ) * A L ( 3 ) * A S Q 
33 = CU |*.J4 A3=33*W4 C3=JLUN/6cD B42=JL 1N*AHALF*AL( 3) A 4 2 = 2 o 0 * B 4 2 * A U A L F * ( A L ( l ) + A L ( 2 ) ) A5=CU l * ( 2 9 o * A L 2 3 ­ W S Q ) 85 = C J J*W1 C5=­C3 A6=JL 1 J * i A L 2 3­WS Ì) Á 4 1 = 4 a U * G U * A S 3 / A L Í 1 ) SUU=0o0 
DU 9 JO GO Τ 1 A = A3 




C = C 3 
WN=-M4 WX=- 13 FMAX = V(L)+W J*GRU : j N 2 = F M A X / J V A * i o 0 AN2=JN2­1 A2^A J2+50 
ΊΜΓ Ι=Ν2 
BW=(F 1ΛΧ-Λ N2*DVA)/GRD C-Ú TO 770 
A = A42 3 = 342 C=0o0 WX=­W2 GO TO 7 70 
A=A5 Β = Β 5 C = C5 
WX = ­A.3S(W1) G-Α TO 7 70 
IF (WD 4 7 5 4 , 9 0 0 , 6 754 A = A41 3 = JoO C = OoO 




630 6 3 1 
632 633 634 635 636 637 638 639 640 6 4 1 
642 643 644 645 646 647 648 649 650 6 5 1 
652 653 654 655 656 
657 658 659 
660 661 
662 663 
664 665 666 667 
FORTRAN 17 G LEVEL 1 , SNEEP DATE 69059 1 6 / 5 8 / 3 5 PAGE Γ 0^3 
fit 8 5 
Οι io 
OO 37 
0 0 d 8 
O'i80 
"'100 





0 0 9 6 
O007 
0 0 9 3 




0 1 0 3 
0 1 0 4 
i IL 5 
0 1 0 o 
0 1 0 7 
Ol 03 
0 1 0 9 
O H O 
O l l i 
Ci 112 
Γ 1 1 3 
0 1 1 4 
'" Ί 1 5 
0 1 1 6 
Γ 1 1 7 
ί. 1 1 8 
0 1 1 9 
012 ( ' 
0 1 2 1 
0 1 2 2 
0 1 2 3 
Γ 1 2 4 
ΜΧ=- ;ι 






Α = Λ ϋ 
> = '■ J C = ­UL 1 I/.3.J ) WX=W1 SO Τ 1 II; 
7 55 Α=Λ5 3 = ­ 3 5 C = C 5 WX= /2 GU Τ 1 7 70 
756 A=A42 3 = ­ 3 4 2 
WX = W3 
G) Τ 1 ,7 O. 
7 57 Λ=Λ3 
3 = - 3 3 ," — r J o — L» J 
<X = W4 
FMI J= 
~ M A \x 
30, 
0 1 = J2 JN2=F V\</OVA+loO AN2= 102­1 12= I I2 + 5; AW=DELW­BN BW=(F 1A <­AU2*JVA) /GRD I F Í N 2 ­ J l ) J,5 . , 3 5 0 , 73 3 MFR3T=N1+1 JLAST= 12­1 
J = WN+ A J 
DEL 1= \ J*( A+-0MWN + W)+C*( W N * * 2 + W N * W + W * * 2 ) ) 
CTAÍ 11)=!.U:L J + C T A Í N 1 ) 
SU.1 = 3A Ic­OELN 
IF(NLAST-NFRST)3 ) Jl,3000,3000 
DJ 3 Kj KN=NFRST,NLAST 
NW = W O E L W 























6 9»> 491 692 693 694 696 696 697 
693 699 






708 709 710 
711 7i 2 
713 
714 




















0 1 4 4 
0145 0 1 4 6 
CTA(KN)=DFL H­CTA(KN) SU 1 = 3 J 1 + DEL i 80C' W=W+0ELW 
' 3 0 0 1 JW = J-t-OW 
DEL 1=3 J*( Λ + .3 M'W+WW ) +C * ( W**2 + W*'WM+WW**2 ) ) CTA(N2)=D0LN + CTA( ' I2 ) SUM = SU 1 + DELN J=W J GO TO 900 
3 5 0 CW = W < - JU 
DELN=C P M A + 3 * { WN + WX)+C*( WN**2 + 'NN*WX + WX**2) ) 
CTAÍN1)=DEL J+CTAÍN1) 
SUM = SU 1 + DEL J 900 WN=WX 
GO TO (20 , O. ) , NPRINT 3ü SU 1 = SUM/GU NDEL=,J2­N 1IN+1 7654 DIFF=VULUME­SUM 
WRITE 1 6 , 1 0 0 0 ) V ( L ) , G R D , A L ( 1 ) , A L ( 2 ) , A L ( 3 ) , D E L W , W l , V O L U M E , O I FF,NDEL C 
C 
c 
THE VOLUME PUNTEO 
20 CON TIN JE 
RETURN 
END 


























FURTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 JACOBI DATE = 69059 16/58/35 PAGE 0001 
0001 SUBRUUTINE ι ACOBI{Α,Β,E,N) 
0002 DIMENSION AÍ3,3) ,3(3,3),EÍ3) 0003 DOUBLE PRECISION DE ΙΟΜ,ΥΥ,DD,YA C 0004 EQUIVALENCE (Y,YA) C 0005 S=OoO 00Ü6 DO 10 If i , y 0007 10 S = S+ABSÍAÍI,I) ) 0003 XN=N 0Õ09 TEST=S/XN 0010 DO 12 1=1,Ν 0011 DO 11 J = 1,N 0012 11 3(I,J)=0o0 0013 12 3(1,1)=lo0 0014 GO TO 15 0015 25 DO 13 I=2,Ν 0016 11=1­1 0017 DO 13 J=1,II 0018 P=A(I,J) 0019 IF(ABS(P)­AMAX)13,16,16 0020 16 Y=(A(J,J )­A(I,I))/2o 0021 D=Y**2 + P*A(J, I ) 0022 IF (13)13, 18,30 0023 80 YSQ=Y+3QRT(D) 0024 IF(YSQ)31,31,17 0C25 31 JD=YA**2+P*A(J,I> 0026 YY=DSQRTIDD) 002 7 DENOM=Y+YY 002 8 YSQ=0A3S(QEUUM) 0029 SIGNX=P*A(I,J) 0 0 3 0 I F I S I G N X ) 3 2 , 7 5 , 7 5 0031 32 YSQ=­Y3Q 0 0 3 2 75 I F Í Y S Q ) 1 7 , 7 7 , 1 7 0033 77 C=0o 0034 S=lo 0035 GO TO 78 C036 17 X=P/YSQ 003 7 GO TO 19 003 3 18 X=P/Y 0039 19 U=SQRTilo+X*X) 0040 C=loO/U 0041 S=X*C 0042 78 DO 20 K=1,N 0043 Y=A(K,I) 0044 Z=AIK.J) 0045 ΑίΚ,Ι)=C*Y-S*Z 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 JACQ8I DATE = 69059 16/58/35 PAGE 0002 
0046 0047 004 3 0049 0050 0051 0052 0053 0054 0055 0056 005 7 0058 0Û59 0060 0061 0062 0063 0064 0065 0066 006 7 006 3 
006 9 0070 
A(K,J)=S*Y+C*Z Y=B(K,I) Z=B(K,U) BÍK,IÍ=C*Y­S*Z 2Û B(K,J)=S*Y+C*Z DO 1 K=1,N Y=AiI,K) Z=A(J,K) Ai I,K)=C*Y­S*Z 1 AtJ,K)=S*Y+C*Z 13 CONTINUE 15 S=OoO DO 21 I=2,N 11=1­1 DO 21 J=1,II 




FURTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, 1 ):) 2 FDC DATE = 69059 16/58/35 PAGE C0O1 
OOOil FU JC ΓΙΟ i F )C (T ) C C DIELECTRIC CO 1ST Λ JT C 
C CALCJLATIU I OF Λ SCREENING FUNCTION*, C C I F T = 1 K ­ I 10E?o SCREENING C IFT=2 K­DEPo SCREENo, HARTREE­APPRo , NO EXCHANGE C IFT=3 AS 2 , BUT N I T I EXCHANGE, GENERAL FORMULA C IFT=­ , AS 3, BUT SPECIAL EXCHANGE ACCORDING TO HUBBARD C IFT=5 VS 3 , BUT SPECIAL EXCUA1GE ACCORDING TO HARRISON C IFT=6 EFFECTIVE FGC WITH GENERAL EXCHANGE TERM 
C IFT=7 EFFECTIVE FDC WITH EXCHANGE ACC3RDIMG TO HARRISON C C CO \RE. '<=l+t iTUA*(KC/KF ) * * 2 MUST 30 COMPUTED IN THE CALLING PROGRAM C FOR CASOS 4 ( ETUA = No5) AND 3 ( DESIRED VALUE JF ETUA) , IT DOES 
C NOT APPLY F JR IF Τ = 1 , 2 AND 5ο WHERE JSED THE MEANING OF ETHA IS C 
C E T U A = { K S / K C ) * * 2 , KC=SCREENoPARAMo FOR THE HARTREE­APPROXo C KS=SCREEN0PARAMo FOR THE EXCHANGE CORRECTION, C 
0002 CU IM YA/ 1AFU/ IFT ,C0RREX, JKCKF2 C 
0 0 0 3 I F ( I F T o E Q o l ^ O R o T o E Q o O o D ) GO TA 1 0 0 0 4 I F Í T o E Jo l e c ) GO TO 2 0005 AB = A3S( ( l o 3 + T ) / ( l o O ­ T ) ) 
0006 Τ Τ = Τ * * 2 000 7 FDC = ? ο 5 t í l o J ­ T T ) * A L I G ( A B ) / ( 4 ο Ο*Τ) IFT = 2 0003 3 G 3 T i ( 4 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 3 ) , I F Τ 0009 5 FDC=FDC*( lo ; ­ 2 o 9 * T T / ( 4 o J * T T + C O R R E X ) ) Î C T = 3 , 4 
0010 RETURN 0 0 1 1 6 F D C = F D C * ( l o O ­ 3 o O * T T / i 2 o U + 6 o ü * T T ) ) Ι^Τ = 5 
0 0 1 2 RETURN CC 1.3 7 FDC = F D C / ( l o ­ í o 5 * Q K C K F 2 * F D C ) / ( 4 o * T T + C0RREX) ) IFT=6 0 0 1 4 RETUR! Cr­13 8 FDC = F D C / ( l o ­ ( 3oO*QKCKF2*FDC/3oO) / ( I o 0 + 3 , 0 * T T ) ) I F T = 7 0016 RET JR J 
0 0 1 7 1 F0C = l o i I F T = 1 0013 I F i I F T o L E o 5 ) R E T U R I 0019 TT = 0 o 0 0 0 2 ' ) GU TO 3 0 0 2 1 4 RETURN 0022 2 FDC=0o5 Cfv23 TT = loQ 0024 GO T I 3 
0025 END 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1 , MID 2 FREQ DATE = 69959 1 6 / 5 8 / 3 6 PAGE DOO 1 
COTEI SUBRUTINE FREQ(Q,G31,GU2,GD3,NEG) 
C 290 
0002 J l . I E JS ION }( 3 > , PH { 3 ) , A ( 3 , 3 ) , 8( 3 , 3 ) 0 0 0 3 DI MF IS I UN EV i 3 , 3 ) , ΛΛ ( 3 , 3 ) , DAÍ 3 , 3 ) , V i 3 ) , WÍ 3 ) , ΡΧ { 60 ) , QL ( 3 ) 0004 D IMOIS I JN G U I ( 3 ) , 0 0 2 1 3 ) , G U 3 Ì 3 ) 0005 D IMEJS IJN AMAS ( 12) , 9ENÍ 3 ) 294 
0006 CO Η l N / 0 2 / Λ Ν Ν 
C C 07 C JM D N / C 3 / Ρ I , C P T , Ρ Χ,GU,SC,N5FB,AMAS,D J 0008 CU 1 10N/C4/eV,P.H 0009 CU V I I M/C 7 / 1 
OOI' · CO 1 101/FREP E/XP ( 4 , 43 ) ,YP ( 4 , 4 8 ) , Z P ( 4 , 4 3 ) 
0 0 1 1 COI 1 3 1/ 1 A F R E / R M A X , N T , D E L K , N S K , C O N I O , X T Ì 3 3 ) , Y T ( 3 3 ) , Z T ( 3 3 ) , C N R ( 5 C 2 ) , 1 S K Í 5 J 2 ) C OC 12 X = J ( 1 ) 0013 Y = J ( 2 ) 0 0 1 4 0 = 3 ( 3 ) 
C 299 
0 0 1 5 90 FAC=0,.,Ί 300 
0 0 1 6 I F ( G J - l o O ) 1 J , 1 0 0 4 , 1 0 
0 0 1 7 1004 J l J = l o 0 E - 4 30? 
0 0 1 3 D 2 J = - l o O E - 4 30 3 
0·Λ19 J 3 J = l o O E - 4 304 
0020 J ( 1 ) = Q ( 1 ) + D 1 Q 305 
0021 3 ( 2 ) = J Í J ) + 0 2 Q 306 0.022 Q ( 3 ) = QÍ 3 ) + 0 3 J 307 0023 FAC = i o . ) 303 C 
0024 IC CALL ELEMÍ J,A) 309 
C 
002 5 DO 12 1=1,Ν 310 
0Γ2υ DO 12 J=1,J 311 
0^2' 12 3(I,J)=A(I,J) 312 
C 
0028 CALL JAC03I{3,EV,V,3) 
C 
002 0 DO 16 1=1,Ν 
0031· IFÍVÍ I ) )5(·, 51, 51 
Of 31 51 PUÍ I)=3 JRT(V(I )/SC) 
00 32 16 CO ITI J JE 
C 
C MIT * CALL EISE KB,V,3,1) * 1ST * 16 CONTINUE * ZU ERSETZEN DURCH 
C DJ 16 J = 1,|J 
C 16 EV( I,J)=B(I,J) C 0033 I F ( JSK.O JoO) SU TA 105 
F IRTRAN IV G L2VËL 1 , .MOD 2 FK£ J DATE = 69059 1 6 / 5 8 / 3 5 PAGE 0 0 " 2 
C CUMPJTl: S ÍK ) 
C C APPLY ALL SY1UFTRY ITERATI I I S ΤΟ 3 ( ΐ ) = ( Χ , Υ , Ζ ) 
C A J) Τ3 TIE 3 "0LARIZATIUN-VECTUR3 F V ( Ι , 2 ) , EV ί Ι , 2 ) , Ε V { Ι , 3 ) 
C BELO Ι Π Ν S Τ J 3 (1 ) r 
0034 CALL > E R M ( Χ , Υ , Ζ , 1 ) 
035 C A L L P 0 R M ( E V l l , l ) , E V ( 2 , l ) , E V ( 3 , 1 ) , 7 ) 
0036 CAuL PORMÍtVÍ 1 , 2 ) , E V ( 2 , 2 ) , E V < 3 , 2 ) , 3 ) C037 CALL P E R M Í E V Í 1 , 3) , 5 V Í 2 , 3 ) , E V 1 3 , 3 ) , 4 ) 
(. 
0033 DJ 1 )2 1 = 1 , 3 0039 ARS=C0N10*PHÍ I ) 
0040 I F ( A R G O G T O 3 3 J O ) GO TO l i t ) CT 41 EXPA = EXP(­ARG) 0042 EXPAl= loO­EXPA 0^43 DENÍI)=EXPA/(EXPA1*EXPA1) 0044 GO TO 1)2 0045 H O DE Κ Ι )=A»0 0046 102 CONTINUE C C USE THE TRANSLAT I JNAL INVARIANCE OF T IE LATTICE TO PASS TO THE C REPEATED Ζ INE SCHEME» C 0047 DO 101 J = l,4 3 0043 PQX=XP(1,J) 0049 PJY=YP(1,J) 0050 PQZ=ZP(1,J) 0051 PLX=XP(2,J) 0052 PLY=YP(2,J) 0053 PLZ=ZP(2,J) 0054 PT1X=XP(3,J) C055 PT1Y=YP(3,J) 0056 PT1Z=ZP(3,J> 005 7 PT2X=XP(4,J) 005 3 PT2Y=YP(4,J) 0059 PT2Z=ZP14,J) 0060 DO 10 1 L=1,NT 0061 XU=P)X+XT(L) 0Oo2 YU=PJY+YT(L) 
0063 L'n = PÌH-LT(L) 0064 XYZ=SQRT(XU*XH+YH*YM+ZH*ZH) C C PUINTS NOT LYINi IN TUE 3RILLUUIN ZUNE SECTOR ARE EXCLUDED C BY TUE F ILL DWING STATEMENTSo ALSU POINTS THAT ARE FARTHER AWAY C FROM THE ORIGIN THAN RMAX < SEE INPUT )o C 0065 I F ( Z U o L E o 0 o 0 o 3RoXHoLToYHoURoYHoLToZU) GO TO 101 
FORTRAM IV G LEVEL 1, 'UD l FREJ DATE = 69059 16/58/35 PAGE 0<M3 
bats c Í F Í ^ L É A J K I ^ Tu l c l 
C COMPUTO Sí K) FOR THE ALLOWED POINTS 
C 
C DETERMINE THE STATISTICAL WEIGHT OF THE POINT 
0063 XY=XU­YH 
0 0 6 9 YZ=Y l ­ZH 0U7O ZX = ZH­XiJ 
0 0 7 1 GUT=ooO 
τ , ^ Ί IEUYoNEoOoUoANDoYZorJEeO.OeA.NDoZXoNEoOoO) GO TO 150 
yy(3 ^UT= loO 
0 0 7 4 I F U Y o E JoOoOoANDoYZoEQoüeOoANDoZXoEQoOoO) GO TO 150 
00 ί 5 ijJT=.3oO 
0076 150 CONTINUE 
00 77 PRUD=XH*PLX+YH*PLY+ZH*PLZ 
0078 SUM=PRUD*PROD*DEN(1) 
('079 PRUD=XU*PT1X + YH*PT1Y + ZH*PT1Z 
0080 SUM=SUM+PROU*PROD*DEN(2) 
0 0 3 1 PR JD=XU*PT2X + YH*r>T2Y + ZH*PT2Z 
00 32 SUM=SUM+PR0D*PR0D*DENÍ3) 
0083 3UU = SU1*GUT 
0 0 8 4 NK=XYZ/DELK+1 3 9 
003 5 C JR ( IK ) =CNR( NK ) +GUT 
0086 3K(NK)=SK(NK)+SU 1 
00.37 101 CO IT I MUE 
0033 IFÍNSKoEQoP.) RETURN 
0 0 3 9 1U5 CONTINUE 
C 
0 0 9 0 17 JLÍ 1 )= J t l ) + D Q - , 1 A 
0 0 9 1 QL(2 ) = J ( 2 ) i}$ 
0092 J L ( 3 ) = 3 ( 3 ) 
C 
009.3 CALL ELÍMÍ JL , A A ) 




0095 DJ Ï9 J = Í ' , N 11? 
'J' ' ^ 19 D M J , I )= A A i I , J ) - A ( I , J ) \V> 
U..-9 7 J A ( I , J ) =DA( J , I ) 5 ~ " 
C 
0098 22 CALL GRADÌ DA,GDI ) 
C 
0H99 IFÍ 0 ( 1 ) - Q Í 2 ) ) 2 4 , 2 3 , 24 304 
010'J 24 JL l ) = j ( l ) \%% 
KW)\ J L ( 2 ) = J ( 2 ) + D.J i i ì 





C IL 3 
'. 104 
i. 1 C 'i 





C 111 0112 0113 0114 
C 115 
Oli 6 0117 0118 
011 J 012 0 0121 C122 
012 3 
0124 C125 
012o 012 7 D123 
0129 
01 3^ : 131 









1, 1.10 2 
CALL EL E Mí JL , A M 





DO 29 1=1, J 
00 20 J=1,N 
DAÍJ,I)= ΛΛίΙ,J)-A(I,J) 
DAÍ I,J)=DA(J, I ) 
CALL GRADÌ JA,SD2) 
IFÍ J(2)­Q(3) )2 5,2 5,2 ò 
2 3 DO 33 J=1,N 
33 GD2Í J)=GD1(J) 
26 OLÍ 11 = J(1) 
JL(2) = J<2) 
JL(3)= J( 3)+ ) J 
CALL ELENI JL,/U) 
)( 1)=Q(1)­FAC*D1 J 
J(2)=QÍ2)­FAC*D23 
J(3)=Q(3)­FAC*D3Q 
90 34 1 = 1, M 
JO 34 J=1,N 
34 DAÍ J,I)= Λ Aí I , J)­Λ(I,J ) 
DAÍ I,J)=DAÍJ,I ) 
37 CALL GRAD(DA,GD3) 
DO 3 7.) J = 1,N 
3 70 PUÍ J)=PUi J )­{ 3!U( J )*013+3!)2( J )*J2Q + G )3( J)*U3Q)*F\C 
RET JR 1 
25 DA 40 J=1,N 
40 GD3ÍJ)=GD2(J) 
3 3 RETUR J 
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CL "*"" 
v ­ ^ •»"7" 
— 2 T U I 
·* _T" <->r-
— CL LO 
Χ ι ­ ι 
^ 0 0 
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X W ­ J ^ J N X M V X J V ­ J X X Î r ­ ·· 
Il II II II II M II II II II II II II II II >\J 
X > , ­ » K J ~ ~ — K 
H ,_| ¡M ■"■>$­'Λ II „ t ' V r~ * i r \ n .­« 'M­^vJ­i .n _ _ , „ , _ , ..., , ^ r _ _^ 
— + + + + + — + + + + + ­ ~ + + + + + — r­l ^ , ­ | r­l .H . ­ I 
I—li It—Il—Il—Il—I»—Il—I»—41—l·—'l—Il—Il—II—Il—Il—II—I + + I X I >~ r— ** J I X I > ­ | X I 
H C . . — _ . — . ­ . — . » . . ­ . . ­ — . — VÍT l i l i l í 
Il II CL CL CL CL CL 0 . CL CL CL Q_ CL CL CL CL CL C 0 . C II II O II Π II CO II " Il Γ^ Il O II <"^  
■ * ^ í κ χ · ^ X ' K ^ > ■ v ^ · > ■ > ­ > · ^ ι ^ J N ^ M M ' ' ^ ' ' î κ · 5 > ' . v J ' . · > v : o > ­ ^ X ' ■ , 
­^ > r­l CNJ T| <j­ is\ vO 
U O O ' J U D O Ü U U D 
f\ifONj­mof~­cot7s'Ç2'­<tNjr'i~á­Ln o r·­co c c r^^(^^L,o­C'v­c^'>c;^t'\i'*%^­Lr'.or>­­
O O O D O C O O i H ^ H r ^ H r ^ r H r ­ i w r ­ i N ! \ l ^ J N N ( \ i N < , j r \ l N r T n ' ' " i r . n i i < l r n F l 
r^ '­r­*. r^ · ^ i — o n ^ f i C ' O O O C C ' C O ' ^ '* . ^ « W L C C C C ­ C *.'■ ­ C C C C 
Ó C O S C O C Ó C O Ú O O O O V C Ó Ò O O C O Õ O O O C O V W O O O O O 
F O R T R A N IV G L 2 V 2 L 
Οι 3 3 7 
n <3 ) 
i" 4.) 0 '41 ι. ι 42 3 
0>.·4 3 
>ι044 
1, Μ ) ? 
χ=-χ 
f = -Y 
* _ __ f "io f ι ι ; Y=-r RETURN END 
PERM DATE = 69059 16/58/35 PAGE 00*2 
FORTRAN 
Oi'Ol 
0002 0003 0004 
OCO 5 00 06 
0007 00 OB 0«·09 Guio 0-011 c r12 0013 0014 t. M 5 Oi 16 
001 7 0Ή3 J'U ì 0« 20 
Oí 21 
Λ.'Ί "> ï I' C tí. H' 2 1 0024 
<;t'2 5 I..0 2 6 
002 ι 0' 23 
r. ­ ì 't \ \\ (_ I .)··· J­l 
IV LEV E L χ » 1 10 JPLOT DATE 6 9 0 5 9 1 6 / 5 8 / 3 5 PAGE 0 0 0 1 
S U 3 M I T I N E 1. JPLOT ( X F A C T , Y F A C T ) 
C 3 11 J J / 
C U I 1 1 J / ! 
VAG 1/ J( 1 3 ) 5 / G ì JO" ) , L A , D F , A H A L F , V IL JME,AS Q , N P R I NT,XMAX 
CU 1 M U , J / M A E L G N / N S U 1 , 0 L 3 2 , C L B , K P , NU AY , » Ι Λ 2 , CONI , C 0 N 2 , C 0 N 4 , SUS , NE Χ , Β ( 
1 2 5 ) » N P P S Í 6 0 ) , Η Ρ Χ ( 3 1 0 3 ) , U P Y ( 3 1 ­ 3 ) , U n Z ( 3 1 v 3 ) , F S P H ( 6 U ) , Χ ( 3 θ Ο Ο > 
JDI 1 
I D I M 
) J 2 
K= JD 
I F ( G 
C O Ï T 




I F ( G 
G 1AX 
C ONT 
X ( 1 ) 
) 1 1 





1= IDI 1+1 L = 1, .JDI I M l - L 
( K ) o G T o ' O 
I JOE 











= J J 
L = 
( L ) 
= G( 
I J J 
= )F 
L = 
= X( ; 
Λ — ­\ 








1 , K 
,ΟΕο S 
L ) 
/ 2 o O 
2 , K 
L ­ l ) + 
ΗΛΧ*Χ 
' L 3 T X 
1AX*Y 
LUTY + 
Jl Κ 1 
V3L4Í 
S S I U Í II Κ!» 
VAX) GO TO 4 
ι.) F 
FACT 
+ 1 0 ο 0 FACT 
2oO 
Ου , 1 0 ο ) 
Jo , SY 1 3 Y , o 4 , 0 o , U ( 1 ) , 3 , , Ο ο ) 
< , G , K , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , P L 0 T X , » L U T Y , 
L O T X 1 , 0 o O) IH ,1 ,111 , 1 , 0 ) 
FORTRA' 
( > . 1 
..; <* :> i . 13 
0 '04 
.'· ί 5 




001 ) 0011 O" 12 001 3 0014 D'U3 001o O·'17 
C υ 18 001 9 ϋ-Λ20 Γ' 21 0022 ί 023 ('024 
Oí 25 
0­02 6 002 7 002 3 002 9 0030 
0031 OC 32 
003 3 
CO 3 4 
Oi'3 5 0*3 6 003 7 003 3 
IV 3 L 
C 
EV! 1, 1 V) 2 
OJBR 1 JT I J' 
;KRE DATE 6 9059 16/58/35 PAGE 00^1 
SKR 
Jl IF lol IN S 0(5 12) , XKFFÍ502) , D NF SP (5' 2) , EXPWSPÍ5U2) 
C JO I J J/ 1AELG J/NS 11, CL 32 , CLB, KP , NW AY , Ρ I A2 , CONI ,CON2,C0N4, SUS , NEX, B ( 
125) , JPP Sí ol) ,. I "X I 31 13) ,ΗΡΥΙΒΙ 1) , IPZÍ 310 3) , F SPHÍ 60 ) , FS IMP ( 3000) 
COM I 1 J/C5/CTAÍ 30 ΊΟ) , LA, OVA , AH ALF , V )L JME , ASQ, NPRI NT , ΧΜ 
C 1 1 1 1 J/ 1 AFRE/RMAX,NT,DELK,N5K,CONIO,DUMMY(99) ,CNR(502),SK(50 2) 
CU 1 ! 1 J/ MAG J/ JÍ13) 
C J I 1 ) J / 1ASK/C IN 5, CON 7 , C JN8 , C0N6 , Ρ Ι Λ , MR F S , NS Κ PL , Ν " L O T , NC Α Ν , UW F , TEMP 
1 , V J V U 
h. JU IV AL : N ; F ( F S ! 1 P , S R ) , ( P S I MP ( 5 33) , X K F F ) , ( F S I M P i 1 0 0 5 ) ,OWFSP> , ( F S I M 
1 P ( 1 5 . 7 ) , L Á n JSP) 
I F ( D J F , JE j ' o Jo J R O N S K J t J o 2 ) G U Til 8 5 1 
CU V I T .i )E 1YE­WALLER FACTOR ^'-¡F TO TG CERATURE TEMP 
J A ­ L A ­ > ) 
IA1= JA+1 
JO D 2 L = l , 1 \ 
κ κ = Ι / Λ Ι ­ L 
I F ( C T A Í K K ) O S T J M O ' D G O TU .303 
8C2 C DMU JUO 
3 . 3 C·< = ·<.; 
/ J 1 A X = Í C K ­ 0 o 3 ) * J V A I Γ ( 2 * ( K K / 2 ) j c Jo KK ) KK =KK + 1 ) 3 1)4 :;L = I , ! < K 
C K L = X L 
7U= Í C K L ­ ' ; »'11 * J V A 
X=C J J1U*VU 
I F Í XoGTo33o .)) ) 1 TU 3 15 
2 X l = 0 X P ( X ) ­ l o J C ÑUTO T IAT F S I IP E JU IV ALO Ν Γ TU OTC 
FS I HP( K L ) = C T A { K L ) * ( " α 5+ 1 ο / E X l ) / V U 
S O T ) 8 0 4 
H j 5 Fu E 1 P ( K L ) = U o 5 * C T A ( K L ) / V U 
3 J 4 CON T I N JE 
J , JF= (VU I A X / J 0 O ) * ( S I 'IPC ( O V A , KK )+ ( 5 o 0 * F S IMP ( 1 ) ­ F S I MP { 2 ) ) * D V A / 8 0 Ü ) 8 0 1 0 3 I T I IJL. 
/ R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 2 ) ( J( L ) , L = 1 0 , 1 3 ) 
JRI TE ( 6 , 9 1 2 3 ) TE IP 
I F Í JJFo JEoüoO) G 3 TO 3 3 3 
MP. I TE ( 6 , 0 1 2 9 ) 
) J 13 2 L = l , JOAN 
8 32 S K I L ) = C J N 7 * ( 3 K ( L ) / C N R ( L ) ) 
SJ Τ 1 3 54 
HÒ3 X = ­ 0 E L K / 2 o . ) 
FORTRAN 
0039 
0040 Οι 41 0042 0043 0044 0045 0046 004 7 0(4 3 0049 00 50 00 51 0052 '.1053 
0054 
OC 5 5 
0056 Οι.'5 7 
ζ C15 3 
005 9 
0­6 ) 0061 C 062 0063 0064 OO η 5 0066 C<16 7 
0066 0v69 Ol 70 0071 
0(172 












J J 3 3 5 L = l , JOAN 
X=X+DELK 
X2= X* X* C O J8*D,J F / V U MA X 
3 U F S P ( L ) = X 2 
E X P J = E X P { ­ X 2 ) 
E XP J 3 P ( L ) = E X P W 
8 3 5 S K ( L ) = C J N 7 * E X P W * ( 3 K ( L ) / C N R ( L ) ) 
JR ITE ( 6 , 9 1 3 3 ) 0 JF 
3 3 4 X = ­ D E L K / 2 o O 
JRITE ( o , 9 1 3 2 ) 
FSP = UoO 
DO 83o L = 1 , J C A N 
X=X+DELK 
XKF='<*C JN2 
X X F F ( L ) = X K F 
IF ( IR Eoo E 3 o 0 ) G 0 TO 3 33 
<2 = X * X 
E X X 2 = E X P ( ­ X 2 * C L B 2 ) 
I F ( K i > o E Jo D G U TU 3 2 2 
I F ( J J A Y o G T o 2 ) A X = ( P I A 2 * X ) * * N E X 
I F ( N W A Y o L E o 2 ) A X = ( C L 3 * X ) * * N E X 
S l = 0 o 0 
00 3 2 3 K L = 2 , K P 
8 2 3 3 1 = ( S 1 + 3 ( K L i ) * A X 
F 3 P = E X X 2 * 3 L / ( X 2 + C ) N 1 * F D C ( C 0 N 2 * X ) ) 
GU Τ 1 3 2 4 
8 2 2 FSP=0.< ( 2 / ( X 2 + C U N 1 * F D C ( C U N 2 * X ) ) 
3 2 4 F S P = ­ F S P * C 1 N 3 / ( P I A * P I A ) 
S R ( L ) = F S P * F S P * S K ( L ) * X K F * X K F * X K F 
Ó5Ù ICNR = C 1 R ( L ) 
3 3 6 .JRITE ( 6 , 9 1 3 1 ) X , X K F , FSP , SK ( L ) , DvJFSP i L ) , EXPWSP i L ) , NCNR 
I F ( JSKPLoEQo ■■)) GU TO 337 
PLUT Sí Κ) 
I F Í IPLOToEQo ) ) C \ L L F I N I M I 10o , IC«, ) P L 0 r x = X K F F ( N ; A N ) * l O o U 
CALL SY 1BL4( . )o , 1 0 o , o 4 , 0 o , W Í 1 0 ) , 3 6 , 0 o ) 
CALL D E S S I K X K F F , S K , N C A N , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , P L O T X , l O o , 0 , 0 , I H , 
PL JTX1 = PL J T X + l O o O 
CALL Fl J l 1( PL 3 T X 1 , ì o 0 ) 8 3 7 CO I T I JOE 
I F Í IRESoF JoO)GO TO 32 5 
COMPJTE TUE E L E C T R I C A L R E S I S T I V I T Y « 
I F Í I F T o G T o S ) I F T = I F T ­ 2 
l f l H , 1 , 0 ) 








0 0 3 5 
0 O J 6 
C ; ι ό 7 
Ί 0 3 3 
ι , 0 3 9 
0091 
0 391 
O <> 9, ' 
0 0 93 
0 0 9 4 
O '' O 3 
0 0 96 
009 7 
O ' 9 3 
0099 
0 1 i J 
M O I 
01 'i2 
0 1 0 3 
0 1 0 4 
0 1 0 5 
0 1 0 ό 
0 1 0 7 
0 1 0 8 
0 1 0 9 
0 1 1 0 
C 1 1 1 
0 1 1 2 
0 1 1 3 
C 1 1 4 
3 2 5 
C JR 
8 2 6 
JELKF= )ELK*C IN 2 
C L I 1=1«. : 
l = C L I 1/ )ELKF + l o O 
I F ( 2 * Í J / 2 ) L E J O N ) J = N + 1 
I F Í O LEoNCA DGO T I 3 25 
C ICA J = NCA J 
C L I 1CR=(C JCA J ­ 0 o 5 ) * D E L K F 
J R I T J í 6 , 9 1 3 3) C L I MOR 
J = .JCA J 
¿PRE 3 = 3 I M : J C ( D E L K , N ) 
I EC Τ I J J.S FUR Τ IE INTEGRAL 
D I F F = C L I 1 ­ X K F F Í J) 
I F ( 0 1 FF I 8 2 3 , 3 2 6 , 32 7 
FC=SR ( J) O I F F * ( S R ( N + l ) 
C IRRE = F C ­ J I F F 
SRÍN))/(2oO«DELKF) 
J Τ 1. 
F C = 3 R ( . I ­ 1 ) + Y < { S R { 1 ) ­ S R ( J ­ 1 ) ) / D E L K F 
C U R R 2 = F C * D I F F 
SO IT Í N JE 
C JRR1 = ( 5 o v « S R ( 1 ) ­ S R { 2 ) ) * D E L K F / 3 , , < ) 
•JRITE ( 6 , 9 1 3 4 ) S f>RFS , CURRI ,CURR2 
SP.RE S = ί S Ρ \lz S +COR.M i +0 0RR2 ) *CON 9 
.JRI TF 
RETO, 
( 6 , u 3 5 ) s'»(ie: 
002 FOR 12 3 F.LR IFOR 120 FUR 13' FOR 131 FUR 132 FUR 1,4,1 133 FOR 1REC 134 FOR 135 FOR 
VA Γ ( 
1A Γ ( F IXE OAT VAT MAT MAT Sí Q) HAT T, BE MAT { MAT ( 
1 11, //,9 
0 Q 
3 5u; 
34M J 6Elo //,4 1 3X , //0 2 CAOS /IO I //24 
JA4) 
5 HO S 
/ ON 
DE BY 
Dt 3 Y 
o 5 , I 
X , 1 2 
2 1 2 J 
IURE 
E H I 







H J = K 





TJRE FACTOR S ( Q ) AVERAGED OVER A LL D I R E C T I O N S 
UN Yi APPROXIMAT ION / T = F 7 o 2 ) 
LLER FACTOR N I T INCLUDED ) 
LLER FACTOR I JCLUDED D W F = E 1 2 0 5 ) 
/ ( 2 * P I / A ) , 6 X , 1 0 H 3 = K / ( 2 * K F ) , 5 X , 1 0 H V i Q ) I N E V , 9 X 
, 8 H E X P Í - 2 W ) , 3 X , 1 3 U Q - P T S / C H A N N E L , / / ) 
FUR THE E L E C T R I C A L R E S I S T I V I T Y MIGHT BE INCUR 
I N T E G R A T I O N L I M I T = E 1 2 0 5 , 1 5 H INSTEAD OF l o 0 ) 
L = E 1 2 , 5 , 1 0 0 C 0 R R l = E 1 2 o 5 , 1 0 H C 0 R R 2 = E 1 2 o 5 ) 
I C A L R E 5 I S T I V I T Y = E 1 2 o 5 , 1 5 H MICRO-UHM*CM ) 
0 1 1 3 NO 
APPENDIX I I I - P R O G R A M CVDWF 
FORTKAM IV :VEL MOO MAIN ΠΑΤΕ = 6 Ο Λ ^ ° 1 6 / 3 3 / 1 n D Λ 3 e ί* ^ Π1 
■' ' 0 1 
' . . '■«. 2 
.. >' 6 
.'Ί 7 
ι : II 
0 0 1 1 
PC 12 












.: ι s 
' l o 
:·ΐ7 
. 1 8 
rio 1 "> ί i 
. ·* . ' . ' :-2ΐ ' 0 "> 
. L·. ί_ 
'23 
















LR00 'VOI 'V no | r i P r r | t r r J j c Vi') 0 r B v E - WALl.FP ΡΑΓ T0PU 
CVOor CALCULAMES " I F S " , r T I r I C UEAT AT CONSTAN7" »'OL'UMF OV ANO THF 
) Γ Γ ν " - Γ / . ΐ Ε ' Γ ' Γ Τ Π Γ Γ',·ιΓ or [»re OP Ρ Γ Γ : . R Y S T A L S τ η Í N Τ M P U T 
EPE•■'>u:"1,;0Y­OIS""P τ π Γ! LI Π Ο Γ Τ Ι Ι . HIT OEBYE­TEU^PATIJRF AS Λ 
ruor~ir,[i or ­or OR"; norr TEMPERATURE IS AVAILAPI r n r B O T H Π Γ Τ Η Γ ^ 
U P . I T X : : ; ; ι υ F O O R / υ Λ L : Ί Ο " . \ Ο Γ 
DIME 1ST YA ΟΟΓΟ ,CO(?. f i - i l ) , 0!'( 5C M ì , ARG(OrO) ,ΟΤ (?^ι· 
" c r : ) ,F : c : o i ) » c . i c r r ι ) , Τ Γ Χ Τ ( I C O ,?. ( 5 : ο ι ) 
, '··τ{?.■■; ) »wol 




/ DEBYE F T r Q U . P I S T R T R . FOP ON / ΟΕΡΥΕ FFFQU.DISERTO. FOR GN 
2C(· 
'1DIMGN=2'" 51 
00 ?"■' I =1 ,1 IP I MON 
GN ( I ) = ί . Γ 
Μ0ΙΜ0Ο=Ο>"ί"Ί 
oo r : i = i , ID IMOD 
2i. 1 C D Í I ) = ; . ' 
2i 2 
ΝΓΊΜΟ 
O O 2 
ov.ui ) 
■ J T O S T = : 
:ITL'ST=( 
: - · . '-1 
1 = 1 , N O I MOU 
ES UTPP MJT r I N r n F R r Q H r l ' ?VFPT r ILUNO ΝΛΓΜ n F B v E 
GÈr.rO.iiflE"" MIT \ " I M ' A X = Í N V ­ 1 / 2 Í * D E L . T A V 
UV, 0F1 T A V MIRO Β Γ ΤΜ F I N L P S r N DEF 7.0 ^R ' ­TUOFMD' 
ΓΤ.ΓΟ.Η.VEPTEILUM^ ON OEBEPLESEN 
REAP ( f , 1 1 ) Ì l i , '12 , Μ Ρ ί ' Ι Τ , Ν Τ , O E L ' A T ,Ν^Ε ST ,NV,DEL T A V ' 
OPIME (6 , 1 1 ) 0.5 ,M2 ,MPL0T , MT, DELTA" , f F E S T , NV, DELOMV 
2 5 1 ) GO "O l ' O 
09 
I F ( M V . G T . 
NDATA = . 
■ ] Γ ) Ι ' = ·* 
IF ( H l . N E . 2) GM TO P<· 
READ ( 0 , 1 3 ) NDATA,ont .TAX 
WP I Τ C ( 6 , 1 ? ) HOATAjOELTAX 
REAP ( Γ , 12) ( C D ( L ) , L = l , f l D A V . ) 
Ι Γ ( ' Ν 2 . iE . .2) GO τ 0 * r 
REAP ( 0 , 1 3 ) MDI-SDELX!' 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 
»'■025 
ι t 26 
MOP MAIN DATE = 6 i ° ^ 16/33/1'» PASE Ρ?π2 
τ ι' 28 0 0 2 9 
t ι" 3< ' Ο . '31 Ο. 3 2 L 0 3 3 0 0 3 4 
' Ό ? 5 
C 0 3 6 ■ 0 3 7 ■"038 C 0 3 9 ι C 4ι • ' - .Al ." ι. ' 4 2 0·" 4 3 Γ 0 4 4 Γ . '4 5 ι «146 
1.1'47 
¡. >' 4 « 
, ¡ ·ν+9 
.: :>5i 
ι ι 53 " 54 
ο ; 5 5 
ι" Γ 5 6 . ' "57 
'" '. 5 G 
C !" Γ < > • ■" 6'Ί 
Γ v ó i (.·' 62 . ' 6 3 0 0 6 4 (.''•■65 Γ 066 Cv 6 7 
222 
Oí' 
URITE ( 6 , 1 ? ) MDH.DELXU READ ( Γ , Ρ ) (DUÍL),L=1,NDU1 
DO 22E 1=1,NOU E(I )=I*DELXU  DVÍÍ I )=0W( Ι )*3*4 7 .9 ' ">3/ . · : ( I ) 
IFCriTTGT.GT.·- ) GO T n v r READ ( 5 , 1 4 ) Ο ,Ν^ ,ΟΓίΤΛν" 
URITE ( o , 1 4 ) U,NV,DELTAV 
Ν VE = : IV/5 
IV5F=r;*o\/q 
: ivo ' iFr=Nv-i ivr .5 
Κ = - 4 
DO y . 1=1,ΠVS 0 = 1 
K+4 
Γ.ΕΑΟ ( E , l r ) N I , ( 0 N ( L ) , L = K , K D 
ΟΓΙΤΕ ( 6 , 1 5 ) NT, (CM(L) ,L=K,K5) 
IF (M I . f iE. I ) GO τ η "Ί 
CONTI π JE: 
I F d l V O i r r . E O . ' ) OO T 0 72 
Κ=0 , , Γ - + ·. ¡;E = NV5f+ MVDIFF REAP ( f , 1 5 ) N I , (CNUO,L = K,K.E) URITE if.,, 15) NT, (GM(LJ ,L = K,KE) 1 = 1 + 1 IF (NI .,NE. I ) GO τ ο -»ι. CONTINUE ΙΓ ( MT«, Ο.Τ.Οι i . 0 R . N 0 A T A . G T . ? O : 1 . HR. NOO. GT. 51 " 1 . D P . U V . CT. 2 ~ <0 ) GO TO 
. χ I J. 
URI Τ (ό,1η) OPIME (6,M U URITE ίο,?·, ) -PSDEITAV IF I ' 
'.ΙΓΙ' 
ί ó , (6, 1 ) ÍOri(L) ,l. = l ,NV) 
54 
OC 54 L=1,NT APC(L)= ..' OT(L) =. . 
UT(L)=: . 
UO(L)=i . -(!)=,. 
00 5? L=2,NT 
~(L)="(L-í)+DEL"rAT 
'IVi=N7+l 
00 9 5 L=] , NV 
FORTRAN 
r '. e R 
. ­. (,'-> 
. ," 7ι .' '71 
ι" L 72 i' ' τ J 
­.'· 74 
ι"­7 5 
Cl 76 ι "7­7 
. ' . '78 
ι. . 7<τ ,' ι" Ρ ι < . L i ' ·,"".· ει •O." 3 2 
ι' ·" 8 3 . ι 84 Ο ' 8 5 ι' >. 8 6 
(. ι" 37 
: ο 3 s »»•89 
0^9· ' : C091 
0 0 9 2 C'­"'93 '. I. 94 
ι." 095 0'">9¿ 
(Λ<>7 ι '198 
Ot'iQO 
uld'' 0 10 1 010 2 
0103 C IC 4 
0 10 5 C106 C 107 : i*: o 




KK = NV1-L. 
I F(GN Í K K ) . G T . i . Ό GO Τ D 'V 
05 CO M Ti ; ;u r 
96 : , N V = K K 
C N V = 0 U V - ' . 5 VMAX=CNV*DELTAV 
VMAX3=7M/X/E. 
i'/K=K"''+"; 
Ι Γ ( 2 * ( Κ Κ / 2 ) . Ε 3.KK) KK=KK + ] 
IF ( K K . C " . 2( ; 1 ) KK=KK-2 
PERECHNE CV UNO D'.JF 
DC 3 K=2 , NT 
VU=-DEL~AV/2.C 
M T = 4 - . "> >? /T (K ) 
oc 4 ; U . = I , K K 
VU=VU+DELTAV χ = τ τ * ν υ 
I F ( x . C T . ε 
E.X=FXP(X) ■•yi = r x ­ i . 
) 0 0 TP 100 
C C C 
IF i 111 . Γ T . i ' ) F 1 ( KL) =GNÍ KL ) * E X * ( Χ / EX! ) * ( Χ / EXl ) 
i r { f ! 2 . G T . f ) r 2 ( K L ) = O N ( K L ) * ( Γ . 5 + 1 . / E X ! ) /VU 
CO TO 4 ICC I F Í N 1 . G T . O ) Γ Ι î KL ) = ' * . " 
Τ F ( Ν2 .0 7 . η ) F 2 ( KL ) =!' . 5*GN { KL ) /VU 
4 CDMTT"UC 
I F Í M Í ' . ' c T . f )CT(K)=STMPCR(DFLTAV,KK, )0 i r ( N 2 . L E . O ) GO T 0 3 DO 1C4 L=1,KK Κ 4 r i ( L ) = r 2 l L ) U T ( K ) = S I M P C R ( D F L T A , ' , K K , 1 ) * T ( K ) 3 CONTINUE 
T­DEDYE ALS FUNKTION VON T ­ A B S . M I T C " 
IF(NI.NE.2) GO T0 2! NDATA1 = Î!DATA­1 00MAX=0D(NDATA!) DO 55 L=2,NT CTL=CT(L) IF(CTLOSE.rO.MAX) GO T0 57 IF (C TL. CT. ¡: .Γ) GO MO 58 AR0(L)='".0 GO TO 5 5 5C APO (L)=T(L)^(7"T.6r.­T?T/CTL)**0. 3 333??? 
FORTRAM IV G LEVEL L I MOL 2 NA I.N DATE = 6"!~=;o 1 6 / 3 3 / 1 * PASE [>?P4 
c ie o O l i ó cui C 112 '"113 C 114 0 1 1 5 0 116 0 1 1 7 1.118 C 119 
<: 12-C 121 . 122 E 123 C 124 C 125 • 126 C127 C 128 012Γ 
■: m Γ 131 ..132 ■' 133 
ι 134 ." 13 5 ." 136 , 137 ." 138 .. 1 3 ° t 141 f 141 Li 42 ι'. 143 .. 144 C 145 '.' 146 c 147 ' . 148 014 e · 





GO TO 21 
57 NM=L 
DO " 1 K=1 ,NDATA! 
I F ( C T L . C E . C D I K ) ) G 1 ' 
51 CONTINUE 
URITE ( 6 , 5 ) C T L , T ( L ) 
STOP 
52 K E F F = P 
Κ Ε Γ Γ 1 = Κ Γ Γ Ρ + 1 
106 
00 5 ' L=MM,NT I F Í C T ( L ) . G T . C 7 Í L ­ 1 ) ) URITE ( 6 , υ. 5) M(L ) GO TO 1 ) 6 
00 
1/ 
34 Κ ■ Γ r W τ ; : Κ = Κ Ε Γ Ε Ι ­ Κ 
0 I P F = C 0 ( K K ) ­ C T ( L ) 
I r ( 0 I E E ) 9 4 , 6 : , 6 Λ 
94 CONTI NOE 
60 CKK=KK­1 
O F = r D ( K K ) ­ C O ( K K + l ) APO ( L) = t CKK.+DI FF/DF ) *DEL T AX*T ( L ) XIN=K 50 COÌT I NOE 21 CONTINUE 
T­OEDYE AL! ΜΠΚΤΙΓ ί Ί VON Τ-ARS. 
GO τ η 2? 
MIT OUF 
T F ( N 2 . N E . 2 ) Ρ I=3 .1415o-> 
'IDU1 = NEU-1 
DWMAX=DU(NDU1) 
DO 6Γ L=2 ,NT 
UTL=UM(L) 
IF (UTL .GF .DUNAX) GO T 0 6 τ 
; T L 2 5 = I , T L - . 2 E 
I F ( U T L 2 5 . G M . 1 . " V E - 3 0 ) GO TO 6 3 
U D ( L . ) = r . r 
GO TO 65 
62 U P ( L ) = M ( L ) * P I / S Q P T ( 6 . * U T L 2 5 ) 
65 CONTINUE GO M] 23 67 NN=L 00 61 K=l,NOW IFiWTL.GE.DU(K) ) GO τ ι 6 r 61 CONTINUE UP ITE (6,"O UTL,T(tO STOP 
NJFTRAN 
0 154 
r 15 5 
0 156 




C 162 0163 
C164 C 165 
C 166 
i 167 0168 0169 C 17») 
f 171 
0 172 
0173 0 174 
0175 























GO TO 1P7 
KEFF=K 
KEFF1=K+1 
K I N = 1 
DO 69 L=MN,NT 
I F ( U T ( L ) . G T . ' . T f L - l ) ) 
URITE {6 ,11. Β) M (LO 
n 7 ro Q : K=KIN, I :EF^ 
ΚΚ=ΚΓΓΓ1-Κ 
D I F r = D U { K K ) - ! , T ( L ) I F Í D I F D 9 3 , 6 3 , 6 3 93 CONTINUE 63 CKK=KK DF=DW(KK)­DW{KK­H ) U r ( L ) = ( C K K + O i r F / O F ) * D E L X U * T ( L ) KIN=K 69 CONTINUE 23 CONTINUE 
AUSGABE! 
WP.ITF ( 6 , 6 ) ( M r L ) , f T ( L ) ,ARGiL ) ,WTIL? ,WD i L ) , L = 7 , NT ) 22 COfTINUE STOP 71 1 = 1 - 1 URITE ( 6 , 1 6 ) I STOP 101 UP I TE ( 6 , 1 8 ) STOP 
BERECHNE FREQU. VERTEI LONG NACH PEP>VE 
102 IF ( 2 * (NV/2) . E Q . T ' ) N\'=NV + 1 CNV=NV VUHAX=(CNY­' . 5 i *DFL T AV VUHAX: = VUMAX* V! .ΜΛΧ*ΥΤ ¡MAX/ ? . Γ VU=­DELTAV/2 .0 DO 1>'3 L = 1,NV VU=VU+DELTAV 113 CN(L)=VU*VU/VUMAX? CO T 0 72 
FORMAM (4H1CV=,E1.2 .5 ,C! 
l -SPECIFIO-ΗΓΑΤ Π Ο ^ Ι Ο Ν . ) 
FOR T = , F 1 2 . 5 , 5 ? H 
6 FORMAM ( / , ( F i t . 2 , E 1 6 . 5 ,Γ 1 2 . 4 , El 6 . Γ, Γ 1 5 . 4 ) ) 
7 ΡΟΓΜ.ΑΤ (7M1D1J­F. = , E 1 2 . 5 , 8 H FOR Τ = , Γ 1 2 . 7 , 4 5 Η 
1 DYE­UAL LER FUMOSI OU. ) 
8 FORMAM (5 Π 4 . 9 ) 
9 FORMAM ( / / , ι n,­., ΟΛΑ) 
NOT c0UMD IN TAB. DEPYE 
MOT FOUND I N TAP. DE 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 MAIN DATE = ^ " c t l 1 6 / 3 3 / 1 3 PAGE PP^6 
0 193 1C FORMAM ( / / ] Γ 5 Ι Γ SPEC IFIC HEAT CV, OERY E-TEMPF RATINE AVO DEBYE WALLE IP. FACTOR AS FUNCTIONS OF THE ABSOUTE T E M P E R A T E . / / 4 X , * H T -2AES. ,7X,RHCV/,NODFL,?X,10HT-DrBVE/OV,5X, 11HDW-F./MODEL , 5X, 11HT-DERY 3E/DUD 0 194 11 FORMAT ( ¿ 0 3 , El 2 . 5 , 2 T 6 , E12 . 5 ) 019 5 12 FORMAM (6 Fi 2 . 9 ) U196 13 FORMAT ( 1 6 , F l 2 . 3 ) 0 1 9 7 14 ΓΟΓ.MAT ( 9 A 4 , 1 6 , E12 . 5) 0 1 ^ 8 15 FORMAM ( 1 5 , 5 0 1 5 . 8 ) . 1 9 e 16 FCP./IA" (T^HlSEQUENCE OF DATA DECK ON NOT CORRECT, LAST CORRECT CAR I P HAS SEOUFNCE NUMBER , I ' - ,3H . ) 0 2Ü. I"7 FORMA' Í / V , ( l i E 1 1 . 3 ) ) T C Ç T C2C1 13 FORMAM (78H1TOO LARGE NT, NDATA, NOP OR NV. STOPAGF OVER FLOW. COM 1PUTATION INTEP.PUPTEO. ) ( 2 1 2 19 ΓΟΡ.ΜΑΤ ( 21. ill TI IERMODYMAMI CAL QUANTITIES ) 0 2 0 3 20 FORMAT ί 4 HC NV= , 1 4 , ? X , 7HDEL TAV=T 1 2 . 5 ï 02C4 10 5 FORMAM C21H0 CHECK CV/NODEL AT T = F 6 . 2 , 3 4 H , T-UFRVE/CV COULD BE IMC 
1ORRE0.M, } 
L 2 0 5 108 FORMAM (24!ΓΠΙΕ0Κ T . . -F · /MODEL AT T = r : 6 . 2 , 3 6 H , τ-ΠΕΒΥΕ/DWF COULD 3E 
1 INCORRECT. ) C O 206 END 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 SIMPER DATE = 6 ^ 5 Q 16/33/1"» 
CCOl FUNCTION SIΠΡ0Γ(PT,LIMIT,NCORR) 
C 
C INTEGRATION EINER FUNCT IOU FUMO NACH SIMPSON 
C C LIMIT IST DIE {UNGERADE) ANZAHL DER FUNKTIOMSWFPTF FUNC, DIE FUER E AEQUir ISTANTE PUNKTF i SOHRITTHEITE PT) IHRES APrUIMEMTFS GEGEBEN C SIND. FUNCil) UND FUNC ( L IMI Τ) = F-VJEPTE AN DEN IMT.GRENZEN. C 0002 COMMON FUNC(2051) C 
0·»'Ό3 L Ι MI Τ1= LI MIT-I 
UiCA SUM=r.r 
000 5 SUMI=0.0 
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